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The Colorado Caravan Workshop Manuals

Introduction

Developmental Theatre., as we conceive of it, involves

the use of theatre for the purpose of facilitating personal

and social development. The potential for such facilitation

is limited by two major factors: the openness of eopre to

what we have to offer and the 1-1.a.ftire of theatre i self. Even,

assuming an enthusiastic desire to take advantage of our of-

ferings, we can make no pretence to he all things to all people.

There is some development that we can facilitate. Our ex-

perience--a mere four years now at the start of l976.--is
4

ted. There is much exploration to be done much yet o

be learned. ThA'e is no need, however, for others 'to star

now where we started four years ago. The intention,

series of manuals, therefore, Is to describe our goalt and

\`,
our methods at this point of time.

The scope of each' of the manuals is limited; it.shouldl:

nonetheless be of value. The value.Oill be greater for

f this

those who do not turn to it for a definitive statement-but for

practical guidelines and a theoretical framework which an

serve as the background for an experimInt. To date, the ex-

periment has been successful and fulfilai,ng. We are no' longer

seeking to determine whether this concept of developmental

theatre is viable. We are still seeking ways to increase

and expand its utility. Our effort is developmental in that

we are still learning, still trying. out new ideas't still



capable of and,quite willing to accept mistakes. Those who

would like to ,join in this experiment--in doing what we know

is effe(:tive but can be made more effective--will be off to

a running start if they can benefit from what these manuals

have to offer.

1
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Management Training !lanual for COLORADO CARAVAN

Concerning the Management---------
of. a Touring Theatre

Lola Wilcox
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Concerning the Management of.a Touring Theatre

A successful touring theatre operation, like any other

business, depends equally upon the "front" neople and the,

neople 1:behind-the;:scenes." The frOnt people meet the public,

sell the goods, d bring in the monelr. The beflind-the-scenes

neople do everythi g else.

In 0 theatre operation the front peonle are the actors

and, often,,the director. For many people, including many

actors and directors, there are no other people worth men-

tioning in the, profession.

What do you want to be when you grow up?

tAn.actor: An Actress. A STAR. 1

Encouraged by audiences, and the traditional mystique accorded

their jobs, the front people often tend to view themselves

as special, as gifted, as "Artists."\ Often the technical

per sonnel (the costumer, the light persons, etc.) are viewed

As hired hands, people who exist only to decorate and amplify

the actors' work. The people who work publicity, box office,

and related tasks are often relegated to the status of volun-

teer help.

Yet every .actor and most directors have had the exneri-

ehce of rehearsing a show for week; of putting in-hours of

time at the theatre and at home, knowing they have one of the

'hest shOwS in town but--onening night abmes, the run begins,

8



and night after night the house.is nearly ,empty.

[Theatre is Dying. 1

illobody goes to the Theatre anyMore. I

4o matter how good the show, no matter how excellent the

Artists, it comes to nothing if there is no audience. It is

at this.point (of no return) that one of the actors usually

remarks: "What we need is a good advertising nerson," or

"This theatre needs a business manager." And those remarks,

howey r late in the game they are made, are thetruth. no

other buSiness would think to run itself with only "front"

men.

In touring theatre the need for organitational person-

nel is.acute. It may be nossible for other theatres to

reach opening night with barely a thought as to who pd where
, .

the audience is. It is next to impossible for a touring

theatre to begin to tour without some idea of where it .is

going.

There is much to be gained if a theatre organization

can consider the actors, directors and tec1hnical personnel as

blue collar workers--"Labor" at its most glamourous- -and the

behind-thescenes personnel as the "Management." It is the

behind-the-scenes people who are responsible for the struc-

ture, thebudget, the morale, the Big, Picture. Let the

mdmagement personnel he resnonsible for the organization;

let the labor personnel concentrate on the productions.



Let's get the show on the road. I

All I want to do is ACT.

The First Consideration - An Office

A theatre is automatically designed with a variety of

territorial areas. The audience has its special area of

seating; the actors haye'the stage and backstage. Box office

and lobby personnel have assigned areas; so does concessions.

Often the office i8 a small area behind the box office; all

too often the box office is the office space. Perhaps the

architects think of theatre as Art, not Business, and don't

include space for a permanent, visible Management.

A touring theatre lacks, the usual territories; by

definition the spaces it plays belong to someone else. A

touring theatre may have rehearsal space but, if it is like

.97ours, this space is filled by other activities as soon as it

is vacated. The vehicle the group tours in too often becomes

the only "home" territory. The "office" often seems to "be-

long" only to the management. An office which is planned with

territorial problems in mind can became the heart of the

touring company and the whole program can benefit.

Ideally there should he two areaq7 one used by and

therefore belonging to the anagement, and one that is neutral

and can be used as a place for meetings betWeen the labor and

management or as a place, other than the touring vehicle,

where problems within the group can be settled. Then a

discussion can often,be postponed, labeled "for the office,"

1.0
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and precious energy preserved for thf iob.

,We don't have the time or the energy to discuss this n;o0.1

1 We go up in ten minutes: Save it for the office.]

4

Thi6 neutral area can'be a living room style roo
.

with car-

nets and lamps, or a Teacher's Lounge Style wit chairs nd

a small kitchen'. It can be nothing more than a permanent

,

corner of4 a room with a table or a circle of chairs. But it

must be a space that,is,open and no one else's territor

Who uses--owns.

The management's space must possess a desk and a east

one telephone. There must be a place to hang or post a map,.

per-

haps

the touring area. It is extremely important, though per-

haps not essential, to have access to a mimeo or copy machine.

There needs to he a file cabinet to keep track of who, where,

and how. If the touring theatre works from its own accounts,

there needs to he a bookkeeping system and materials. Be-

yond that,' whatielsse happens, hanpens in the Minds of the

management personnel..

The Second Considerationz4L12142244aull

We are all aware of role definitions and how they are

used'in our society. There are as many types of roles inIthe

management end of the theatre business'as in the labor and,

as an actor does, one nerSon can often play several different

parts.

We have discovered that it.ie essential that one per-
.

son possesses the final say on Policies 'a,nd Procedures and

11



assumes the final responsibility for the activities of the

The Buck Stops Here!

5

", Ideally, this person should be free from task oriented roles

di
-.nu- )

rectly related to the touring oneration. Fe needs to main-

tain an overview, to focus on the long term, primary oblec-

tives of the Touring Theatre. Because he is in this ,heutral

. position (working neither in labor'nor management roles) he

can serve as'corisultant, mediatori, and support unit fpr both

working segmerlts.

It is essential to have someone fill the rolls of

secretary and bookkeeper. There must he a person in charge

of advertising. Roles that are unique to a touring theatre

situa44on are Booker and Advance Person.

The Third Corisideration

The Responsibilities of.the Management Personnel'

Ita114222.112=03 Marlin ("it")

--furrcliiig (grants, etc.)

--overview (goals, philosophy)

--mediator

--support unit

- -responsibility-taker

This brief list'stakesePut the supervisor's territory-

It is pretty well self-explanatory so far as the "what" is

12



concerned. Financial support must be obtained.and main-

tained and there must he fiscal resp risibility in the use

and accounting of funds. A clarity mu t he maintained as to

the purpose of the total activity; and the goals and activi-

ties of individuals, and of individual efforts, must always

be evaluated and coordinated by someone with sufficient per-

sp ctive to understand' the total operation and the degree,

. or lack, of consistency. Perhaps, indeed, the greatest need

for maintaining this perspectiile is with respect to /funding.

The temptation to abandon or distort goalirscan he extremely. ,

great when a shift of emphasis or the employment of certain

practices promises to increase the financial capacity to,

function. Expediency is particularly attractive when it of-

fers'the only means of survival Without denying either the

necessity or_ the positive advantages' of flexibility-and

adaptability, there should he clarity as ;to when an ottani-
. ,.

zation is abandoning its reason for existence for the.sake

of existing4;:
.

at such a...point the decis,.. ion as to whether or

nat to continue should he a-conscious one. Awareness of

this sort'will not necessarily lead to abandonment of A total
V

project; it will more commonly lead to a healthy rejection

of certain options. But even when the results, appear most
0

disastrous, a real commitment to the people_being served may

require'eithar a public and well under4tood statement of
412-

shift in objective or an actual termination of the progt4aM;

either would he preferable to soliciting suppoirt for, and

involilementin, a program which is no longer doing'what those
tov

.13
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who are solicited and involved are told it is doing. Such a

situation of duplicity and waste can be a consnuence of

ignorance even with well-intentioned people; for this reason,

the maintenance of a^proper perspective is essential.

Little need be said about the surrervisorv-functions of

mediation, support, or the taking on of responsibility. When

a number of people work together in a situation reciuiring

diverse talents and goals, there may well,be differences that

arise. In responding to such situations, a numbef elements

are helpful, including a sense of humor, a capacity for na-
,

tience, an awareness that even adults are in a growth process

and that time is often an essential ingredient, and a stead-

fast

,

focus on the primary need to achieve' the program db-
to

.iectives. When a number of People work together in constantly`

varying, situations often removed, in time and distance, from

the home base, there is an obvious need for someone to stay,

hometo mind the store. The touring group must be resource-

ful but there must he confidence in the suppori,that is

available. In this regard, there should.bOno ifalsevxpec-

tations as to the nature of the available support. hood

communication is important in t s regard. Finally, as in

any organizational effort, some ne should he ultimately

responsible and there should be clarity as to who this person

is.

The preceding has identified the "what" of the super-
.

visory function. The "how" will necessarily differ from one

situation to another. heneralizations distort. There is

1
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also the real danger Oat'snecifics,as to "how we do it" will

inly.a notion that others should do it the wa" we do. Ac-
.

allyhoW 411 do it should he by relating your own talents,

-resources, and persona.lities to the accomplishment of 'your

own goals-in a' manner that is 'consistent with your, philos07
lh-

phy. Obviously4 your' ability to, do well, in these terms,..
#

will be enhanced by clarity as to your goals and philosonhy..

WithoUt referring to other specificsregarding the "how" of

supervision, astatement of our goals and philpsophyat

least in partmay be helpful. There is no danger in this

Do

area of implying, on the subconscious level any need to do as
vc

we do; such implications will be quite overt and capable of

1 r,being dealt with in a forthright fashion. An attempt to ar-
.

144,44,

ticulate such mattdrs may serve to stimulate a comnarable

- attempt on Your part; such an attempt would be highly advan-
,..

tagRous to you. 3or is there' anything amiss in our attempting

'to proselytize' in this manner since, presumably, it is a,.
Nik

ANNr. .
',ositive response to the rtature of what we are doing that

motivates an interest in learninp more about our program.

We have, in fact, several goals. which we consider.to

he mutually reinforcing. One goal is .to bring good quality

live theatre to people who have insufficient or no experience

of it. Another goal is to enable people who have had, little

contact with the theatre to obtain personal interactio

with theatre peoplea& human beings and not only as per

mers. A third mall achieved throuph the first two is

enlarge undeptanding of, and annreciation for, the theatre

15



. as an art form. A fourth plal is to stimulate growt . We

believe thA,audience participation in the .theatrica trans-

action can exercise the imagination and increase sen itiyitY

and awareness. '4e choose our materials and our Prod ction

techniques in a conscious attempt to exploit the the tre's

Potential to stimulate growth in this may. In the w rkshops

-wiich follow our productions, we consciously strive o fur-
.

ther this impact on the imag5nation, the sensitivity, and the -

awareness. 'lot only does the workshop enlarge the impact but

the performance provides a Springboard for the workshop. Thek

Performance earns us the ri,ht to be where we haYe come,

builds rapport between acto and audience members, facilitates

the interaction between the actor/workshon`leader and the

audience member/workshop par icipant The workshop situation

also facilitates other types f growth. These Idav he develop-

mental or stibiect matte in\th i orientation and ma" be

'custom bUilt through pre-p arm). g. These matters are dis-

cussed at greater length elsewhere. (See the production

manual for specifics concerning o r approacICto nerformaly.

Arid see the' workshop manual for specifics concerning our

working methods there.) Let it be enough, here,-to identify

the goal of growth stiMulation--with one imnortant qualifi-

cation If the people with whom we interact grow in factual

knowledp as a consequence of the interaction, we view this

as a w erful.by-product; we're happy when it occurs but

this is not our objective. Our obiective is nersonalitv,

7rowth. We want peonle to prow in self-accentance,

,
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y acceptance of others, in anpreciation, in curiosity. What
d

the "'Eskimo" label meant to those who annlied it and what

the people we call by that label actuallY call themselves is

' 10

of less concern to us than the awarenessv6e can create of

the fact that these neonle of the far north have a curture

whic is different, interesting, and to be,resnected. The

Turfrish activity to which Othello is asked to respond is of

1 ss concern to us than the awareness we. can generate of

hakespeare as a writer of Plays which deal with human

beings whose nassions pan come alive and whose speech can be

understood,(and whose values,,we,can ouestion and at times

:.reject). The factual knowledgFme,we present is of less concern

to us than the interest we can generate in a subject which

others--if so motivated.-can take adVantape of in the ] arger

contex ,of an ongoing relationship.

In assuming resnonhihilitv, nrovidIng sunnort, mediating

areas of friCtionand dispute; seeking and exnendij p funds,

the sunervis'cir (whatever his or her title) must constantly

keen in'mind the overall objectives and the realization that

means must he consistenwith.goals.

One final word should be said of thesunervisory func-

tion there must be a sensitivity to the value of the
a

nrogriM to those involved in providing it. noals_must he

articulated here as well. For us, the'goals are clear-cut.

rirst, our nrogram nrovides exce]Jent training foil actors,,,at

a certain advanced stare of 'develonment. Little opportunity

exists for developing actors to exnerience thedemands, and-

trieir



the opportunities for refinement, repetitive performances

over a long neriod of time. Such elxperience is the nature

of this nropram% Actors will als learn to work together, to

adapt to a variety of audienoes and nerformance situation.'

and td replace gimmickry with a more substantial honest"

.a consequence, of the overt h nests of their audiences.

SecOnd, our nropram trains p ople in the techniques of what

1 developmental theatre. Thirdly, our program pe erates

an awareness of the sipnifica ce of what we are doing,

tivatinp narticipants to seek to accomnlish as much, more,

or at lea'st some part of it, their onpoinp

after they have left our own "gram.

SeCretary-Bookkeeper

'The
4
rolei of Secretary a d Bookkeerfer are ddnendent

uton the Booker and can often

a

handled by thetBooker or by

a nart-time employee. If the t urinp theatre is part of, a

larger operation the Booker wil need -Co cmo dinate his work

with the larger staff. The .bulk of the sec etarial work .
fc

tends to Se seasonal, with hours and hours needqd before the

;tour begins to Prepare the variou lnformationjand advertising

nackages<. Often scri is need to b tvped. Daily work per-

taining to hooking almost entirely nnsists of mailing the\

information and ady4Itising packapes\and typing letters that

confirm arrangements made by the Booker on the*telephone.

Often the Booker is the most efficient Person to .do this work

as he knows the arrangement; he has made:

-; 1.R
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Bookkeeloing is generally more complex a task than ori.,

Finally anticipated. Expenses are divided into three tines:

1) salar:ies(if any) and perdiem 2) those incured while

preparing the shows (costumes, etc.) 3) those related to

touring such as gas, housing, food. It is essential to make.

all arrangements extremely clear to the actors at the time

they are hired. They must know what their salaries are and

Then they are to be paid. They must knowper diem navments

and arra gements in advance of the tour, i.e., so much per

day, pad one week in advance of tour. Itis Possible to

select a tour manager who is 'paid a lump sum for,the whole

.

Froup's'e)menses but this tends to deteriorate into Arguments.

/ -
/ Lou have to pay for my candy barl

becife you bald for his dessert.

I _
,

,
, ,,

1

.Incoind is where real cOmplexities arise.;', A variety of
V 1

institutions must be billed, ranging from schools to old

folks' homes\,to the Ladies Aid of Watkins County. Frenuently

every institu ion billed will have a different method of

The\fee schedule may varv-denendent upon where the

croup is Performing, especialli, if the Booker is allowed

some negotiatinp freedoms. Price also varies if home hosni--

talitv is exchan \ed. it is helpful to have a predetermined

scale of price- variations.. Below is an example, not ecesi.

sarily offe*Td as\a snecific guideline. Remember for the

sanity and wellbeing of the Bookkeener, the Book must keen

a record'of all financial arrangements he makes

/ 11
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Schools
1 performance 1/2 day
2 performances 1 day

Social Groups
1 performance plus workshops
2 performances plus,workshops . . - .

Mental Health, old folks etc.
1 performance plus workshops
2 performances plus workshops

Prisons) Hospitals etc.
I performance plus workshops
2 performances plus workshops

Home Ho9p:tality rates
place to stay
place to stly a d eat!

Booker

The Booker is a Major management figure. 'It is his

job to arrange the times and places where the shows will he

performed and workshopped. Too often the job is visualized
t

as a glori-fied,secretarial position, whereas in reali;t1, the
-.4-

person must have several-special qualities. He must'be'-

highly organized, with a mind that can visualize several

, months and a whole state or area at thesame time it is tuned

to remembering masses of details. He must becaPable of on-

the-spot thinking for he must constantly adjust to myriad

numbers of variables in peOple and situations. He must have

a flair for selling, for it is-his jol; to coni.nce'someone

, who doesn't in the least care about drama that this theatre

is exactly what 'they need.

!Playing d prison ain't no Sunday school picnic, lady.

What "do ypu think .you're getting into?

Te,booker doesn't sell shows as much as he sells the ideas

20
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_ .

There is a in.the quality Of the shows. When there
. ____

1are several shows in the reperatory it is important to book

each' show at least once a week if possible. This helps the

114

and ph.ilosophies of the theatre. This is also true beause -

of Booker's images of the shows are formed during

early rehearsal stages. As he works weeks aTrmontio in ad-.

\ance he rust he aware that the showsore changing, but ,the

%

i(nformation,is not essential to the process of booking those

same, shows. It is easier to (torn in generalities. Often

the whole'sellig operation takes place by phone, and, :the

qua] ty of voice and ability of the person to work by phone,

are important.

No matter how good the shows are, in the end the thea-

tre rests on the shoulders of.the Rooker. If the Booker is

not good at. his job there will be problems. Long periods

betweenshowsmeanborOactors and sloppy, unconcerned work.

aterial 'o stay fresh. The opposite error'is-to book ido

much, too full , and thereby exhaust the actors.

A balance between, too

and too much work must be found.

A sideline of this problem is to book sensibly. Expenses

and actor morale depend to a-large degree anon the length,

of'traveling time, 'in ..sway -from -home _time .arid in-between-
,.

performance-rime. If there are gong to be two days off in

a given week, try to make them together; this way 'he

actor-; can utilize their times oft. BP careful not to waste

21



time traveling up and down -,an area:

driving back to a place-hext door to where they were a 'wee]:

tired actors resent

15

or a month earlier.

While,keeping these, major things in mind, the Bookers

picks up the phone, pencil in hand, a map and a calendar

ready on the desk.

Advertiser

The job of an advertiser varies with the need of'the

theatre to generate an audience. In our case, the aUdiences

are often "captive;" schools, prisons, homes for the elderly,

hospitals, etc. can by definition guarantee the audience. If

the tour is to audiences that must be encouraged to come, ad-

vertising becomes extremely important and a large amount of

energy must go into the job. At the very least, to enlarge .

the overall rePutation of the theatre, a basic story shopld

he prepare and used in town newspapers whepever pbssib12.

Advahce erson

advance person preceeds
/

touring theatre by several

days to the niece' where the show will be nut on and makes

the necessary physical arrangements. He contacts theHome

Hospitality people or arranges motel/hotel housing, snots

restaurants,, etc. He.checks Or.:dvertisingl.especiallv if

any show's fee viil he paid by charged admissions. , He is ail

'essential person for a large touring company and would.( f a ,

nice feature. for a stall one. Our particular theatre has
S.

never har) a person in this role and so th'e ioh is split

22
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between the Booker/Advertiser in the Management (who handle

the work that can be done by phone and mail) and the Stage

Manager in the labor (who handles the situations as they

arise in the town).

10h, is it today you come? Gee, we thought it was next Week.

'Sorry, all the motels are filled because of the Moose Convention.'

(We're closing now. Yeah, this is the only place to eat in town.i'

There's a truck stop in the next town, over, '20 miles.!

\4 A Fourth Consideration - The Method.

Some of the roles mentioned above have been filled by
.

people or a series of people who developed a method parti-

cularly useful ornreflective of the developmental process

of the Caravan. These methods are described briefly here.

Director (see the Production manual)

There is a separate manual devoted to a discussion of

the method of directing the Caravan productions. This hook-

let d cusses how a touring, educationally oriented produc-

tio or group of productions can he mounted simply and .

efficiently and it refers specifically to the methods em-

ployed in this process as characterized by the Colorado

Caravan.

Booker

The Booker begins his job With a phone in hand and an

empty calendar in front of him. In advance, is important
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to know and he able to express the overall ohjectkie and

goals of 'he Theatre, T4hat the Shona :, and vmr shops will locl:

LLe, and ,,hat the hasie pric(2 sch,,dule is. It is imi,ortant

for a beg;_nni.ng Bool er to study his tour area geographivally,

understanding the best tour routes and the weather Patterns

.that ma,, effect the roads. it is also important that the

Ec,oker'has a clear picture of the target audiences.

It 's possible to rough out a tentative time schedule

of sorts, taking several items into consideration. We travel

early fall and winter in the mountains while the ,weather is

good, and stay near home in late spring when there are

heavy snows. Schools are slow to book during the Holiday

Season, beginning with Halloween at tfie end of October, but

are easy to book in the long time between New Year's and

2pring Break. We'tour the state of Colorho in a cloverleaf,

roughly one circle to each corner of the state. Theis giYes

'is a mimimum of four lengthy-awaSI-from-tocin tours; it, is

desirable to have at-home dates scheduled on either side'Of

these longer tours.

If he is luckythe Booker will begin with a file of

major contacts in the state. If such a file is not available,

the Booker should make one as he goes along. Several impor-

_a.rit beginning sources are:

1. State Department of Education for a Directory of
Schools. This usually lists phone, address and
pr.incpal, and often includes number of students, etc.

2. State iversity's Journalism Department for a list
maior state daily and weekly'newspapers and radio

and T.V. stations. ,

r
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3. State, '-dental Health Society for a list .of hospi-
tals and regional centers: These regional-(ontors
generally have other contacts, such as prisons,
reform schools, schools for the retarded, schools
for'Deaf and Blind, homes for the elderly, etc.

4. The State Arts Council should maintain a card file
or at the very least a mailing list of arts oriented
people apund the state and communjtv theatre or-
ganizaciAs. These people are helpful imiestah-
lishing local contacts and helping with me Hos-
pitality arrangements.

Whenever possible begin at the top of an organzation

and work down. It is easier, for eample, to book the theatre

N;with a superintertaent oX schools for his district's schools

than it is to work school by sAool. If the superintendent

won't help, call the Language Arts Coordinator or Curriculum

Director for the system. If he won't help, call the Principal

of one school and attempt to go to a Principal's meeting

(which tend to happen on a regular basi-s) tb explain, hand

out materials, and book. But if-necessary, book school 'by_

school by telephone.

It can be extremely helpful if the Booker has a package

containing a mimeographed information sheet about the yheatre,

a separate sheet'for each play containing information about'

Practical matters such as audience arrangement as well as

descriptiVe information about the plays. The.workshop

descriptions and requests, also need separate sheets. Exam-
-

pies of the best of our informational sh ets are appended to

this bockaet. /

The Booker can mimeograph several hundr heets for

Contact, information. This form is filled out,iforkeach contact

25
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he makes. The information on the sheet can be used to record

the necessary scheduling information and then the sheet

should be filed. The next veer it is pulled from .the filo,

updated, and becomes not only a future reference hard history

of the contact. An example of a Contact Information Sheet'

is incldded. The information on these sheets must be trans-

lated into useable form and given to the touP:Ing group. qt.'

would bellposible. to use duplicates of the forms, but six

actors with a sing e.sheet for each booking equals a lot of

scrap paper.

If the hooking is completed and confirmed by telephone

a contract or bill must be sent. We send these cdntractOi

duplicate, with one designed for the school to use and keep

and one-desiiined to come back to 4p w.ith the check. When the

contract comesin with.a check, /he contract is marked paid

and filed with the Contract Information healt. -When it comes

in without he check, we wait t Weeks and then mail a hill.
.

An example of the contract is included.

If there is no advance person, the Booker should call

the contact the day before.performance to confirm arranfments

and check on last minute developments. There is_ generally
0

nothing that can he done about changes beCause the Theatre
4

.is on the roadand cahit be reached, but the advance caN
eliminates situations where the Theatre arrives and no one

has remembered they are coming.

In a certain percent of the cases, no matter how many

times the Hooker has carefRlly
*
repeated a given piece of

2 (3
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inforMation on the phone, no matter that the contact has

several carefully written sheets,explaining intent and need,

the information will not have been assimilated or acted upop

in the may in 'which the theatre needs. That is why the

adianc person is important.

The' Advance Person

We 'are recommending.an Advance Person to you on the
°

theoretical principle that'face.to face contact between two

people who have the authority to make decisions will accom-
...

plish ten times the work of a dozen phone calls. The fruit

of this arrangement is that the as:tors are relieved of the

burden of having tp make daily logistical decisions.

These logistical decisions are grouped into two areas:

'on tour and at the performance/workshop area. The Advance

Person could; by traveling neveral dayS in advance the

touring personnel, arrange sleeping 'and eating accomodations,

'determine the best route, determine the lcvation of the

performance, add work with the Booker to determine Real Time.

Booker: It's only 20,miles on the map from Eagle to .Red Butte.

Ad. Per: _But the 20 miles carcOnly be. driven at 1,5 miles an
hour because the highway department tore up the

road three yearq; ago. ,ki ,,o

-,,.._

There are problems of Real,Time at the Performance!.

Workshop space as well.

27
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Booker: Well, she said she had ten periods in the
day anaWanted-nine workshops.. I suggested
.the tenth period be a lunch hour.

Ad, Per: Each period is twenty-,five minutes, not an
hour, and the schodl is so large it takes
five minutesto get from class to classy
plus five minute's to settle dOwn and make
,announcements. That gives us fifteen
minute workshop peiiiodg.

The Advance Person dan ask fOr reask) such questiond as:

1.. The arrangements made with the Booker are for such
and such,a day,' etc? . .

2. Could I see the space designed for the performance?.
.What other spaces are available? .

3. Will announcements or be11s interrupt the performance?
4. Will*all workshop partibipants have seen the per-

formance?
5. 'What size Aill the workshop group 'be? %

6. What does the workshop space look like? Lots of
2-

.room? . , . .

7. What specific workshops- can be presented or pre-
pared for this audience? What are the needs of
this group? ,

c-

He can also prepare the host personnel as.to what to expect

and suggest *ays of really using the-exp-el4ience of the Theatre.

1

If I had only known this wa6 what

ould happen I. could have. .w

It is essential. that the host personnel understand what kind

of ;theatre is coming and what the eXpected' results
;

ef-'4
:./.-

posSible advance materials night be offered which encourage

Pre. and Post Mork c-74h the target audience. These could in-

clude bibliographiesl'scripts, advance teaching materials,

games --the list is-endless.

The.Advance Person could also handle pirt of the publipity

packages if publicity is, necessary. ,His role in this activity

28
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is discussed in the advertising section.

Advertiser

When advertising is necessary, a planned approach to

. the field is imperative. If the theatre needs to generate

audiences to stay alive, the money spent on advertisJ.i needs

to reflect that fact. It should be the largest item-in the

budget, taken -off the top of what ever flipds are available.

I repeat: advertising should be'the largest item in the

budget, not including the salary of the advertiser.
A

The planned approach can divide tie advertising impact

into three areas:

1. National and Regional advertising, (which depends
,upon need .and desire of the theatre to be recog-
'nized nationally or regionally)

1

2. the Area or town

3. the situation itself

Advertising on a national or regional basis is,a long

prbcess and should be planned in terms-bf years ratheithan.

months. 'National.circulation magazines buy articles months.

in'advance, for instance. The thrust of the advertising (en-

tertainment or nets or education) must'be deterMined and

contacts made. National coiri-flons are often the best

source for contacts and for display.

A basic publicity package can be prepared for the area

or town. It includes:

1. newspaper articles for both weeklies and dailies,
including pictures

2. radio ads

29
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3. poste.rs

4. flyers

There needs to be someone who sets up T.V. stiOws and radio

4

interview programs. T.V. ads.generally have to be bought
els

but many radio stations advertise for free on their "Town

Calendar" and most are interested in using the group for

their talk shows.,

The situation itself needs posters and if there is a

paper, sudl) as a school paper or the Kiwanis4 news or whatever,

there hould be articles prepared for flvse publications.

Announce ents can often be made on a, P.A. or other system.

If there is an Advance Person he could explore more

local publilations such as regional farm journals and local

magazines. 'There are often industrial plant newspapers and

newsletters in local 9rganiations. He can appear with writ-

ten article in hand, and a package of envelopes addressed to
°

the Theatrers funding agents. He'should request that Copies-'

c-f the' advertising materials be sent to the'pedple on these

addressed, stamped Geurally- letterof ap'pre-
i,

rl

ciation accompanies these artiicles when `they ate finally"

mailed aid a real grass, roots'sagport of the theatre is born.

In a local situation the most important form of adyer-

tisingis Word -of- mouth. The advance personq work gets

word -of- mouth 'going but I would suggest,a,definife organi ze-

tion of the campaign. Include letters to alumni of your local

cchonl's department and a letter to any alumni organi.7.-

Suggest theatre parties. Do the same for all community

30
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.
11theatre organizations in the towns you. wal viait.:. 14fspos-*..

A.,,
.sible set up a teaephOne tree: this is the simple Principle'

.

of asking 'your contact to call five people and tell. theM per-
, t

'.
'sonally about the theatre -and ask them . pertonallv,to'come.

. .---
-

:. ,
. .Then ask them, whether they Gan come or riot,, to can. five

.

'' friends each and ask them the sgtrie. This is the single most

effective form of advertising and if utilized'well could

probably pack the theatre without a shred of information 1

being in the. newspapers or major media..
I-

The importance of advertising Cannot be underestimated.

pen' if the. audienqps a theatre tours" to are primarily "cap-
,

tive," kee5in.g too low a profile in the area makes booking

difficult, Keep a steady supply of artftles and pictures

available and going out to various media..

Evaluation (see also Workshop. Manual)

Evaluation spebialstscare readily available and shoujd

" be enlisted in a program of this sort. Evaluation is esseh

0

'tial. The prOper orientation, 'on the part of the program
ti

_personnel and th aluation persipnel--toward the evaluation

'task and towed one anotheris difficult to come by, how-
:

ever. Without a proper 'orientation, evalutionis probably

doomed to failure. Careful attention should be given, there-

fore, to matters- relevant to evaluation in the sec.fion of,

this manual dealing with the supervisor and in the evaluation

section of the workshop manual.
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,Consideration _lye - The Team

It ;F., es:,ential that cooperation is, the watchword

throughoui the:'entire organization. Cooperation is based in

25

t,, ,o needs: The need of each person to understand the

s one tf his job and the jobs of the, rest of the team and.

2. the need for constant exchange or information.

the Booker doesn't understand the needs of the actor

(and viceersa) t bles will flourish and morale decay

rapidly. The secretary must. understand the :Booker's need

for the material]. tc.Pbc mailed THAT day, not a seek later.

The simple logistics of who does the job and how it should

be done must be. clearly undel'stood in aclance.

The' exchange of information between personnel mist be

organized. Ideally tiltere will be several hours set aside

ey.: weeks (or more often if necessary) for the purpose

of sharing. New schedules should, be handed out at. these

times and gone (ever together. This meeting shoul(* allow

feedback ilformation to be exchanged: , this booking worked

smo t.111y; this one didn't because. . .;no more than two

per )dances a day, please; this show works here ,but didn't

work' at the Prison,' show B would have be5h better

It is in these Meetings that the structures and poncies

of th0, theatre w;11 develop and change. Each member of the

organization needs to par.tic±,patein that shaping pr)ces%

and to, see the process,in'.action.

Thee i d terrible loneliness connected to the business

32.
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76,

of touring. When the actors are two weeks on the road and

three hiladred_miles from home they must feel.that the home

base personnel understand and respect where they are. They

must also feel that the home base, the management, will

support them in their problems.

Can we cancel Monday andTuesday and come now?

(Three of us have the flu and Juldy needs a tooth pulled)

The ma agement, on the other hand, needs to feel that the

actors are doing the excellent job the Booker ha% described

and that' the work is being carried on in the best spirit of

the traditions of the theatre.

The readiness is all.

The show must go on.

If some attention is paid to organizing the "TEAM"

there will be a team. For touring theatre as for any 'Other

business organization the old adage applies: -a house

divided against itself will not,stand.

33
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Contact Information Sheet

Address:

Phone: (home) Town:

-"(work)

Performance:

Place:

Address:

Phone:

How to get there:

Physical Plant: open area auditoriuM

Audience:

Times:

Workshops:

Place:

Times:

Problems:

Home Hospitality: - yes
. )

Who:

Where:

3.1



'---4"--A-415150,r.g Conversation

Contact: Hello. Burbank Junior High. "Sluden-f- -speaking.

Booker: Hello. This is,Julia Booker for the Touring
Theatre, calling-1,0W= DISTANCE,: Is your princi-
pal the^e?

Contact: No. I mean. . .wait a minute. (pause) Yes, he's
here, but he's busy.

Booker:, Is your Vice-Principal there?

Contact:_

Booker:

Contact:

Booker:

Contact:

Booker:

t. . .oh, here''s Mr. Johnson. Mr.'Johson!
IR. JOHNSON! There's a lady on the phone for you.

Hello, Mr. Johnson. I'm Julia Booker fdr the
Touring Theatre. 1. . .

The who?

The Touring Theatre. We (statement of general
philosophy). I'm calling you to see whE.ther or'
not your school would be interested.

I'douht it, Miss. . . .Bookend. We're not
exactly-theatre oriented around here. .

This theatre is-designed for people who don't
usually consiAer themselves drama oriented, sir.
That's what we're, about. We (statement of .major
goal).

C:Jntact: Well, how much do you cost?

Booker: ,We cost (whatever) and that includes the work-
shops, of course.

Contact: .Workshops? Ilhat are. . .? ,r

Booker: Workshops are (etc.):

Contact: (1st sign of in.teiest showing) Well, now, ally
that costs only (whatever). Are you any good?

Booker: Yes, sir. We are the best company you could hope
to provide. I have several pages of in.ormation
about. 08 and our producticns which T colla,send -Lb
vou.

Contact: I'd likes to see them, miss Looker.

35



Booker: I'd Like to 'ook at a possible touring date, too.'
We'll be in "our end of the .state around November;
llth.'

Contact: No, football game that day.

Booker: November 13th?

Contact: No. That's Wednesday. :(Never ask "What's wrong
with Wednesday?,")

, .

Booker: November 16th?

Contact: No,but the 15th is O.K.

Booker: Well; I'll have Ito call you back, after I see if
the Mental Health Center can trade days. What
would be a good time of dayto call?

Contact: Well, I'm sure to be here between 7:30-8:00M.

) Booker: All right, I'll call you at 8:00 day after
tomorrow. I'll .get the information in the mail
to you today.

During the return call the Contact Information sheet

/ is completed.
J.

,

i
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,
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COLORADO CARAVAN

ELEMENTARY WORKSHOPNHEET: Teachers are requested to be present and to
participate in the workshops.

AFPRO ONE: FIRST YEAR SCHOOLS: Introduction to Theatre Workshop

These basic workshops answer questions about actors /acting /theatre.
The actors also demonstrate and work with the students in the area

0//

o theatre exercises, pantomime, role playing;stage movement and
Cher training exercises and techniques. This workshop can be ei es1

one-half hour or one class period long; we hope it will be on a ratio
of one actor to fifteen students.

RETURN SCHOOLS: (with the exception oekindergartener and possibly
first graders who would receive the Introduction
to Theatre workshop described above)

The Caravan would like to introduce more detailed work to students
in return schools whb have already experienced the above workshops.
Therefore they have a workshop available which will use Two Swallows
to illustrate how ritual drama is a principal factor of Native Am-
erican life. The Caravan will discuss the theatre techniques utilized
in the daily life of the tribes' of the Southwest. The children will-
attempt some dance steps and rhythms, sign language, and other elements
observed in the play.
This play and workshop could be used to support or introduce a unit on
Native Americans. Suggestions to help design such a unit are avail-
able from us. .1%

This workshop is one class period long; again request ratio of one
actor: fifteen students.

APPROACH TWO; The morning would be spent with Two Swallows,, followed by either of
the Approach One workshops, depending upon the numbet of years the
Caravan hai toured the school.
The afternoon would involve the Caravan actors performing the Ipprov7
isational Tale for the school, and returning to the'classrooms to
teach the children, through doing, how to turn a story into a play.'
It hoped that this simpletechnique will be utilized by the teacher
in the days following the Caravan's presence, and that theChildren
will adopt it in their play time.

PHYSICAL SPACE ARRANGEMENT FOR TWO SWALLOWS:

This suggested arrangement of children is
designed to ,enable all to see and hear.
Arrangement of aisles and acting area is
essential for the performance. The circle

might be'twenty feeptin diameter; the aisles
two ohildren (thiratgrade) wide.

3/
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The University of Colorado Department of Theatre Sod Dance
40ww

presents

KYOGEN

Kyogen. are short comic'plays from medieval Japan.
They were inserted between the serious and slow-moving
Noh plays of the period to provide much needed emotional

relief.. Dealing with ordinary people in earthy situational
Kyogen contrasted greatly with the philosophical and -

'religious orientation of the Noh.
Becaude the humor grew in large part from the

yaraody or near-ridicule"of the Noh form and also
because - naturally enough - t'he actors related to
the tastes and:expectations of their audiences, some

aspects of the Kyoge'style (especially the tempo)
would be difficult for contemporary American audiences

to appieciate. We have, therefore, adapted the style

of the original. Necessariq, chang4 have been
made in colloquial expressions. We Dave retained

the flavor of the, simple language forms and

vocabulary.
We are convinced of the universality of the humor

and of the appeal of the material.
This conviction has led us to our own contemporary

version of what a modern American Kyogen might be.

Nre

Three plays, two Kyogen classics and one modern experiment,
demonstrate the common bond, on the level of enjoyment,

that can tring people together across times and, cultures.

These three productions are available to your
community on a "pass-the-hat" basis. We will

arrive, set up our limited equipment, and
play for you. If you are entertained, you
can put a contribution in a hat passed

at the end of the performances.

These plays can be performed in any area,
any space. The Caravan does not use

lighting or microphones. There are no
scenery or property requirements.

We hope we can serve your community, and
bring you all anevening long to be

remembered for its warmth and joy.
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The Colorado Caravan Workshop Manual
.

The performance and the, workshop experiences are

interrelated. Although the focus of this manual is on the
,

workshops; dome opening remarks about the performance are

useful..

Workshdp(Context

!.
.

.

It iS important, first to realize that for many of the

people to(whom the CARAVAN comes, we provide one.of very few
.....---,. ,

artistic experiences and- -quite frequently--ehe.firSt or only

experience they -have ever had with live theatre. Secondly,

as theatre, the production calls for imaginative involvement;

and this aspect is intensified by our conscious use of

production methods which idemand and stimulate imaginative

involvement. It As important to stress the value i?f the

Production in stimulatitig the type of orientation and

activity sought after in workshops. Thirdly, the degree

that the productionois successful in having an impact on

the audience enables the actors to earn their right to be

among the audience members, using their.time and their

space. In short, the performance establishes a rapport

which greatly facilitates the interaction between audience

members and actor during the'workshops. For these reasons

it is*essential that the performance precedes the workshon.

When there have been exceptions to this rule, the workshops

have been, unsuccessful.
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There are times when those who arrange for us to

come to them indicate a desire for our performance only.

Most commonly, we refuse'to perform unless we can follow

the performancewtli workshops;, exceptions to this are

rare. One exception is a desire to introduce ourselves

where we are not known and the only way to become acquain-

ted seems to be through a simple performance.' Obviously,

suchan arrangement would not be justified twice in a

row. Another exception, which is more common,. is when we
,

give a performance for fund,rdising purposes; that is, to

raise money.that willenable us to bring our performances

. and workshops to groups that.have no budgetary capacity to

pay even our very nomitlal fees.

Why this insistence on combining Z,rmances with

workshops? There are two major reasons. First of all,

there is asltendency--understandable in. light of

their backgrounds of training and experience--for many

people to think of theatre' purely as entertainment'. From

this standpoint, the goal !would appear to be reached

through the performance; the workshop is a difficult'

element for them to understand--either as to its nature or

its value. To .the degree that we are willing to do pro-

ductions only, we tend to reinforce the notion that we are

essentially a source of entertainment. Of course, we do

strive to be -entertaining; but we do not accept this as the

reason for our existence; Secondly, just because the

reason for our existence is developmental, our goals cannot
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be achieved as effectively through production alone.

That Is; the workshop is ..a vital and necessary part of

our method.

.Convincing people to take our workshops along with our

performances has not proven too difficult: The key to

success here seems to be the offering of a variety of Op-

tions with different appeals. It is also helpful to set

forth the options in fairly concrete terms. Those who are

perplexed initially as to the nature or value of a workshop

will not feel any more comfoi-table when asked to suggest

what they\would like theyorkshoR.to be. :Ideally, of course, .

it would he good to have others work out with us the nature

of the workshop's. Often, as a result of earlier experiences

of working together and developing trust, this stage of

co-planning the workshops arrives naturally.

Practically, then, we offer options and sub-optionso

Workshops are described as. fitting into any of four catego-

vies: content centered, theatre centered, developmental,

or custom designed 'to meet specific goals and circumstances.

,Various types of developmental workshops are, suggested and

examples are given of a few, custom designed workshops. This

terminology must be made meaningful to people and, of course,

we must be prepared to supply any of the'options that may

be chosen. A fuller discussion of these options, therefore,

is called'for here.
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Workshop Types

Content Centered

The content centered workshop undertakes to enlarge
-

the audience's understanding of,the material in the pro-

duction or to facilitate adeeper probing of concepts or

problems which: appear in or are stimulated by the production.
5

CARAVAN productions have had specific orientations but there

is no necessity for other groups--nor for'future CARAVANS-7

to shape the content in this fashion. IA the past, however,

we have established a pAtern of elementary school programs

introducing specific and varying cultures, junior high
0

school programs focusing on social study issues, senior high

' school programs groupjg scenes from Shakespeare around

theme, and adult programs providing mature entertainment of

a light but socially relevant nature.

In working with young children, we seek to provide a

means of exposing a youngster to as many different cultures

as there are years (and CARAVAN appearances) in the elemen-

tary school. In oUr four Years of operation, to dafe, there

are schools £n which we hava given productions and workshops

four times, helping stAdents to focus on four different

cultures. Content centered workshops have involved young-

sters. in learning some of the sign language and dance move-

ments of the Plains Indians, some of the attitudes and cus-

tOMS.CLe Japan, or, something of the living. conditions.
, -

and iifestylesof the Eskimo of the far north--to name a few

of the subiect areas. The point is, however, that,our
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primary concern is on developing a realization of tl?e multi-

plicity of-cultures and an interest in and a respect for

people which transcends cultural differences, It is of,

relatively little consequence to us how much factual know-

ledge is gained or retained.

There is,- of course, no innate contradiction between

the gaining of knowledge and the sharing of cultural ex-

periences, It is important for us to prepare reading lists

and activity suggestions that can be used in anticipation of

our visit to the school and. in follow-,up activities after

. our departure. Experience has taught us, however, that the

value of such activities is highly dependent on the motiva-

ti'ons and skills of the classroom teacher. We prefer to be

prepared to respond to teacher curiosity'and requests. Where

the prime concern for integration with class activity is our

own, it is generally better for us to focus on follow-up

,rather than preparatory activities. This is. unfortunate and

indicates an area in which we must learn considerably more

than we know;wehave tog oftbn,found, however, that pre-

paration by teachers not familiar with onattuned to our

orientation places undue emphasis on factual knowledge. 'The

result of such an undue emphar'i is the fostering, of an

'attitude among the children tha their task is to observe

from the outside rather than to become involved in an ex-

Perience for its owh sake. The problem is worth mentioning

here for two reasons. First, it underlines the need for the

producing group td be quite clear'and conscious regarding
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its goals. Second, it draws attention to a distinction as

to educational objective which may be readily--and unfor-,

tunatel--overlooked by those involved in eValudtion. In

application, the problem diminishes in direct proportion

to the skill of the actor-workshop leaders. The key to

success here is artistic integrity in perform;nCe, know-.

ledge and respect for the culture on the part of the pro-

duction group, and a sincere and direct communicative'

relationship between the workshop leaders and the'children.

To give one example on the junior high school level,

'the performance during the 1975-76 year (fall to spring)-

has dramatized episodes recorded in a diary, This dia'ry is

referred to as the basis for a novel written by an elderly

person who seeks to share with others a sense of the use to

which the land (in this case Colorado) had been put by those

who lived on it. This culminates in some consideration of

what life on this land might be like a' hundred years in the

fliture. Content centered workshops in this case=not only

explore additional details of life in the past periods but

s-eimulateNiscussion of environmental controls, concepts of

legal. and moral rights with regard to property, and the

nature and bases of optimistic and pessimistic attitudes

regarding the future. This same material lent itself readi -'

ly to a specially designed workshop described in a later

section.

On-the high school level, performances have utilized

scenes selected from Shakespeare to illustrate or develop a '
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theme. We have been attracted to such themes as "Rogues

and-Villains," "Battle of the Sexes," "The Generation Gap,"

.

"Magic and the,upernatural." Here, again, our prinary ob-

jective is not a factual, one but rather oneo vivifying

Shakespeare's plays in performance so that students can

-better appreciate that Shakespeare is communicative, rele-

vant, and interesting. It is'a relatively simple task,

however, to set up a workshop on Shakespeare or on a speci-

fic play of Shakespeare. In sucl-v,,a workshop, care must be

taken not to lecture. Nor should-there be an excessive use,.

of discussion. Admitting the value of the lecture or.the

discussion, these are not the unique techniques of the

actor-workshop leader.- Carried one step further, the ctor-

workshop leader should not attempt to fun'etion in the role of

the teacher; the teacher's training, experience, and career

commitment is not in need of being supplemented in this

fashion. The workshop should reflect the. specialized

training and talents of the deaderin this case, the

theatrical taleAs and training. SOit isto the dramati-

zation of Shakespeare through the reading of lines, the

attempts at characterization, or the working out of.impro-

vis.ations'that students .should he 'led by the workshop leader

to a richer 'understanding of Shakespeare.

On the adult level, we worked most recently with an

adaptation, Moliere's The Imaginary Invalid. A content

centered workshop could deal with Moliere or with the sub-

ject matter .of .the play itself. A probing within'a retire-
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ment home into the nature (Di-the hypochondriac and the doc-

tor- patient relatiohship can go a significant d'stane down

the road of reinforcing the older person's self' image as an

individua] still capable of dealing with erso al and

social problems".

Theatre centered

little space need be devoted here to wo kshops we are

obviously equipped to give, aimed at increasing theatrical

skills, or appreciatidn.' Such workshops are called for,

fairly often, by groups with specialized interests in the

theatre. In a..high school, for example, we may follow our

performance'with, two sets of workshops: one on Shakespeare

for all the eleventh grade English classes and one on a

sp)cialized area of theatre for students in the dramatics

classes or the Drama Club. Since our overall objective is

quite broad in scope, however, it may be worthwhile to

consider the justification for workshops of such a specia-

lized nature. First of all, as might be expected) the drama.

teacher and the drama students are Often the most receptive-

to our program; they may, therefore, pave the way-for us to

enter'a school. Secondly, we constitute a new exper.ien.pe

for theatre students'as well since they, too, may have

rather'stereotyped notions as.to what theatre is and wha

acvrs re. Thirdly, we know theatre to bca subject of

.
fremendous educational value and it is most fitting that we

give of ourselves to reinforce the work of teachers and

students of theatre wherever they may be. Often the drams.

9
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teachers ask for workshops in areas where they have little

experience; for example, a workshop in "Mimes" or "stage

movement." Finally, there exists in a few places a reali-

zation of the thea-t.re's potential to contribute to the growth

of all students, not just of theatre students, There is, for

example, a small high School on the eastern plains of

Colorado which invites students from the surrounding area to

an annual theatre festival. Those who come are not just the

Drama Clubs; in some instances the entire school comes. The

activity for the day is theatre activity and we consider it

a privilege when we are asked to help.

Custom designed

We can, when called upon, design workshops to meet

special needs. In offering to do this, it is helpful tc

provide an example of what can be done. Two examples may

suffice here, one fully integrated with a regular production

offering and one highly atypical use of a workshop separated

from the normal produCtion.

Reference has already been made to ,our junior, high .

schoo?-production dealing with the use of the land. Our
-

titlefor that prdduction is "Colorado: 1776-2076." ,,The

language arts coordinator of One of our school districts

approached us with a concern ,to utilize Ahe 'CARAVAN in the

promoticne1-language skills. This coordinator has a paki-

cular interest in the junior high school, a grade level

which has presented us with the, greatest challenge. What we

designed in this case was worked out by the CARAVAN, the
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language arts coordinator, and several junior high school

teachers who were conducting an experimental combined class

in language arts and social .;tudies. The design was tried

out in this combined class with the help of both the teachers

and thestUdents and modifications were then made in re-

fining a format which all of us felt would be effective in

use throughout the district. The basic design consists of

announcing to students that the COLORADO CARAVAN, will be

visiting the school with a production of "Colorado: 1776-2076."

It is explained that this production includes a, view of what

life might be like in Colorado a hundred years from now and

that the CARAVAN members are interefited in what the students

might think 'life could be like at that, time. Et class is'

invited to submit to the bRAVAN a story of Something that-

might happen to people in Colorado in the year 207. The

cla'ss could elect to work together in Troducing the story or

the class, as a whole, could select one story from among

those written by each member of the crass. The stories are

not to be,written in dialogue but people-ae encouraged to

write anl select stories that wo lend themselves

dramatization. It is further explained that the CARAVAN

1

members will help the stUdents, to dramatize one or more of

the stories they have written. The stories are then written,

selected, and sent to the CARAVAN for further selection.

CARAVAN members then familiarize themSelves with the selec-

ted stories and, after the performance, devote time in the

workshops to helping the students dramatize their own
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material. The primary objective of all this is to motivate .

creative writing and to enlarge the interest in creative
writing. An interesting, and at times depressing, by-
product is the insight gained into the contemporary American
junior high school student's expectations for the future.

has already been pointed out that performances
r

without workshops are exceptional. Perhaps more exceptional
are workshops without performances. One example of this

latter exception is an interesting illustration of the need
for and value of openness and flexibility. A high school

psychology teacher, already familiar with our program, made

arrangements sufficiently in advance to enable us to come to
his school at a date appropriate to flit his teaching unit on."1
frustration and conflict. He also arranged to free his

students in the 'various classes he taught from all other

commitments or the day of our visit. For these

psychology students, then, the day's progr.am consisted of

workshops in which their activities were modeled after ac-
----.AN

tivitie6 demonstrated initially by the CARAVAN members.

This initial demonstration was a completely unrehearsed

improvisation by the CARAVAN actors.responding to material

presented to them by the'CARAVAN director. First, the actors

were given rough characterizations
or roles and some time to

think of more details than were given to them and of methods
of physically and vocally projecting these . characterizations.

Next, a situation was described in which these characters

werento find themselves; this was, of course, a conflict or
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stress situation. Then the actors were asked to improvise

on the spot, acting out the behavior of the people they were

supposed to be within the situation that had been described

to them.

For example, the actors might first be asked to assume

such roles as a man on his way to a job interview, a woman

rushing'to the bank with a deposit to cover a check written

on an overdrawn account, a criminal escaping with twenty

thousand dollays in cash from an. office in which he. had Set

\......-1

.

off the burg ar alarm, a grandmother.on a shopping spree, a''

&...,rinddaughter who was spoiled rotten, and a young man who

had been drinking toomuch. Having been given time to fill

in the details of their charadterizations, the actors are,

now asked to come into an area about eight by ten feet

defined by chairs. The situation, is then described to -

them: they are
.

in an elevator in a-twelve story department

store building. They'd gotten on at the twelfth and elevenV1-

floors except for the young drunk who had gotten on at the

tenth floor.' The young drunk, when get -jog on, had pushed

the elevator operator out and insisted running the eleva-

for himself. Now, for no apparent re ..0. the elevator is ,

0

suck betweer the ninth and eighth floors, the db will not

open, and they have been in thiS position and p.tedicamen

for the past forty minutes. To demonstrate the reality of

improvisation, and to foster confidence in their own abili-

ties, the psychology students can now be asked to define the

roles for the next demonstration, with the situation provided
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by either the students or the director. In the subSequent.

workshops, studentswill be arra ged n mall groups with
two groups relating. One group plans the roles and the

situation (playing director) and the other group role-plays
within the given situation. The two groups then reverse

activities. In this fashiOn, each student engages in
planning conflict and frustration situations and in acting

such situations and, to some-degree,
experiencing

vicariously some of the feelings involved. The 'CARAVAN

actors serve as catalysts in _hese workshbp situations; they
41.do not relieve the s

involvements. The

observe, --Ice Comment at the

their responsf4ii.tiotor

y.,-tfeAcher.is left free to

conclusion of any improvisation,
d'" to take notes for reference purposes Ln subsequent days
of the unit on conflict and frustration.

evelopmental

Used as a category distinct from other types of work-
shops, the term "developmental" is meant to label workshops
specifically designed to stimulate or reinforce certain

characteristics important to individual growth. In offering
this alternative to people, it is useful to identify some
of the characteristi&--such

as imagination, creativity,
trust, sense awareness, expressiveness, physical coordination,

cooperativeness, and sensitivity to others. In explaining

such workshop options, in developing the techniques to be
applied, and in the running of the workshops themselves, care
must be taken to allow no confusion as to the nature of
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workshop leaders as developmental theatre practitioners.

There should be no pretence at being physical therapists or

psychotherapists. The fact that such therapists'have found

great utility in various techniques developed by theatre

people neither makes theatre people" qualified to function

as therapy specialists nor does it disqual- y theatre

people from continued use of these techni es.

Some 'specit1....,tention---s o d- be given here to the

work of those,in the field of Creative Drama, whoie choice

of label accurately reflects the extensive borrowings they

hay.e made from the art of theatre. The basic characteristic

of work in creative drama is that its thrust is entirely

developmental, quite divorced from any sense'of performance

. nr audience. If, within a grdulp doing creative drama

o

there should arise a desire to work up same sort of a pro-.

duction, there is no need to suppress the urge but its.'

appearance and its satisfaction are relatively rare and

pssentially.ii,relevant. The emphasis on the growth of the

individual participant is reflected in the use of the term

developmerital drama and our choice of the term. developmental

theatre reflects the extensive borrowings we,have made from

those who have worked in this area. Typically., our work-

shops involvepeople in activities which; also, have no

performance or audience oriented goal or expectation. Typi-
.

tally, our techniques--in the developmental workshopsare

those associated with creative or developmental drama.

activities. The fact that we conceive our program in.terms
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of the full span of human age 'and circumstances introduces

nothing .novel to creative drama people despite the fact that

they most commonly focus on work with children. Nor is

there anything different in the growing awareness of the

utility,'in this developmental process, of arts r than, , -

theatre. Recognizing and acknowled g to others that' .)(1

workshops of this sort are essentially' ex Inpies of creative

sr deyelopmental drama 'helps us to.benef t from the ex-

periences'of others, helps us to explain to many people the
7

nature of what we are about, and causes us no embarrassment.

The task of the actor who would employ the techniques of

creative drama is one of learning how.,tv function effective-

ly in what is, essentially, an educational context. The

.task of the educator who would employ the techniques of

creative drama is one of learning how to handle techniques

which are essentially theatrical. Placing the relationship

in this perspective should help to establish the validity

of either approach or the lack of,any innate superiority of

or justification for one approach rather tnaw( -the other. The

approaches are different, however.; they result in dif ersmt.

emphases and bonsequences; they should be employed in
*a*

different ways and under different circumstances. There is .

a considerable literature available on the goali and methods

of creative or developmental drama. Those interested in

mounting such a program as ours should become familiar with

his literature; a very brief "getting started" bibliography '0

appears at the end of'this manual to assist those not already
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familiar with the field.

It will be Useful to focus some attention on' the

special place of the actor in developmental worlsbrop .or,--'

in 9 giiibkgpouch as.' the CARAVAN. First, it is%imp rtant to

note that ours is a short-term impact. We. co assoutsiders

or visitors, we do not stay long, and we 'do not come fre-

queny. Consequently, we must build rapport in a hurry,
I

provide an experience not otherwise available, and make a

contribution in terms of potential follow-up.

A case could be made for the notion that where

w8 reappear year after year, even though'only once in

year;,. we do provide something of value quite apart f om

preparatorl and follow-up activities, We do, in fact,

affect numbers of people in this repetitive way. As

noted earlier, there are grade school youngsters who

have seen a series of culture-oriented presentations.

We are already finding, in junior and senior high

schools, a significant number of students who have had

experience with us at lower, educational levels. (There

is, incidentally, a worthwhile reinforcement Which takes

place when a'dubio.us principal who invites us to a

first appearance in the school' learns cf the positive

attitudes already developed.by many of the students

toward the CARAVAN .) 4

To return to' the point, the performance can meet

the needto establish, rapidly, a good.rapport for the

workshop interaction. To achieve this, the workshop
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leaders mast f.:.rst establish their talents as actors,

thrriugh
.

the quality df -their pWriormance. This demands

a le%',e1 of acting ability, and an energy and time

investment in the process of rehearsal, and constant

refinement and adaptation whi(b is not necessary for

the normal teacher of creatoi ve drama.

.Within the workhop, howeve'r, the actor must

change the orientation ,from.on of perfomdnce to.

facilitation. In the developmental workshop, what is

being facilitated is the. participant's grOwth as an

individual, not as on aclor or theatrical performer.

.This mears the actor must be interested in the,partici-

pant as a person. Whep.,the actor manifests such an

interest - -and not all actors can--the impact on the

workshop participant is qualitatively different from

what grows ott of the participant's ongoing inter-
_

reaaticnships with thee teacher.' This difference

most comm(-rl\i intensifies whatever impact is made.

Part of. the reason for this is the fact that the actor

5s a strange:: and attention from a stranger tends to

be more flattering than aiten'Aon from someone whose

job it is to provide attention. Anotherpart of,the

reason is the glamour that may be attached to'someone

identified as an actor; in this sense it would commonly

by even mi,r(? Fffeclive if the workdhops could he led

by members of the regional professdona):*footh,11 team.

But a significant part of thE) qualitative difference
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stems from the basic orientation of the actors.

. Actors are not like other people--a generalization that

must accept the presence of the exceptions that exist

for any generalization. By and large, however (and

this can be kept in mind in selecting actors for such

a'nrogram), the actors will be sensitive people,

extrovertive in manner (if not within the core of their

nersonalities), vocally and physically expressive and

controlled, flexible in their interrelationship with

people and circumstances, highly imaginative,. and pre-

disposed to role playing. ,These qualities brought '-

into a workshop situation can result in participant

experiences that are, 'in fact, different.

Such diffe,rences as have been mentioned often

result in dramatic changes among the participints. A

Youngster with learning disabilities may make his first

coherent attempt at relating a succession of language

symbols. A girl given to an unhealthy pattern of

,/ sulky behavior may achieve meaningful and obviously

satisfying relationships with a peer group. A young

man.prettv well brain washed into a self-image of

ineptitude may discover an area of competence if not

superiority. Changes of this nature cannot be guaran-

teed but they occur often enough to provide tremendous

satisfactions to CARAVAN Members and to demonstrate

that the technimies have tremendo0 potential. When

this occurs, it may stimulate a' participant desire for
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additional exneriences of this nature and a teacher desire

to provide such experiences.

One particularly vivid mrory for the COLORADO

CARAVAN is that of the gentle persuasion that had to

be engaped in to solicit an invitation from a school
Alb

nrincipal who explained that'his community was sports

oriented and not, much interested in matters of this

sort. Two years of subsequent. CARAVAN activity in this

school was followed by a statement that further visits

were no longer called for in light of the fact that

the school now had its own drama specialist. There is no

way of determining the exact cause and effect relationship

here,, nor have we sought to determine the precise nature of

the ongoing drama activity in the school, but our overall

reaction is one of pleasure. In the sense of our workshop

program being a one-shot experience:that cannot 'pretend,

and does not seek to pretend, to'be a substitute for creative

dramatics, we would have a tremendous sense of success if

we could play even a small part in putting ourse,,lves out of

existence through the .establishment of a state-wide system

of creative dramatics.

It is not enough, however, to descPibe the develop-,

mental workshOps as creative dramatics. The term, creative

dramatics, covers too wide a span of activities to be

sufficiently meaningful. There are also those who might

include in the term, orexclude from it, a host of theatre

games' and exercises that have been employed as means of
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introduci_ng youngsters to theatre or as methods of deVeloping

certain performance skills or as preliminary training for

people interested in becoming actors. What we employ in

our developmental workshops is not to be limited by any

specific definition or terminology. Methods should be

employed, regardless of source or label, which contribute to

the developmental goal and which are not injurious in other

.ways. It is imperative, therefore, that each workshop have

a clear developmental objective. There is too great a

tendency for beginner's in this work to develop a battery of

interesting and useful techniques which hold the attention

of the participants who learn to enjoy the workshop situation.

Conscious of the attention being paid and the enjoyment ex-

perienced, the workshop leader derives a sense of success

and satisfaction. There ultimately comes' a time, however,

when there is either a question as to what to do next or a

frantic search for new techniques which, as a consequence of

time pressures, occasionally take on the form of gimmicks

rather than carefully thought out procedures for educational

growth. There is also bred, in the course of time and

largely on the subconscious level, an attitude toward the

workshop which makes of it essentially-a form of entertain-

ment. Educational and psychological terminology about the

workshop values tend to become -social rationalizations and

the participant enjoyment constitutes the chief measure of

success. Without a clear articulation of the workshop goal,

it is also difficult to.haye a basis for intelligent selec-

tion of techn;ques since, in fact, many of the techniques
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can be utilized for a variety of purposes. In this regard,

no workshop should have only a single impact nor would it be

limited to techniques employed only in workshops with a

specific goal; but each' workshop must have an articulated

goal which affects the focus, emphasis, methods, 4nd

evaluations.

The preceding discussion can be illuminated by a few

more comments and then through the inclusion, for examine-

tion, of a feil lesson plans for workshops developed by

graduate students in our Developmental Theatre Program.

None of this is meant,to be definitive but rather to make

more specific some notions as to how others might go about- -

hopefully even more successfully--achieving the desired

goals.

Value Systems

We must remain conscious at all times of our own basic

value sYsteMs. The artiAlating of at least portions of

this value system is necessary to any understanding of-the

procedures employed. MV own expression of a value system,

therefore, cannot be avoided nor would I wish to avoid it.

I offer it, however,'not in an attempt td force it upon the

reader but -- beyond its necessity for understanding the

procedures that grow from it--to underscore the importance

of having the workshop designer and leader (Or catalyst)

achieve a consciousness of his or her own value system

(whatever its similarities or differences). To achieve
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integrity along this line, incidentally, care must be taken

not to impose my own value system upon the work of my

students. Similarly, care must be taken not to impose the

dominant value system of the COLORADO CARAVAN upon other

groups seeking to make comparable applications in other
4

places and' circumstances. The workshop lesson plas included

here, therefore, have not been subjected to screening with

respect t6 identical value orientations nor should the

reader of this manual undertake to carry away from it any ,

elements which are not consistent with-A-personally formu-

lated=-although-hopefuiry eternally transitional -- system of

values and attitudes. It is also important to choose

techniques with reference to their effectiveness in the

hands of those who employ them, and not simply on the basis

of some abstract formulation of principles.

I would like to focus on a workshop in imagination. I

would operationally define imagination as the capacity to
1.

--.4.--.....

pretend the existence of what is not, in fact, present.

The games, the fears, the daydreams, and the nightmares of

children all document the fact that they are.commonly endowed

with tremendously fertile imaginations. Maturation and the,

circumstances of, complex civilization bring with them two

. conflicting pressures with regard to imagination. On the

one hand, the imaginative capacity becomes functionally more

important. Dealing with abstractions, developing hypotheses

for scientific testing, problem solving that involves a con-

templation of the potential consequences of a variety of
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options before one-is selected for implementation, and

internal role playing to explore how others might react to

different approaches an individual could take in actuating

behavior responses--all these are examples of common and

highly significant uses of adult imagination. On the other

hand, however, the pressures for comformity, for predictable

behavior that will facilitate integrating the individual

with the group, encourage people to accept what appears on

the surface and to relate to the much more certain elements

of what is actual than to the ,nebulous and changeable

elements of a world of pretense. The growing youngster is

admonished to stop daydreaming, to pay attention to reality,

to be hard-headed and practical. Imaginative flights are

discouraged by many who brand them as escapist or childish.

We are not vet over the tendency to look upon highly

imaginative activity as unpractical or unmanly. ,The value

of imaginative activities are more readily recognized

through their practical applications; certainly it is the

practical application which is more highly encouraged and

rewarded bpi society. There is less social reinforcement

for the pure scientist or the mathematician than for

the industrial chemist or the computer specialist: Even

among those with a loveof imagination and a commitment to
.

children, the same tendenCies can be noted at times. Con-

sider,. for example, the lengths to whiclifinany children's

theatre productions will go to realistica41Y depict the

unrealistic, to bring into physical existence the world of

go'
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the imagination. How often is the child's tremendous

capacity to imagine cramped by the necessity to observe the

"magical" capacity of the theatre to make things actually

happen?

The imaginative capacity, in short, must be exercised.

The production method which introduces the workshops must

assume and demand imaginative activity. The workshop

must carry forward this assumption and expectation. Of

course, any theatrical experience is, if successful, an

exercise in imagination to the degree that it asks audience

members,to role play, to pretend to be--oh the level of

empathic identification- -the people of the drama in the

dramaticsituation(This,inherent value of theatrical

exile-ienc'e is largely dissipated, however, by formula-type

standardi7,at'on of the theatrical material which, after a

certain number of repetitions, makes relatively few demands

on the imagination. 1.xamples of th4.5 are common on television

'and all too frequent in children's '-eliatre.)

Stimulation of the imagination can he .carried forwaH

into-the %activj-tieE, of the workshop. The workshop catalyst

can any kind of positive exercise which requires the

participants to pretend. What is a positive exercise? It

is one which produces no harm to the participants Ohne, at

the same time, contributes to their growth. The contribu-

tion to growth, in this instance,, is the stimulation of the

act of pretending -the exercising of their imagination.

The avoidance of harm is riot only the obvious concern for.

6 7)
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Safety. IL is also the avoidance of concepts, attitudes,

or behavior detrimental to one's value system.

All of which brings us back to the subject of value

system upon which I have been touching and which I will now

confront: For myself, fulfillment is both social and'per-

sonal. The ideal to achieve personal fulfillment through

activities which re, in part, socially fulfilling. A

well adjusted in ivduall. in these terms, is one who can

derive personp,/ satisfaction from activities which contri-

bute to others. Not all activity need be contributive to

others; that which' is riot should also not be detrimental.

Successful adjustment, then, requires an abiJ

bute to others, a capacity to experience a se

to contri-

of personal

satisfaction, a relationship of the two which allows per-

sonal satisfaction to come from the contributions made to

others, and a capacity to achieve satisfactions from non-.

contributive activities and an acceptaince of the total

validity of such satisfactions when they are not detrimental.

out the need for satisfactions derived:from contributions

triers, there will be no real motivation for social

satisfaction. Without the need to avoid detrimental'activi-

ties,,there'is no means of protecting society--and the

individuals within it--from the activities of those who do

more harm than good. And without an acceptance of the

validity of non-contributive satisfactions, there will be a

.self-degrading inal';ilily,to cope with Situations in Which

the potential for making contributions is markedly `Mess than

6 J
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normal. Several elements seem to me to be vital to success

along these lines: The motivation to contribute to others

and to avoid detrimental activity is dependent on sensiti-

vity and on the capacity to place oneself in the other

person's position. The ability'to achieve self-satisfaction

from non-contributive activities and to accept the validity

of such self-satisfactio is dependent on self-acceptance.

The abili y to achieve what one is motivated toCachieve

the way of contributive and non-contributive activities is

dependent 'on the -development of skills or capacities which

may not come readily or which may not be readily recognized

for what they are; in either of these cases success is

dependent on a highly developed tolerance of failure.

The greatest tolerance for failure is achieved by the

person who has grown up with little or no experience of

failure. I am noz suggesting that the child brought up in

an antiseptic environment will, consequently, be well prepared

\to resist germs and diseases. I am suggesting a phenomenon

more akin to the notion that a youngster brought up with a

ontinuous sense of love and acceptance will be quite re-

istant to the potentially demoralizing impact of a

ituation in which he or she is ignored because,,it is
I

believed, it will probably not occur to the youngster to

interpret the lack of attention as a form of rejection. In

much the .same way, we can recognize failure not as an inabi-

lity to achieve a pre-determined goal but as a psychological

sO.f-assessment of inadequacy. Viewed in this 'manner, it is

67
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possible to create non-failure situations in which the

inability to achieve a goal is considered a successful

determination of the consequences of one set of behaviors.

In this sense, I feel that workshops should always be non-

fallure situations. The individual participant should

always be reinforced. The expectation should always be

that no activity should be engaged in which is recognized'

as detrimental to anyone. Sensitivity to the perceptions,

feelings, and experiences of others should always be

stimulated. Cooperative activity should occur as should,

also, individual activity; one should never exclude the

other. A sense of self-acceptance should be fostered along

with a sense of the excitement of growth through new ex-

periences. The more mature people are in their growth along

these lines, the more abrasive can be the circumstances and

relationships of new experiences, withOut danger of lessening

self-acceptance, sensitivitv, or either the desire or cepa-
,

city to be oontribuive to ,one another. Age does not

always bring this type of maturity, however. Successive

experiences oT being hurt by others bring an awarenessof

failure and protective layers of insensitivity and indif-

ference.

Techniques

As indi,..te earler, there s no Intention here to

thrust upon the reader of -.his manual a particuLar f--zet of

values; her is a clear intention to ast77-4the need for

63
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whd work only with children soon relate their techniques and

. 28

the conscious awareness of a set of values.' Aware of the

val ues and the environment which is sought in the workshop,

it is then possible to select techni6ues which will coritri-
.

bute to--or at least net detract from--the desired--euiron-
,

ment, which. will be consistent with the values, and will

facilitate the particular developmental goal. It is also

necessary to-choose techniques and their modes of applica-

tion wittdre*rence to the ages of the participants. Those

is

Y'

manner of utilizing these techniques to this age level,: The

same, of course, is true for any other age level. Those*

Aiello work with a variety of ages, however, are soon impressed

with the need for a variety of:approaches. Generally

speaking, workshop interaction and technique utilization.
4

become 'mare difficult as the age level increases. If it
-

. were needed, this phenomenon would serve as a useful-re-
P

4.4

min r-orthe extent to Which the process of maturation
2,

within our society stultifies imagination, creativity, free-
460

dom of-expression.; and increases self-consciousness, in- ,

hibitions, feelings of inadequacy, and fear of failure. One

of the pleaSu?es in working with the very young is the

reapiness with, which we can' Iose sight, of this deterioration ,

1rocess. Zt is impor-ta9t to remember, howevex, that the 41i4

.,cle.tiiorat,ion begins right there, wit* the ery yOung, and

large measOre perhaps becausePwe can so, readily remain

unconscious cp,.t the harm we are doing.

. .

6 9
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A general principal, then, is to allow the workshop

group to move into free experienXs as rapidly as possible.

This "allowing" is essentially a nurturing process most of

the time; it is never a driving process. Haviofig chosen to

speak 9f imagination, let me now talk abobt it in terms of

working with adults. At this level. we can anticipate

maximum inhlbitions. The seeming-lack of inhibition of

adult actors can be helpful in this situation if it simply

establishes a climate of acceptance rather than the threat

of expecta ns. Most participants, and particularly

adult ones; begin,:most readily within themselves. What

happens internally is quite-private, protected from scrutiny,

from criticism, from fears of failure. As an example, I

might ask the participants to simply remain seated, to

close their ees, and to notice the sounds around them.

This is not only a private process; it also-throws attention

away from oneself.. This is a good technique withih a

workshop concerned with sense awareness and I mention this

.
to reinforce.the,notion that techniques, overlap; here the

purpose as simply to help people get started. Listening to

sounds in the dmmediate environment, it would be a simple

step -Co ask People to pretend to hear a particular sound.

The sound could, in fact, be made. "I'm going to introduce,

,a new sound now. Keep your eves closed and /.,y to guess what

the sound is. There. Did y.ou'''reognize it as the sound of

crumpling a sneet of paper? Listen while I 'make the sound

again. Now, when I give the signal, pretend to be hearing'

70
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that sound and keep listening to the pretended sound,for as

long as possible. After a few moments, 1%11 actually crum-

, ple the paper again and you'll find but how close your

pretended sound was td the actual sound. It doesn't matter -

how close you come. What matters is to find nut how close

ynu dome. Do you still remember the sound? I've been'

talking a longtime so you may have forgotten it. Well, do

-the best you can. Start pretending that you hear the sound

NOW."

A few comments on this very simple exercise may be of

value. It is an attempt to start with the participants

where they are. It is simple, unthreatening, fail-proof.

It is worth,noting that the exercise requires cooperation;

the ability to hear a °sound and then to imagine it and

compare the imagined sound with the actual sound when it

is again heard is greatly facilitated by the members of the

4 grodp being reasonably quaet; as they will be. Without any

mention of it, therefore, and while working on an individual

basis, the group is already being cooperative and developing,

a subconscioUs sense of interrelationship. When people'seem

read to work in pairg, tfhis step can be,tgken. Any step

should, initially, be tentative--definite-,in terms of ,what

is dqired but so short that it is easy to return to the

'preceding situation, if necessary, without any sense of '

having'been forced to abandon something because it didn't

worn. For example, 'I'could ask the participants to pair up.

"Everybody stand up and find a partner. Anyone left without

71.
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a partner? No? Fine." Or, "One person? Good, you. can

come and help keep me from being lonely." And then, I

could give instructions such as., "Now. One person in each

pair raise your right hand. It doesn't matter which one.

Let's see one hand up in each pair. All right, now the per-

son who put up the hand. will recelVe a ball from the other

person. We don't have equipment here of this sort so you'll

have to imagine the ball. Each one of.you who has a ball,

just think for a while about what kind of ball you have.

Hold it in one or both hands. How big. i's it? How heavy is

it? What shape is it? Like a football? A basketball? A

tennis ball? A medicine ball? Get it clear in your mind.

Now the other person will not take the ball from you right

away but you hold it out for the other person to take whe

ready to do so. Those of you taking the ball, don't take,it

yet: First notice how the other person is holding it. What

kind of a ball do you think it is? All right, now take the

ball."

It would be easy enough, at this point, to return to

one person activities or to go on with additional'and more

involved work in pairs. A.sitple elaboiation on the pre,-

ceding exercise.would be for each person who receives the

ball to change the nature of the ball before passing it

back. And the method of transfer could also be modified.
. ,

Pass, threw, roll, bounce. The next progression might be

to ask couples to join in groups of four or §ix people.

Never are we concerned with showing off to others. There

7?
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is always the desire to avoid self-consciousness. or any fear

of failure. And &.-Iways, people are asked to pretend. The

act of pretending can become more and more cbmplicated.

Late in a session rather complex exercises can be undertaken.

For example, participant's can engage in role playing invol-

ving'a wide diversity of characterizations and a highly

unusual situation. Or, as a quite different example, the
/

participants may be divided into two groups, each group can

be asked t-o determine for itself anidentity (some ,element

such as honey, the wind, fogr,the two groups should then

move toward each other .from opposite sides of the room and

intera-t with each other, in terms of their identities--

neither gran knowing the nature of the other's identity.

This can be followed by a brief attempt to label the

.identities involved.

After going through a succession or, progression of

such exercises, what has been accomplished? How do work-

shop catalysts or observers, or participants themselves,

measure the effectiveness of the workshop? Here again, it
0

is necessary for the purpose of the workshop to have' been

clearly articulated. And the,articulation should have been

undertaken with evaluation in 'mind.. The -planning of the

total workshop should'include the method of- evaluation. Su6h

planning is a good way to preYent attempting,a workso?'with
0

goals that cannot be achieY4 or of such a nature that
11.

measurements of effectiveness cannot be made--beCause the

goal is fuzzy, measurement techniques have not yet been

7 3



devised, or the expertise or equipment necessary to make the

measurements is not available. In this present instance,*the

original planning of a workshop on imagination might--in

considering evaluation of a single unit workshop--shift the

goal from'increasing imaginative.abiIity to the exercise of

imagination. 'I'f imagination is desirable, if we feel a

need to help people maintain a lively imaginatipn by con-

tinuing to use.their imaginations, then use of the imagina-

tion should, in itself, be a,worthwhile goal. Given this as

the goal, it should be possible, without much difficulty,

to determine the degree to Wflich,participants did, in fact,

use their imaginations during the workshop. How many exer-

cises nIcessitate:d pretending? Were all'participants

involved in pretending?:Considering,time for explanations,

timulatian, getting into the moodmaintaining interest and

.

feelings of ease and the like, what percentage of the time

and what actual amount of.time was spent in pretending? And

to what level of. complexity and difficulty did the group

large number of imaginat,i_cm. exercises in asAnding-ordet, of

complexity and diffi'cult'y._, OM:e this is accoMplisbed, it is

relatively simple to determine the effectiveness of the

progress? It is quite poSsible, for example, to arrange a

workshop in stimulating the'use'ofthe imagination by simply

noting how far through the listthe group was able to get,in

a givenounit pf tiffte-

Fight examples of workshops follow. ,Let'me repeat our

concern that these examples be viewedsAs examples, not
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definitive works. We ourselves have already developed our

use of these workshops; for instance, the first ov, "Trust"

designed for adult level, works extremely well with,grade

schoolers.

Workshop Lesson Plans ..

f

:

Exarple'l: Trust (adult level)'prepared by beslee Moscovitch

Example 2:

Example 3:'

Example 4:

Example 5:

Example 6:

''s

Sensitivity (junior high 11..eve) prepared by
Brian Fitzsimmons .

Sensory Awareness (senior high level) prepared
by Leslee oscovitc,h

.
,

Imagination (adult level) prepared by Brian
Fitzsimmons .

Expressiveness (elementary level) prepared by
Leslee Moscovitch ..,

,Creativity (senior high level) prepared'by Brian
: . Fitzsimmons

'

Example,7: Movement (elementary level) prepared by Leslee
Moscovitch ;

Example 8: Self- ,.confidence (junior high level) prepared by
Brian Fitzsimmons

Example 1:
c-
A WAWkshop=In Trust

I' Level: 'Adult

II .0vepall Objective: To increase the individual's sense
of trust in self, othlers and the-environment.

III Preparation: Activities aimed at developing an awareness
of ones own trust level. f

A. Group discussiol and demonstration of, the physical,
characteristics (posture.s, facial expressions) and words
of trustidefentiveness position?.

0

Z.

r
' 7 5,-- 0
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B. Discussion of situations in which participants had

to trust themselves, someone else or the environment.
,Participants are asked to think of the people they trust

most and why they do.

C. Participants closely observe their actions and con-
versations on the day directly preceding the workshop in

terms (:f the level of trust they exhibit with others.
Participants ma}'e a list of factors in their, daily lives

which lessen er prevent the exercise of trust.

IV, ,Framework: A space in which unobstructed movement and

loud noise is possible. A chair for every member of
the group. A record player, a record (see exercise 4)

or a tambourine.

V Workshop

I. Objective: PhySical Readiness
TechniQue: Peep Relaxation.

"Find.youTself a space in the room, a comfortable
distance away from everyone else. Lie down. Close your

eves. Breathe comfGTtably. We'are going to tense and
'then release all the muscles in the body starting with

the toes. Tense your toes, tight. . ,nlbw, let go. Tense,

both feet . .now, release." (The facilitator goes
throupythe entire body in this mariner, continuing to
give instructions to tighten and thdn relax. Side

coaching such as "just let, all the tension drain away
from your body; let yourself,sink into the floor" is

desirable.) "Now, try to remember a place where you
felt warm and peaceful. .Put yourself there npw. Rem-

ember the colors, the sounds, the smells-z-t-et the

warmth slowly penetrate' your whole body u it you feel

totally safe," (The facilitator should a ow Lhree or
four minute to pass silently at this point.') Then,

"it's time/to leave your place now. Begin to slowly
refocus vcur attention on your body. . . . Breathe

deeply. . . . In your own time, when you are ready,

open your eyes and sit up."

Evaluation: Group di,lcussicn of the remembered places

and the Ieelings evoked by the exercise. This should
indicate the degree of involvement and relaxation each

felt. .

2. ObjectiVe: tlental Readiness'
Technique: Losing Negative Self-ConciousnessUp and

At It.

The chairs are lined up in ahorizontal row. Each

participant choose's a seat. The first person stands up,

7)
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walks to a central,pcsition in front of the line and
perforTs a s'mpTc action of no longer than S s'econds'
dur-,tion: In the meantime, the rest of the group moves
up one, so that after the action has been perfomt3d,
there is an empty chair at the end r)f the line for the
performer. The exercise continues.with thd first person
always walking into the central position and performing
a simple action. After each action, the whole group
applauds vigorously.

Variations: Participants are instructed to perform in
slow motion, s:lently, loudly, rapidly, etc.
The exercise is ended with participants standing up/
sitting down rapidly. Three times in succession and
then, thr. who'e group gives itself a loud round of
applause.

4

Evaluation: Croup discussion:. How did you feel in
front of the group at first?. Did your feelings change
luring the -ourse of the exercise?

3. Objective: Trust in One's Own Resourses
Technique: Problem' Solving

"Find yourself a;space. There is an invisible
barrier .between you and the next person. You decide on
the type of harrier Lnd try to inlieate what it is,
through your body position, facial' expression or
vocalization. I will try to detect the kind cf -)arrier
that exists between myself and,the person closest to me
an' then, break it down. When he or she is freed, they
will attempt to discover and break down the barrier
tho person nearst to them has set up and So on, until
everyr)ne.:las ben released. The barriers can be physi--
cal, psycholoRicor social.",

Eyaluaticn: Were participants able to determine the
nature Jf thr barriers? Could they break them down?

4. Objective: Trust in Organismic Response
technique: Feeling through Movement

"I am going to clap out a rhythm. Move in, any way
-that you like to the beat. Try to allow the ph,jsical
movement 'to suggest an emotional rdsponse-Hstart moving'
en.d then(discove- the feeling that accompanies it. When-a

ever'I"change the tempo, you.change,thf, moveMent.P The
facilitator claps'eut a series of- different, of:sten con-
trasting rhythms on a tambourine.

Variation: This exer,i,-.e could be done to usic instead
6F clapped-uut rhythms. The music shr:uld involve many
changes of p,:ce and.mbod such as II e soundtrack to "-2001:
A Spice Odyssey."

7 7...
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. Evaluation: Group discussion: Did the Movement.Suggest
feelings to you? What were some of them?

5. Ob'ective: Trust in Others
echnique: Body Balancing

"Find a partner. Stand -opposite each other with
your feet barely touching. Join hands. Now, each of
you take turns stretching as far ba.ekwards as you feel
safe. Then, keeping the weight evenly balanced between,
you, stretch l5ackwards at the same time. 'Try to sit
down withoutleteing'go of your partner's hands. Then,
stir. holding hands, pull yourselves up."

Evaluation: ,To what degree is the motion a smooth give
and take? Do the partners move together as 777?

6, Objective: Trust in Others
Technique: Risk - Taking - -No Sight Walk

"Find a, partner. Decide who is A and who is B.
The A's will close their eyes. .B's, take your partner
by the elbow-and walk her or him slowly around the room.
Remember to reassure your partner by verbally indicating
the presence of obstacles that are-approached. After a
few minutes, A and B will reverse roles."

Evaluation: .Group discussion: 'A's, did you begin to
feel safe with your eyes closed? B's, did your partner
become less reticent during the course Of the exercise?

7. Objective: Trust in Others
Technique: Working Together on the Same Object

"Find a partner. Begin to build something without
talking about it. Try to let the :thing grow withqut one
person dominating its shape."

Variation: This can be done as a-lgroup exercise as well.

Evaluation: Group discussion: 4,7ere you building the
same or different things at the.ginning? Were you
both satisfied th t the object was complete when ,you
finished?

8. Objective:
Technique:

rust in the Group
roup Rotation

The group forms a small, tiiht circle. One member

\ stands in the center. Keeping the body fairly stiff.
with the knees straight and feet together. The person
closes his or her eyes and falls back. The group

i

.1

---
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passes the person arounorthe circle,-at different speeds,
in different directions. Each person who wishes is
given a turn, i n the cent-tr.

Side-coaching: "It 1.3 important to offer strong support.
Se 'very careful not to drop the person." 2

Evaluation: Does the person allow her/himself to fall
with fulllweight? Discussion: When you were in the
center, were you firghtened of being dropped?

9. Objective: ,Openness to Others
Technique: Sensitivity to the Experience of Re-
jection

The group scatters itself about the room. One

person acts as Ithe wanderer." The wanderer makes
friendly overtures towards'every person, but is

rejected by each, either with a phYsicalor verbal
gesture. Eac ber takes a turn as the wanderer.

Evaluation: /Group discussion: How did you feel as theme

wanderer? Which gestures did you find particularly
disturbing?

10. Objective: Openness to Others
Technique: Improvisation--Rejection/Acceptance

The class is divided into groups of three's. They

are instructed to improvise a short scene which begins
with a clenched fist and ends with an open palm.4 They

are to choose the characters and setting. After a few
minutes of discussion, each group presents, its impro-
visation for the rest of the class.

Evaluation: Group discussion: How did they show us the
experience of rejection/acceptance? Which was the most
difficult part of the improvisation for you (improvi-

sors)? Why?

11. Objective: Closure
Technigue: Group Circle

The group forms a small circle and joins hands.
Participants are asked to establish eye contact with
each other person, sharing, through the contact, a
feeling of mutual trust with one another, and a sense
of gratitude for each other person's contribution in
building that feeling of trust.

Evaluation: Group discussion: Is it .easy or difficult

to maintain eye contact? Do you fool more trunting of
the other members of the group now than -

ning of the workshop?
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.VI Follow-1T:

1. Participants are asked to discuss the porton(sY,of
the workshop which they' found to be the most relevant.

2. A reading group discussion of a book which deals
with trusting and human relationships could be held. A
suggested book is 21222haa.../2aLuolay by T. Harris.

3. Participants closely observe their actions and con-
versations on the day directly following the workshop
in terms of the level of trust they exhibit with
others. This is compared to their observations from
the day directly preceding the,i,iorkshon.

4. Participants, are asked to think of any ways in
which they could apply aspects of what they learned
from the workshop to their own daily lives.

vII Overall Evaluation:

1. group discussion: What was your overall experience
of the workshop? Did you enjoy participating? Why or
why not?

2. Is there any difference indicated in the partici-
pants' observations,before and after the workshop?

3. In what specific ways has this workshop, together
with any prepatory and follow-up activities, helped
you to develop a stronger feeling of trust in yourself
and other people?

Example 2:
----`7777itivity--Junior High

I Obiective

To help the children use their senses a little more
keenly than in usual, everyday behavior, and to ex-
pand this into the fastening of a richer sensitivity
to other people.

II PreparatorvInaterials and activities

1. Have a class discussion on how, your lives would he
affected if you were deprived of One of your senses.
Discuss each senseor', rather, the lack of it--in turn.

2. Discuss the importance of an individual's'sensiti-
yity to other people and their needs." Do you think
it is natural, or does it have to he learned?
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3. Compile a list of those factors in our environment
which tend td make us less sensitive to the needs of
other people.

4. Keep a record one day of the examples in ordinary
conversations You hear where each person is more con-
cerned with speaking about himself than with listening
to another person.

III;-Workshop

Environment
As for other school workshops.

Objectives

.1. To "tune in" the senses more acutely.

2. To prattioe the development of a keener awareness
of what other people are doing in a situation.

3. To build -a clOser affinity between one person's
behavior and that of another or others.

4. More gendrally, to develop a stronger sensitivity to
other's needs.

Techniques

A. Warm-up
$

1. Walking around in a circle. Then "leading," in
turn, with various parts of the body: e.g., toes,
nose, top-of head, knees, chin, chest, stomach, back-
sides.

2. Walking as if over different surfaces: e.g., sand,
mud, gravel, soft grass, a stream of different
depths and flow Of currant, prickly,-grass. (May be
handled in a narrative .fashion.)

3. Moving about the room in various directions.
Move as fast as possible, weaving in and,out, but
without coming into contact.witih anyone else.

4. Moving about, as in 3, but at normal speed.
Greet each. other, by touching' with various parts of
body?' e.g. , hands, little f.inge right elbow, left
knee, right foot, top of head,, b ck, backside.

B. General exercises, With emphasis on sensitivity

1. Individuals find own spaces. 'Standing quietly
with ey,440plosed. Listen to separate sounds coming
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from inside and then outside the room. Tell students
that on sound cue (which should be quite loud:
bang on drum), they will be hit a sharp blow in the
stomach.. Make sond. Then repeat exercise, this
time fall and roll around in pain; in slow motion.

2. In pairs. Each pair thinks'of,any situation in
which two people would be speaking.to one another.
Talk briefly about it. Then improvize it, as an
opera recitative.

3. In pairs. Facing each other. Examine each
other's' face. Close eves and pi.cture,details of
other person's face. Repeat `until details. can he
clearly imagined.

4. In pairs, on opbosite sides of room. Advance
quickly on each other into a confrontation. Do it
several' times, building it. Then.do it in turn.

5. In pairs, on opposite sides cf room. LOok.at
each other's -yes with mistrust. Slowly move
towards ea er until mistrust disappears.,

6. In pa rind a common ound. May be made by
hands mout All close eyes and
move slowly about room until partners quite separa-

ted. Rtsume making sound. Partners to find each
other by listening for their,respective soundS.

7. One person leaNs room. Remainder form a'circle.
A,leader is selected. He,begins an action of some
kind, which others imitate. It should be 'slow
enough,for all to follow without much difficulty,
though/ concentration will need to be strong. When
action is flowing, person from outside room reenters,
and, stands in center of circle. He has to identify
which person is the leader of the action. When
successful, another person leaves the room.

8. In groups of,about 4 or 5. Individuals in e ch
group are numbered 1 through 4 or 5. Teacher c lls
a situation (e.g.1 "hold -up ") and then a number.
Each prSop,--of that number goes to center of h s.
group and' initiates a tableau related to that situ-
atio . Others join him in cont-ibutj.ng to the

leau.

9. a. Sitting: All clap 3 times, then one does an
action. 3 more claps, then next does an action., and

.so on. 1,
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.-
. .

b. Standing: 3 claps, then 3 fast beats, then one

"says firstosentence.of a story. Repeat claps and
fast beats,tthen'n,ext person in circle says ,second

a
sentence of story.. And so on. Last persons in .

ircle should try to bring story to an end (this

els a good basis for an improvised enactment of a

. story) . .

.
. *

4 '
/

10. In pairs. -one closes eyes. Pairs form a

r , circle. "Sepirte parihers*of onevair takes his
"blind" pariner and places him, in a poSe in center

. of cirele Then another "seeing" Partner takes his
"blind" partner end "adds" him to first person, so

tha't the two -pe.ople, 'form a picture. This process
continues, so t at a.1-lumen sculpture takes shape.

. , . o

Wheh.com2lete,, ny of the "seeing!' partners may
reposition ariV embers of the sculpture, ih order

.

.-4 7
to impevve itso otal effect. It is necessary th'at

47;.-
, each member of he sculpture be touching at least

f tone other memherts body or clothiv, in at least

,', ,one lace% .11-t
, "'sculp'ture"

the "seeing" partners retrieve

their iwtners from the , "'sculp'ture" andsgehtly
bring.fhem bablg'into the circ;a, in, any position'. .

.3' ("Blind" partners must keep, "their eyes closed all
a., ....

.10

,.

..

!`

7, the time.) The ublind",p erartnsl facing the center
.,

of the circle must theh recreate the sculpture, ,

.1(
. without opening thgir.eyea. IP-time, or on another

n

o occasion, the exercise, should be repeated with part-

,t...
, ners'reversin.ralea.

.-- .., ..-

^ , , ; . 5,..- r `, . .

. .7

',

C. closur Ni d, 6
r A W

7'1

.: ' ',1. .Group membersyalk silently around. Clasp .

: Wrists aoman.hanbshake) With othei, individuals ancl''

4.

0 establish eye "contact ate same time.
.

2. .Sharing any'resporises"to,the experiences,of.

the workshop.,

Evaivataion . : : .

,
.,.

.
.. . . .

. -,
,.. .

t t .4.. tl
C.O.' :;14.1 ''

,
I. .Did the students, have a positive, attitude to

'. ,, , the workShop? 8 ,

'4

,

, -- - .-,

2% Did'theif,intereit i:ncre'ase or wane during the'

WOrkshlop;',orditl'it remal4 abbiltthe same?

Il'3* .:t4aa'there really int)er,,nOt just,exterhal in-
.

.,

volvement? ,
,

t

% 4

4

f
I

s4."
*

It.

,

Hew
,

mudh.did the at the,end of the . f\

work6Qp.reveal about "tile ways in which 'the workshQP, 4?

day'have achieved the Objectives statedtat the be-
.,o.

c

83..

A
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.1

ginning? (The facilitator may-gently prompt re-
_ sponses towards this end,)

934
IV Follow-up materials and activities

1. General cleiss discussion and-the degrees to .which

the workshop achieved its goals,.

2. Make a list of those exercises Which seem41 to work
best for you in helping develop a greater sensitivity
eo the behaviors and needs of other people.

3. Think of any ways in which you could apply any
aspects of what you learned during the workshop to
your own daily 'life.

V Overall Evaltation

In what specific ways has 'the_workshop, together with

, any preparatory and follow-up activities,'helped you
to develop a greater sensitivity to other.people?

Example 3:
A Workshop in ensory Awareness

T Level: *SniorHigh.

Overall Objective: To increase the individual's capa-
city. for experiencing self and the environment.

'III Preparation:
r"--* I

. A. Shared group sensory- experiences:' These can be
simple activities that include group discussion of the

experience:
'Sugpstions: eating an orange, smelling a 'spice-box, a
.Kalk'o,:ttsrUe--wai:ting; listening to, and touching as
many things-as posible. '.

B. Participants are asked to closely observe something'

and ,prepare a written description ,of everything they '.

noticed, about it.
.

.

. 4 i

C.' The group is-divided into groups of two or three.
A' record such .as "2001 A. Odyssey" is play,ed and
participallts are asked to respond tokit.in any way that

they like. Each group prepar4es Ya,Rrepenttio'n in any

form they choose, th.at deebribes their listping ex-
,

perIence. .

, .

-, ,

..t.'

IV Framework; A large Space hr which tinottr'ucte4 movement

and loud nose. is possible. An assortment,of-'small
,

,

1,

4 i .

1r'
4

7 .0

4

. 0

r
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objects of various materials such as cloth, wood and

metal (see exercise W.

V Workshm:

1. Objective: Sensory Wai-m-up
Technique: Room Exploration

"Find yourself a space a comfortable distance away

from everyone else. When you are ready, get up and ex-,
plore the room so that you really get to.know it. Notice

as many textures, colors, sounds, or smells as you can.
Then, choose one particular area or item in the room
and observe everything about it. Take as much time as
you need and then return to your spot, explore it and
wait silently until everyone has completed the exer-

cise."

Evaluation: croup discussiOn of the particular area pr

item examined. This should indicate the degree of at-

tention to detail.

2. Objective: Mental Readiness
Technique: Meadow,Walk Fantasy

"Lie down in your space. Close your, eyes. Breathe

comfortably. We are going to tepse and then relax all

the muscles in the body, starting with the toes. :tense

you toes, tight. . .now, let go. Tense both feet. . .

nowt; release." (The facilitator goes through the
entire body in this manner, continuing to give instruc-
rions to tighten and then relax. [Side coaching such
'Just let all the tension drain, away from your body' or
'Let yourself sink into the floor' is desirable.]) Ima-

gine yourself walking through a beautiful meadow. Your

are bareoot 'and there are meadow flowers everywhere, .
A. cool breeze is blowing. There is a clear brook run-

ning over qmall.stones. Follow it until ou come across
a group.of incredibly beautiful yellow flowers. Choose

one; then mike yourself very small and shimmy, up the

stem. Climb b-up on a eaf and lie back in the warm sun.
Let oe warmth slowly penetrate your whclile body._ Hoist

yourself up on a petal and move to the center of the

flower. Explore the design and texture. When you are
ready,'.climb .back ddwn the stem agaip.,a.nd- return to full

size. Find'yourself back in the meadow. It's gotten

cloudy,, so you'd Better leave before it.beginsto rain.
Think about thi roomagain'and your own space in it.

Return yourself o'the room and when you are ,ready, open

your eyes,and si up."
e"

's 0 .
gr. % A,.

6 ,
111

e

Y
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Evaluation: Group,discussion of the mental images
, evoked 5y the exercise. This should indicate the degree
of involvement and sensory alertness each felt.

3. Objective: Visual Perception
'1'echniqUe: Recall

"Find a partner'and sit opposite each other. one

of you is A and the other B. A's, closely observe
the B's.' Try to notice everything you can about

them, such as their clothing; posture and facial

expression. Then close your eyes and describe B as
fully as you can, out loud, Then' the B's will become
the observers and describe A."

Evaluation: there evidence of concentration? Do

the observers notice/recall details other than that are

obvious?

, 4: Objective: Auditory Perception
Technique: Sound game

4

The. group sits, in. a small circle. One person be-
gins to make a ,simpfe sound. The next IDrson joinsj.n:
and repeats' the game sound, together with the initiator.
When the sound'is 'staBilizerd, the second person changes
the sound slightly and both continue to repeat their

own sounds. The third person repeats the second per-
son's sound until it is stabilized and then initiates a

variant': And so kin around the circle.
,

paluat ion:' Are participants able to repeat.and,sustain
another person's sound? ,Do they .N:',ary'the sound or Com-

l..

pletely initiate a mew"soUnd?

' &. -Objective: Tactil Awareness
. Technique: Objects

V - The factlitator places 20 or so sMiall ob cts in as

%sp,ace that is visible to everyone.. Partici nts 'choose

ah object and without touching it, think ..out what it
sfeels like-=Its texture, shape, ,tempera re. Then they

4 Rick iA,up avid handle it, comparint ir expectations

'to the actual experien6e. Each par cipant' repeats the

-;;,1 eXelrelse with Several
y " .

1' Eialuatiott: Group `discuss Dbes the object'feelthe
same as vgli tho;aght..it uld; dY,_different? .

lattex,fh w was fferent?

1

t 4,
- - 4044 ..
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6. Objective: Expression of Taste and Smell
Menial!: Demonstration

The group is divided into. pairs. One, person is A' -

and the other, B. The 'A's think of a food 'and using
body movement and sOund (other than words)' describe

what it is like to their partners. This is repeated
until both A and B have been the demonstrator several

times. .

Evaluation: Are the observers able to guess the taste

or smell that is being described?

'14.4Objective: Total Sensory .Experience
40,,,Tecnnique: Ocean Walk

11,
N.

"Find yourself a space. You are standing at-the
edge of the ocean and are about to walk slowly into -tie

water, until you are completely'immersed. 'But first,
look around you. What kind of day is it? 'Ts the wind

blowing? Are there any sounds? Can vou smell the salt?
Now begin to walk into the water very slowly. Feel the

water reaching your ankles, yo13r knees, hips, waist,
,chest, shoulders,' etc." (The facilitator side coaches
with questions, as many or as few as is necessa'PY, de-

pending on the experience of the group,) "When you are

completely -under water, explore the bottom, coming up
fgr air occasionally. 'When you are'ready, come out

slowly -and dry yo f."

0

E-valuation:. Gro p disCusSion should indicate the degree

of involvement an nsory alertness eachfelt.

8. Objective: ,Seneitivity to Shape and Weight
technique: ,`Throwing Game

The ,group is divided into pairs. Each pair is to
Mime throwing a series of objects back and forth, as

called out by the facilitator. Tha objects should be
diversein shape and weight.
Sugpstions: baseball, ping-pong ball,. frisbee, :!avelin,

watermelon, tire, beach ball, pail of water, cat.
The facilitator can coach with such directions as: "Think

about the object's weight as you-throw it; remember to
use the muscles in your back, your knees and ankles as
you latch it."

Evaluation: Is.-there evidence of.concentration? Is the

length of time between action and reaction fairly realis-

tic?
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9.A Objective: Awareness of Spatial Relationships
Technique: .Judging Distance

Participants line up atone e:nd of the room. They

consider the distance between themselves and'the wall

at the other end. of the room. When ready., they shut
their eyes and walk toward the far wall: They are to

O stop when they, think they are just about to touch the

wall. Tnen, they. can open their eyes and see, if they

judged the distanc'e correctly. ,This can be repeated
several times.

Evaluation: Are the participanls'able.to estimate the
distance accurately aftpr several attempts?

10. Objective: Sensitivity to Environment
Tech Sue: Croup Improvisation - "CATASTROPHE"

The group is sub-divided into several small working

groups. All groups are simultaneously involved in

their own imi,ovisation. "Some major catastrophe has
occured. ,Each group will agree on the type of disaster,

before the improvisation begins. Choose a character for
yourself and then just play the scene as it happens.
You have each been Unconscious for some time and when,

you return to consciousness, you begin to explore what

has happened as a result of the catastrophe. After

some time you meet the other survivors and together you

work out a means of living with the changes."

valuation: Discussion of in dividual group improvise-
tions--Wh,at was the nature of, the...difficulties faced?

How were they "solved?

VI n Followtrp

1. Participants are asked to ,discuss the portions ofl the

workshop which they found to be Most relevant.

2.; The preparatory observation, exercise can be re-

peated. Th'is,is compared 'to' the initial written de-

scriptions that.preceded the Aiorkshop.

. '.
,

.

,
,.

3. The improvisations can be worked-on collectively,

and scripted.
e

VII .Overall Evaluation

1. Group discus ion: What was your overall experience
'of,the' work8h4 i?Did vou enjoy participating"? Why, 6r

why not? .

A
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2. is there any difference in the participant's recor-
ded observations 1Pfore and after the worl-shop?

1. Are participants able to develop their improvisa-
tions into scripts?

Example 4:

,maination--Adults

I ')bjectives

To provide a productive social content for the creative
exercise of the imagination.

IT Vreparatorv_materials and activities

Probat(ly not practicable in mast situations. However,
it may be pussible to arrange d preliminary discussion'
about the value of the human imagination and whether
it, is suffic'iently used by most.peopie.

Workshop

Environment
This will vary greatly from one situation to another:
There is absolutely no need fOr any sort of "stage."
(Dr) the contrary, there is a strong need to avoid any
suggestion f a "performance-for-audience" situation.
Any reasrable space can suffice, as long as .there is
room for each participant to have at least about 10
square feet,to call his own. However, the, more pleasant
the ambiance the better; carppt and Other sound,ab-
sorbing mator:alsare of considerable help, _both-
a,_',1,-;tiC'ally Ind p..77chylogicallv.

OL',ectives
, _

1. Tr, virm the bodies of 'the participants up to a
level ilLich will failitate the use cif the imagination.

2. To help the participants discover or rediscover the
possibilities for using their imaginations' in fulfilling
and enloyable ways..

To help the parti(.ipants use their'imaginations to
! -,4r7or.vr. sooi ly)nds.

Techniques

A. Warm -,21

Wafting in cit-10. Facilitator claps firile At

8')
a
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which each fc6Dt i,s put down. Betome.faster, then
sloW to very slaw, then fast to very fast..

'2: Jump turns. On 'order," jump high in air and

turn gto various' degrees, in whatever direction Ls
given. Begin, for.example, with "q0' to the righ,

. S.uW" "30ndto the let, .IUMD!" and, so on, to 1130
li

' 20. *and 36&.P.' 1

0
, 0

''. ' t P . ,
'I .0.s

P t° . 3., Group at one en;J'of room, facilitator at

other., On."o!" group.begin'striding,purposefully,
even 5iggessiveiy, .towards facilitator. On sound

cue, people imagine that g,giant magnet, from be- '
hind4, suddenly generates a huge force, which stops

them in thairtracks. They reach ou.tand try
their hardest to resist it, but it i's. too strong,

,and gradually pulls them. back. .Then suddenly it
releases them and they strideforward again. Then

..i it 1.8 turned ,or again,,,halts them, andyulls,them
1;arl-.. '4,peat several tjriles,

.
.

4, .Troup in;circle. They are suddenly encast.id 'in

..- a large, heave plastic shget, k;ihich has a drawstring'

-apt.Ind it. Ths is pulled tight'er and tighter, .

,-forcing them eventually ipro,,a i<immed-in.l?. unch in

what- was tie center of thecircl'e. 'Just in time,

before surfor_ating, they succeed in bursting it.
,

'
.

A

o '. 4+ . ,,

.13. T,xercises.for t1.2firrigBination .''

.

_

..

1., Standing_in 'circle.- Facilitator thVows:crumplee'
she.et of nelispaper,,or pipbe of c,,lothing.orsimilal",

into center. "What is it? ": Each person; :.in'any

.,.
order; imagiriestwhat it might be and,resporlds

:acco'rdinglv.
.

4 4
,

. . '

s

7. ,7-till in cir.f..7.1.e. One Tr,ersong00 to.: center and
strikes a, pose. . Another goes in',,,a,ndrelateS 'to; it :

-.:
in some way. Another goes. .%T4 and buiTds'on'that, and,

so onpunt,i1 acomposite'nsc'ulptune iS.created.
, . . ',

, .
,

.
,

. A series of S.tmple:mimes, performed by.indi'Vi7 4

cluals,siMultaniously, based on everyday actiyittes.t

Can then improqe them, by having-eachperspn &erect ,

one ar,:tivi.4ty and 'co.kirit aloud,each"separate-stp iji,-

the pr..6,20 Then take one activity, for-xamnl.e;::,

-.CheYinwrapi5ing of a pa-reel: ,'have a:person'm'ime'it,'

.
and: then' haye,ahather..aCtually unwrap a .pa'rcel,land

,

comRa're., :, .4 . ,°

, . ....:

fl.? rndiy,tduols'be on backs on floOp, in a.rc3,1:;
,heads.to the enter; .lie t'a spok oe.whee'l/

4 ,

t.

6,

; .*
44-. "
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Join hands, An: he quite close toecne another.
Lieten 7-)utside room, then, to the sounds
inside. Can you hear your own breathing? Other
person(s)? Then be aware of everything you can
feel with all ,the surface of-ypur body. Facilita-
tor then asks one person to imagine a scene of some
kind, and then to say what or where it is. When
he says it, others imaginations are all to "go" to
thl scene. One at a time, in any order, each person
contributes an .item to the scene.'This can occur
more 10an once. Eventua4v, a detailed seene'is
evoked -, which entirely and uninuelv belongs to fhe
group.

5. Facilitator'reads a sample niece of a radio-'or
TV commentary of a sporting or any o her kind of
event.- l:a-h person then imagines a cene which he
could desYribe.,\arpl, then, as richly as possible,
-"doe::" the cox444411.v. (An especial exciting
one, :or 0.xampe, woild be by a space explorer
s+(p7ing out onto a strange planet, describing wha_t
he can see, and then seeing something quite horri-
fying and unexpected. What hatJpens?)

Facilitator 1)-asses around photographs of peMple,
in riehly revealing situations; -for .example, frOb a
pictorial magazine. Fiach person imagines himself
as ono c>t the Persons in a photograph, and talks
lbot him. Th's.',,is done by one person at a time;
other -.,ei'sons might as1, him questjons about himself.
(This exercise could be terminated at this stage,
having been used as an exercise of the
However, it couV1 4.Lso, very desirably, be extended
inte an improv;sition, in many waw;', beginniag, for
exaTri.e, 'nth the people impeL'sonatlng their "cllarae-
ters," and the/', meoling one another and inter-acting.

'Two i'mrrci:isartinns

r. A group et hikers is wall-ing through,a forest.
EventualLy they ce,Me to a narrow, but deepl-chasm_.
and have' to'find a' clay across it, as it is growing

' \d,rr and verb col d. What do they 0?

?. ,A grouj3 of amateur geologists is exploring, an
el-J Abandoned mineshaft. On a given ,sound cue,

' 'thgre'is a partial collapse halfway along the mine
(this would be timed so that it would trap at
lest half the p6opLe). On anbther so ad cue, there
,
a ra..;(1 bigger collapse. Improvisation can begin

with someone (t110 leader?) saving, "Well, T think.
that thi is the onvrance we've been looking for

491.



D. Closure

1. All kneel .in circle. Join hands. Close eyes.

Quietly begin humming. Sustain for some minutes,

with individuals choosing their'own breathing

pauses. At end, open eyes, and establi*h a 2-heat

eye ,olait out wHA other pelLmns in the group.

1-4dic/ ver1,41 sharing of responses to,wor)-,shop.
,

Evaluat.:

1. Was the "warm-up" Sufficient":

2. How mach or,f'ed:.s(..cvery was there_ by

the parti,.74ants in how to use thej.r imaginations?

3. Was there much pos;_tiver social inter-action pro-

diic e.c. by it,e

if ;"ollow-H,, materiE.ls act3vitTes

:t 'nay be pcssible'for the participants to continue

some of the activities begun during the workshop. For

ti
example, they :Lay wish to devise their own improvisations.

Bu!- if, in fact, their imaginat1ons have even sufficient.:

1 rekindled by the work, and there are opportunities

for membe'r's .f the group .Lo meet again, th,ev should

,be e tc dc-fase exe2oises based on those

provi.:ed by the wor?,,shop.' Individually, participants
tcould practice, and develop further if ttsty Can, the

t' exercises done as individuals in the workshop.
et

Evaiud-ton

A workshcip a7hieve' the general

c;hjer'tive t.)F prcviAiltg a p.:-oduciive social content for

the of the imagination?...

Exasyle 5:
A Workshpp in Creative Expressiveness

T

I:

Level: Elementary

r;vera]] ';oal: To 'mcrcase the indMdual's capacity for
cr(-;d"Tvr 7e.f-expression ±'-trough a series of ,,exercises,

whir'h .1,s on the various types of express'ion..'

*

Preparation:. Exerci,3es that are aimied at ceveldping

'the ixis".uments of expression.
.c

945
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A.. Bodypaysical activities a: d games that involve a
wide range of movement from gr,ck to fine motor skills,
coordination and rhythm.

B. Voice--verbal activities such as articulating
phrasTs:reacing aloud in a grouc,or singing in dif-

.
ferent tones from very very soft.

C. GestureThe group creates a large collage-6T
magazine or newsp,Aler pictures of peoplA expressing
vari.ous emotion''.

TV Framework: A large space in which unobstructed move-
'

ment and loud noise is possible. An assortment of hats.
A reco,rd plav'er and recor.s, such as "Twelfth Street
Rag" or Any (3 .ic),; tempo gay music. (See exercise.6.)

V WorkshoP:

1-* Obk(:tive: Phvsical Readiness

41
Ccientist

"Find your own spae, a CaomfGrtdble distanco away

from everyone ele. i am a mad scientist and you are
my robot-,;. Whenever I press this btitton you must follow.
my instructions. Ready? Judtp. . . . Shrink. . . .

Boil. . . . Freeze. . . . Fall Climb.

r:row. . . . Explode. : . Collapse."

Evaluation: Does the body show signs of muscular

....)cisenes,,? Arms hanging free]y? Shoulders relaxed

2. Objective: Mental Readiness
T'echniq'ue: 'Room Pdint

initiates a group discussion: What
woal'a7 rhE: dorici be like without oolor, if everything
wet'e tot allv Mack? Then participants chooe a section
of the room and illagine that it is absolutely withowt.
color. They are told that they hale all the brushes and
buckets of different col-ors they need, after which they
proceed to paint their section the room.

Evaluation:- Group discussion of individual painting
experiences should indicate the degree of involvement

each felt.

3. Objective: Expression Through SoulA
Technique) Choolaro Ball Orchestra

"Find yourself .;t:,7puce and sit down. Think of 'the

name of any ;;ort of ,:11,)rolate bar, candy or chewing gum

O

6:f 4
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anti then practice saying it in a way that sounds like
what it is. (The facilitator provides examples such as
PO,Pcorn or Crispy CRUNCH.) When yOu feel ready, come
to where I'm sitting and "1n the circle. r' When the
group has assembled the facilitator announces: "Now,
we'retall members of an orchestra. When I point to you,
start saing your word and,keep repeating it. When
everyone h,is joined in, we'll play a song. Watch my
hands tL see if you. should get louder or softer."

Additions: The chocolate bar orchestra becomes a choco-
late bar machine with each person performing an action
that suits the sound of the word.'

Evaluation: Do the sounds express the essence of the
name? Po the actions?

Obletize: Expression Through Movement
TechnLdue: Free Association

"Whi,.,tver I srri a word, do whatever the word*sug-
gests to you. Try to do something right away instead
of thinking about it, fiTst."

Suggestions: splash, splosh, munch, sizzle, fizzle,
flick, glow, crackle, crumble.

Evaluation: Is there immediate movement or hesitation?
Is there indi,yidual absorption or are participants
watching -)r distracting others?

Objective: Expression Thrpugh Characterization
Technilye: Hats

"Fick'a bat from the pile in the corner. Put iit

on yoi.r head'anl think ,of d way of talking and walking
that goes with the hat. Then, introdnce yourself to
anflther person. After a brief conversation, switch
hats. Again, thigik of a way of talking Lind palking
with,your new hat and meet 'nother person. Try to meet
and change hats with every person in theiroom.

Evaluation:. Do'. the movement and vocalization vary 141.th
the varicus hats? 0

b. 0 jer-tive: Abstract Expression
:rechniciue: Music Notes

The facilitator swatches on the record player.
Particinants lisen' to th. mus,ieand when 'they are re,-(iy

gel up And move- as ii they were 7the .--;Lite ;t,fei-rtg pla wsd., 1

.

.:uggete.:. musir: .Uweitth :it reef Pug" or anykluick

te7TO happy tl;'4

. ,4

0

O

(



Evaluation: Is there variation in the movement? Are

lndivi777s absorl-e(I their own accivitr?

7. Objective: Group Expression
Techni_aue: group Formations

The whole group forms one, large struct ire collec-

tively. It changes as various other forms are called

out' by the facilitator. The exercise can be initially
done silently and then repeated with sound.

Suggestions: storm, gcean, octop.us, 1-itchen, dinosaur,

waterfall, pyramid.

Evaluation: Is the group a cohesive unit or are indi-
vi,lual.s, more involved in their own segments?

8. Objective: 'Expression of Em9tion
Teohniape: The Clowns

-7

"You are aoclovn in Ringling Brothers, Barnam and,

Bailey's (2ircus.' Decide whether yob are a happy, sad,
frightened or angry clown and work out a face and wal*

for yourself. When you are ready, come'back to this

spot and we'll have a clown convention." Participants
show each other their clown faces and walks ..nd try to

guess whether they are happy, sad, frightened or angry

clowns.

Evaluation: Do participants demonstrate the facial
features and physical gestures of the emotion they are

portraying? Can the others guess?

9. Objective: Imaginative Expression
Technic,ue: Individual Improvisation

"Find your own space. You'are either the great
Fi e Dragon or the Great Star Shiner, You wake-up in

th morning and discbver that you have a problem. De-

:cid wha't that problem is and solve it if you can,"

Evaluation: group discussion of the problems: and how
they Were solved. This should indicate the degree of

,'-invol'vement each felt.

10.- Objective: Verbal Expressiveness
7;:chnique: group Story

The group is asked to sit in cho-uham of aowt(1
cirele. Thy .f.acilitator holds up an abject and Ltiviies

the participants 'to begin building atstory around:it.
As the obiert is p&ssed around, so is. the story. It
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the group chooses to, the completed story can,be.acted
out using sound and movement. One person acts as the
narrator and participants spontaneously take the pars
of characters and onjecis as they are, required.

Evaluation: Does the story flow easily and cohesiVely?

'Does itself to dramatization?:

VI Follow -up:

I. Participants are,asked to paint a picture or write

a poem about their favorite part pf the,worl<shop. The

facilitator could remind themof various exercises such
as the clowns, the chocolate bar orchestra, the Fire-
'Dragon an! the Stare `shiner.

2. l'he group story can be scripted.

A feeling board can'he constructed. The partici-

rant uses ,a comhinati,on of-, paper, crayon, bits'of materi-

al, etc. In .1nY sh-ipe and order, to indicate what a
particular emotional state such dS happiness, sadne.ss",

anger, fear, looks .like, to him or her.

'II Overall Evaluation:

1. dicussitm: Did you enjoy participating?
',/hy or not

.

. !o participants find it 'easy to exnress an experience
of the workshop through another medium?

7

\ 'A. Are partclpants able to develop the ,group story

lrtt d script
1

xample 6:
7reltivlty-nior High

nLjeCtiVe A

To proyl...cle opportunities for the practice and deveAop-

ment of a
reativity, using, for the most part, the in-

dtvidual's own bodily resoure's, and for this to take

place both individually and in cooperation with others.

Preparat(, ry materials and activities

1. Cla;s 'discussion on the nature of the creative '

process. Can ydu arrive at a definition Of what
creativity. is?

4 I

2. Class discussion on "The human _hody'as a ureative

instrument."
4 (.0

b9 3



III Workshop

Environment
As for other school wi5.
.mately the size of an jay
smaller space could bed
students, "Carpeted flW''
not be too bright.

Objectives

56

An open space, approld-
la'Ssroom. However! a
a groupsof.up to 25'.

ossible. Lighting, 'sho

1. ;'o "loosen up", the::41d4iits, both physically and

psychologically.

2., To, get their -,:;mag41441's working.

1. To' activate their4ve impulses on an individual
basis ., '' i- ,,

.

4. To, develop creat 't,`, A't,,nt'ial.in group situations.
, ,.1-:-,--, r,-ff--,*.

5. To leave the stU4040/ith an awareness .of and

feeling for the ful4ti*O.to,be gained from using
their' bodies, both illgvt#a1-1-,v and in con-iunction with

others, as creative 140invents. ,

Techniques

A. Warm-up

il P.'

1. 'loving aroun*lor YN.Oircle. Hopping on left foot,

right foot, bothnf,eet; .

,2. Moving eroundT,In- circle, quickly and li:ghtlw

slapping all Ovei,,,back,of person in front. Reverse-

di,recri. ,<ever-e(0.everal times.
i .

". :'Ioving around ..1-1:1.circle, flowing running steps,

each foot,toucllin4 t'loox'on teacher' clap. When

clapping stops, stnOents siriKe a pose rtilated to
'7,--

teacher's suggeti.drIt ),, e.g.: monster, exhaustion,
, ,

fear, etc. , . : , -
, .\

. \

5. Individuals in ,own spac-e. 4 Collaps'e from waist.
Slowly reach for Sky,. with head sliglItiv bask. 0o

it symetricaLLy fi.,st, th4n asymetically, wiLn one
si,le leading; then tine other. leet can be moea.
!hen. move around, sbowlv at first, 'Men faster, to

claps. ,illen (:ap-:,tops, freei.e. "Clay he on floor.)

97
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.

B. Exerc2_se to stimulatthe imagination

Find own spaces: Standing quietly with eyes closed.
.8'leacher says, tollowing statementSi, without expres-
sion, and, for each one, studentfiresponds actively:

a. "Brrr,,itjs cold in here."

b. "1 wbnder what that sound eras.. . . ."

c. "Where on earth' did I put tliat_pen?"

d. coUld wring her neck for; telling him."

e, "if he ldoesn't come'in 30 second's, it'll be too'

late.1 .

4

getthilt fly if it's ,the last thing I do."
4

,

. . ,

g. ": ,hav(:,'10 seconds tO defuSe' this bomb."
. .

- .

h. ":)hcP,Ii Che'5% gone and I'l never see her (him)

again.".,

,

e.. 701-V, I rirt so happy, to see you.

C. Exer:1:es i crekt,ivity

YrNtiii"e,Rip:yan Winkle, -You've been asleep for

SOO !rears. Thinkwhere it Was that you went to
sleep,. and of what the world might be 1.1ke in. 500

vear)from now; then let it happen,. '

.

'2,\\Jri.,..:irs': ;Discuss a:si. tuation which cotrld end
with oip of Vtie, people sav'i'ng, "Put out the light:

Put. otit.ihe Iight!", Theh improv,ise it. Then share

it uithto.ther:spail',s4

indiv;Tduals, in own..qpaces. Teacher gives first

word (.!: a-group,o1 syminfts for yerb. -Each per;spn

t=hat action. Pes,:t.8f theworibs are then given,

- in tui-nA,,and the *ctio* ;donee-simultaneously by a.11.
An example 'Is: k. to hol4grasp, clutchi'clasp,.
clenchp walk, strutlstagger, sWagger, lurch.

''(Furthenideas, may beobtiiihed from Roget's
17TheFourj,k.") Individuals can then try 'to show the

differenr. bet 91;le.tynoilvm and anciiher, 'in turn,

and restpf oup can Aiscuss:
. .

4. Individual exercies, based on an emotion--for

example,.fiear: gri thinking she's being followed,

a man.sealehing a'w!.frehouse. Ust of.group'can dis-
cuss the teuthifulnes o-f what is cleated.

,

;

\

es'

`.9 el
4



:ndivjduals in own spaces. Create a character
yor minds as fully as possible (teacher can .-

sugges. ,_hara:teristics such as age, vocation,

personality). Tnen Lhink of an or'ject, animate or
inanimate, which would affect this character's be-,

hay.or quite significantly. (Allow up-to 2 minutes
for each piece of creative thinking.) 'Then, simul-
tanecus1,./, ona,Tt a si.tua,/jon where the oblect affects

the character. Nome people can then repeat their
enactments for. others to discuss the truthfultiess

,happers.

6. 'Divide into groups of about 6. Each group creates
u tableau on a theme--e.g., fear, persuasion, greed.
Tableaus are share; ,gin 'discussed.

.Again,, (.divide into groups of about 6. Each
group is given a piece of music of about one tinuteis
duration, and creates a narrative or abstract

!/presentation based.on the music. The same piece of
'music may be used by all groups, or a different
piece for each cne. Or, groups may select their .

own music from music library or elsewhere. (In any
. *-

ongoing content, it may be possibly to provide a#
considerable period of time for each group to pre-
pare and rehearse their presentatidon.)

t

8. rivide into 2 groups. One group sits on one
side of room;, other group is'in "playing area."
Number each person in each group from 1 up.,
Teacher .callS out a number.. That number in seated
group calls out the name of a topic (e.g.,.nost in
a Blizzard"), and"the person with the same number ,

in the "playing" group begins an improvisation,on
that topic. A time limit, of,.sav, one minute
should be set. When all have' had a turn, kroup5 ,'

reverse positions. .

9.. WIlole group improvisation.: "The Party.0 This

can he broken, into 3 sequences:
a. Arrival of the guests,

. b. The scene at 11 p.m..4V
c. The scene at'2 a.m.

Any appropriate party music may be usedl.,but'should '

be slower tcor each successive sequence. S*tddetits

"freeze" between one §cene and.another. 7:

i

-'Each scene

could las/ un to, say, 10 minutes. .

.A.

D. Clksure s.

1. 'Students walk silently aboutthe space, weaving

in and out among one another, not.toUchitg, but.es-
tabliS4ing ea/e,contact with one-anOther,

6

1
4

I*
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2. Standing in circle, arms around one another,
eyes closed, humming.

3. Quiet verbal sharing of references to workshop.

Evaluation

1. How did the students respond to the. "warm -up" ex-
ercises?

2. How productive an ambiance was' created in
workshop?

3. How much originality and variety was obtAined in
students' responses?

4. How successfully did the groups function?
../ *4 , ", 0

5. We're there any,students/Who did not become`, involved
to any significant extent throughout the workshop? Can

you say why?

6. How did the students feel at the end, of tee work-
shop?

/

IV Follow-up materials and activities

1. Students could devise own statements.reflecting a
certain,kind of emotional situation, like those in
Technique B.

24 ttudents to find a piece of- music which expresses
the mood and situation created by the Rip van Winkle
exercise.

1

3. Using the same groups as in.exercise #7 of Technique
C, each group could be given plenty of time to create a ,

hed piece of mime'or dance drama to a piece of
music

, 4. Some students could Make/ a videotape or filM cf any
or-'all,vf /the presentations created in exercise 3 above,

of any oth r presentations which emeged during or
following the orkshop.

'5. 'Presentations of sufficient. creative power could
be-Sharedrwith\a wider audience. This is- an example of
how to i.b,tegrate "creative drama!' with per2ormance
theatre.

too



V Overall evaluation

How fully did the students enter into the, spirit of
the worYshop and any follow-up activities and how-
original and genuine were their responses?

Example 7:
A workshop in Moament

I Level: Elementary

II Overall Goal: To increase the individual's capacit"
or expression through 'movement

ti

rII Preparation:

A. PhysiCal activities and' games that involve a wide

range of movement from gross to fine motor skills,,'
coordination and rhythm.

B. Group 4isoussion and demonstration of how people
move in various occupations. A collage on the theme
"movement° can be constructed frommagzine and news-
paper pictures. .

C. EaCIi child individually attempts to show how a
member of their_famililvor a friend walks', moves
generally or does a particular activity. This same
exercise could involve animals rather than people.

-,Tv Era
ou

ex
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/ework: A space in which unobstructed movement, and

noise is possible. A record player, recordsCsee
cise-1 and 10) and'a small drum.

V W rksho :

1. Ob'ectiYe: Physibal Readiness
ec niaue: Puppets

: Each participant finds a...space .In,the
4

fortable distance away from everyone else.. They ard."---:

puppets with Strings attached to their feet, hands,
head, shoulders, elbows, etc: They a're to lie oh the
floor', like' marionettes which are'not being used. The ,

facilitator acts as puppeteer. Shp pulls the strings
- up slowly,.one at a time until the puppets are standing.

Then, she lets go,orthe.strings so. that the pappetS
flop to the ground. Again, she pulls them up, one
string at a tiMe using jerkv'motions. Finally, she moves',
'all the strings at once so that the puppets dance.. At

this point, the facilitator could play some lively
"puppet dancing" music e;uchas "Twelfth Street Rag",or
any marching band tune.

131. t,



Evaluation: Does the bod', 'show si ns of muscular'
looseness.? Arms hanging freely?

0

2, Objective: Mental Rea iness
technique : Computer ag

The facilitator announces: "I'm the computer and
wheneVer I say, '13ZZ-BZZ-FREEZE,' my instructions must
be obeyed." Tag is played in the regular manner With the
facilitator calling out various t pes of Movement at
regular intervals.

Suuestion: Rubber bal s, tin man, spiders, polar
bears, shadows, butterf ies, mon,t6rs, monkies. .

Evaluation:* Do partic pants, var their' movements -in
accordance with the different instructions? Is the
group absorbed in the otions as well as the game?

3. 06,1ective: Awareness of the range bt movement
lfechnicue: Verbs

houlders relaxed?

61

The facilitator !chooses verbs and participants are
asked to respond accordingly. The series should include
contrast and diversity.

. / /

.1.1gg,estions:- Fly. ,crawl. .stretch: : .squeeze. . .

leap. .-.swim.,. ..Qi.r.4mble. . .grow. : ..shrink: . .hop. . .

float. . .explode./.. .cpnaps .

,
-,',

. 4 1 At

Evaluation: Is,t 'ere individ al absOrption or are
participantswa'tc ing.or dis racting others? Dd the °

movements-indicat teat the 'arious verbs are under-
stood? ,

.

-f

4. Objective: 3odv, Control'
Technique: 'Floor Touch.

;1,

) 7- s

Part,cipan/ts ve-,;.:ristr'Licted to move from one end
.o.f,otheL.robm *Y7-414 other,, using any parts of the body
they choose, bitt with Vlis restriction: only one part
ocan be touching the floor'at,any given moment. T is is

repeate with the instructions varying to two, thr el
four, f ve. and six parts of the body touchimg the oor.

Variati nt: Restrict the use _of different parts such as'

hands, eet, knees.
-

Evaluat oh: Do,participa ts control their movements
ccor. ins- eruct 2- th'ey 'a.151.e to ststain the" -

Se ovew fron one end of the room to the other?
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5. Objective: Phvthmic movement
Technic,ue PircJe

The group forms a small circle. The facilitator
beats out -a rhythm on a small dru . Participants are
asked to listen carefully to the hwthm and walk in
time to it. When the whole group, has sustained' the
beat for some time, the facilitat r changes it'vp a
,skipping heat and participants,a e asked to skip. This
same procedure, .an be used for h pping, running, tip-
toeing, side-stepping, trotting,.,etc.

Evaluation: Do participants movie in timWwith$the
various r. Are- they able to sustain the heat
for_a short period of time?

Ob ective: Imaginative ,lov merit
''ec n,que: i±ig and Small

The facilitator-describes the portion of Alice in
Wonderland in.which Alice grow large and small'in
succession. Participants ere stied to returnto the:;.r
own spots where they will fipq two pills: one marked
Big and the other Small. They are instructed to take
either one of these and to grow-or shrink accordingly.
'Then they are to go to a public place such as a libl,ary,

park, 1,;estaurant or school, and explone it as,a giant or
dwarf..:..1henever they want to siaitch to being'the
oppose,-they only have to take the other pill. -When

they are ready, they can come to the facilitator to
get a pill which will return them to their own size.

,/
Evaluation: .roup discussion of the qxperiences and
problems raced in the exercise. Th0,should.indicate
the degree of, involvement each felt.

7. Objective: Characterization through Movement
TeclInic,jue: The Changing. Person

The facilitator' suggests an activity suCir as
skipping rape enci-f)articipants mime ,the activity, first
as themselves, then, as the differentcharabters which

. the,faciAitator call out. actpritv.can change fair-
P ly,frequently as well.

Suggested activities: Carrying' a *heavy parcel,

'a dog on .a windy day, driving a diesel truck, walking a
tightrope.

74

Su e ted charatterb: a 90 year p:ld person, a-very fat/

than person, a r,T, ten'ed/happy/sad/angry person, a lazy/

energetic person. 4

1 3
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Evaluation: Is there evidence of concentration? Does

the movement change in accordance, with change of chariiC-..,

ter?

8. Objective: Characterization through MoveMent
echnique: The Persbn-Animal,

Each participant makes about the room like an
animal of his/her own choosing. Then the facilitator
asks them to become people again, and to move as a
person but with the characteristics of the animals . -

they were. They can interact with other people-animals
if they so desire.

Evaluation: Are participants able to sustain their
people-animals in interactions with Others? Is there

any attention to4qetailin movement or.iS%it gross

mimicry?

9. Objective: Movement with Others
Tnin" 771j- ,Machines41,

The class is divided into pairs. One person as
the operator and the Qther as a machine. Each pair
presents its machine to the group after a few minutes

of ,preparation. The, group attempts to gueSs what the

pair is portraying. This can be followed by a diScussion
of machines"the participants would like to invent.
These suggestions can be used to form collective group

machines. r"\

,

Evaluation: Do,1>articipants work as a unit. (pairs,
group) or are they only involved with their own activity?'

1(1. Objective: Creating An En4onment Through Movement
Technique: A Cincus.

A group discussion about the sights, sounds, peo-
ple, food, etc., found at the ircus. Then each parti--
cipant decides whd or what they'd like to he and begins
to move like the person or ahim 1 in a circus act. A
circus music record as accOmpani ent would be appropri t .

When the music stops, each'perso switches roles with
the person nest to him/her and t n the music resumes.
This is repeated until each parti ipant has had a var

of roles.

Evaluation: Croup di'scussion of what it was like to he

the various circus performers. This should indicate the
degree of involvement each felt.

104
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VI allow-Up:

. 1: Participants are asked to"paint a picture or ,write

a story' /poem about_their favorite part of the workshop.
The facilitator could remind them of various exercises
sucil as ,the giant/dwarf,: peoples-animals, machineS. 'or

the circus.

2. The preparatory exercise of attempting tee show how
&member of the family or a friend walks, moves generaly
or does a particular activity can be repeated after the
child has had a chance to really observe how..that

person moves. -If animals:were used instead of people,
a visit to the zoo would be in order.

. 3. As a follow -up to the puppet exercise, a puppetry
workshopcoUld take plade. Simple sockpuppets or
puppets with modeled heads could be constructed'and
Shen used. in puppet plav improvisation..

VII Overall Evaluation:
) ,

1. Group diScussion: Did,you.enjoy participating?
Why or why not?

2. Do partiipants find it easy to express an experienoe

of the workshop through another medium?

3. Does the child demonstrate greater detail in move-

ment of the observed person or a mal the second time?

Example 8:
Self-ConfidenceJunior High

I Objective:

To help in the development of a more positive and con-
fident sense of self in the student.

III Preparator materials and activities

Class discussion ,on the nature of self-confidence., What

(, is the difference betweena positive, desirable degree
wdf self-confidence and over assei-tiveness and boasting?

III Workshop

Environment
(,77g7TE77a7r, school workshops., An open gpacel apprxi-
matelythe size of an average classroom. Howve, d
smaller space could be used for ,group or up 10 ?!)

students. Carpeted.floor if possiblP. Lighting should

not be too bright.

103
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Objectives

1. To warm up the body.
4

2. To "loosen tip" any/feelings of nervousness and
apprehension.

3. To increase self-confidence in small group situa-
tions.

,

t;

4. To increase self-confidence iA larger groups.

.Techniques

A. Warm-up

1. Form into circles of about 6. One person de-
taches himself and goes inside the circle. He must
try to break out of the circle. When successful,
tries to break bac)( in to center. Each has g turn.

.k

2. _A game of "Simon Say's." ,

3. .
Individuala curl up into as small a space as

possible. Imagine encased in a strong, heavy,
plastic bag. 'Strive'to escape. (Teadher can build
atmosphere by using sound cue such as cymbal clashing.)

-On final cymbal clash, crash to flopr.

4. Move around space, not touching anyone. Build

up speed. On sound cue (e.g., clap, or cymbal
clash), change directionabruptiv.

B. "Loosening up" exercises

1. Each person, in turn, cOmpletes a sentence which
begins: "The nicest thing that happened to me'toda*.
was .

.2. Shake hands. Build up speed. .Imagine that they
are "flying. hands'," flying in ill directions. Let
them seem to take,on a will of their own.

-3.' In pairs. You are, stranger on a bus. One of
vou has "flying" hands, but is tnaware of it. What
happens?

4. Into groups of ''4 fa 6. Each group is given one
of the following situations:: an, auction,,soldiers
being inspected; group.of string,plavers and con-
ductor, group-in an elevator, strangers at a table
in a restaurant. One person in each group has

1 0/3
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"flying" handvbf which he is unaware. Play

. Then share reenactment withothei, groups.'

C. Exercises for buildin' self-confidence

1. In pairs. Reach opt and make contact. '(Teacher

can use light, "easy' music, or light, quick sound
cues?) Repeat, but this time some ki.nd of invisible
force prevents contact (use slpw, "heavy" music or

sound cues). Become rncreasi4glymorried.and try,
it more slowly. Become slower and slower, until
body aches with heaviness. Suddenly, on 'sound cue,

fingersouch. As sound or music becomes louder
and "happier," more and more contact is made'.

I

'*2: In pairsv boy and girl; They are returning to
girl s houses tr'om date. It is, in fact, the first
time. either has been out with a member of the oppo-

site sex. Boy wants to kiss girl, but. . . . See.
what Bappens- on the last 50 feet of the walk home.

3, The scene is a classroom of children of your
age. ,A new teacher is due to arrive. The class is

not the rowdiest in school, but will exploit the new
*teacher.. They4iscuss what they might do when she

comes in. She enters: The children are very dif-
ficult. Sh-e eventually breads down andries.
What happlis?

D. Closure

1, Individuals in own spaces. Eyes closed. Quite

still.' When youopen your eyes; your body is'total-

ly unfamiliar. Discover it -"piece" by "piece"
(slow pair of drum beats or claps). After 2 or '3

minutes, becomy awareof one another.

.
2,, Quiet verbal sharing of-responses.to workshop.

Evaluation

1. WaS there sufficient warm up?.

2. Which exercises s4n\ed tb work be Which ones

least? Why? ,

3. Were the exercises 1bng errough?-----7
. No

4. -Was there a satisfying shape to the workshop?

5. Didtany children tend to domirtate excessively? If

so,Phow did 1,.7.,oU handid this probkem? Could it have'

107



been handled differently or better?

6. HoW well did those students who tend to betmost
lacking in self-confidnece en er into the activities
of the workshop?

Workshop Evaluation

As stated earlier, it is necessary to articulate

clearly the goal of the workshop and to consider, at the '

initial-stages of planning the workshop, how it will be

:evaluated. If evaluatio is considered at this point..,of

time, it is possible to ercome a variety of formidable
.

. ..\ ,

hurdles which trip a grelt many who work in this field and
1 =x ,.,

discourage a great many hers from even making the attempt.

Actually, if the analogy an be carried a bit further, the

hurdles are similar to se set up in a race so that they

can be knocked over -fair?. f,,readily. Asa consequence, those

who are sufficiently insensitive can run the course in ig-

norance of the fact that 1i any or most of the hurdles have not

beeh cleared. There are people who go through the motions

of evaluation without being aware of the fact that time and

'.energy have been consumed, distance has been covered, but

rib evaluation has taken place.

,

SJ
One of the barriers is the fear that attempts at

eyaluation will distort the nature and value of the activity.,

This s'te'ms lin part from the bitter experienCes some have had

with behavioral researchers 0o.. have overzealously attempted

to contral toc many variables. The result is the derivation
4 0 *i

4441,
of conclusions that have validity but a validity which exists

'1 0 8
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only in artificial circumstances either incapable of being

duplicated under, normal operating conditions or,clearly

undesireble,' even if capable of being duplicated, for a

variety ofreasoris Unrelatedto thg task of measurement

68

evalUation. Another source of the feav of distortion is the

diAracfion caused to the workshop leader who may losespOn-

tanel unduly limit what is attempted because of a concern

fon how it wily test out, or feel harrasse0 by a,gnawing
.

susptci:on that the evaluation process is becoming a trol-

ling factor rather than a tool. These difficulties are not,

of coursel'unicue to workshop leg.ders. Evaluation frequently
0

is perceived as kthreat,bypeople'whar within themselves or

because of their knowledge or fears of.the use to which the

results.will be put by others, interpret low scores as a

sign of inadequacy or,failure rather. than as a succes§ful

'assessment of the degree of utility of one set of procedures.

-,And many educator's and researchers sdeking-financial,grants

(have been moved to wonder as to the extent to,Which =the

solving problems of dOnsequence to themselves, and their

are

fields of.kn4ledge or searching for problems'that will have

maximum appeal to those. granting financial assist'ance:k",

Another barrier'is the conviction' that human nature /-

and behavior is too complex to be capable of effective-measdre-
e

meet and evaluation and We might as well admit as much 'rather .

.

than pretending to Capacities we lack or, worse yet, limiting

-ourselves to dealing with other human beings only on levels

-wher'ewe do have the capacity to measure and evaluate.

4. 13 9,
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A third barrier,is a type `-of credibility gap or simply

a feeling of.discomforture created by'aftitudes found in

:Ma* people (.and quite frequently among.people involy,ed in
4

-the arts) that-formal-measurement and evaluation are neces-

sarily mathemdticaI and objective in Mature w1ile their

personal competencies and judgments are most commonly sub-
.

jective in-nature.

A fourth barrieris the lack.of personnel and resources

(including the resources of time and energy) which leads

many to believe that, regardless of other factors, it is

.

only by notedoing the good work--or a significant' amount of

.

it--that resources would be freed to measure how good it is.
A

Considering the Vast body of knowledge readily available -,

.On the subject of measurement t and ev.11.kation and the aCces-

sibility of knowledgeable ire in the field, its is not my
e

intention to deal- with specific Xechninues of evaluation in

this manu4.l. My-experience in working with' people ih

developmental theatre, however, leads me to believe there-

would be some value in trying to help those in need o such

assistance to look again--in search of a new orientation--at

the four barriers: distOrtion, complexity, subjectivity-

objectivity, cost.

,Distortion

The basic question to qoasider here is not whether

distortion has taken place in evaluation situations nor,

whether it may take-place in our own work but whether, it

.
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has to take place or,can.be avoided, Experience indicates
.

that there need not `be d-.:s'tortionnowing this, we. can

i4
undertake to avoid it. A good apprOach is d twofold one

8V3

of identifying in advance- -and avo. g--as 'many, as possible

of the distortion producing factors land refusing to-a6 'tings

that. create distortion4.if unanticip d factors crop up

along the way. Withregaf,d to this Xter point, we must

s .

recognize and expect others to recogns2 ethat the vested

Interests of evaluators (including ourAtIves.as evaluators)

are not as important as th- vested interdOts, f the program

and the peo rved by it. 'If 'pri.6.r plan ing has

not.been ufficient to avoid a problem, we must not alter

the program for the sake of obtaining a. meaningful measure-
.

tient; this will prcdide, all too often, orON a meaningful

measurement of a meaningless activity of no consequence to

us.or the program.` We must,-rather, abandon measurement at

'. 'that point in the realization that we have successfully, de-

.

tetthined the location of a refinement need or a problem. ii
....$,. t:..,,, f

our, ,evfluationprocedure.
,

With regard to the mattex\...o.f identifying potential
1

.
distortion factors in advance, it is necessary to p n all ueI /
,the proce'duresto.be used in order to measure effecti\temeS's

-and to go over these carefully with evemom4involv'ed. The

key questions are 'as follows;. ;Save we clearly articulated
1

the goal? .Is -there a''means of assessing the accomplishment

of thas goal? 'What measurements must be made to accomplish

Such an assessment? By whom and how will these measurements

111
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impair the workshop processt.in.''any way, as perceived by any

.

= of those Participating? Stic .,, Uestions ,can be dsked, and

71

. .

answered'as cothpletelv a s .pos lblv
.

and; then, later, pacti- .
s

.
.

cal application can'reveal atproblem (an interference or '

.
. , .

.

i
A

. . . - .
distortion) that was not r*cotnized in the preliminary.

planning.. When this oCcuts'. We sA mply,go

.

back to this ini-
_,

tial pre-planping mdre:COmplere and more accurate data.

When problems, impairment5, Or potential distortions are

identified, the appropriatW response is to perceive the

nature of the challenge-andsearch for A means of meeting it.

Creative people..shotildbe able tocome up with many

more'ways of doing anything than are initially apparent.

,Why will the- workshop.:process be impaired and how can this

.

be .avoided? Sometimes, the impairment is essentially due--'

o the mental attitude,o a workshop leader; in such a case

urthei' information or experiende Night well bring about a '

ange in,attitudv the attempt to do so merits attention

and hpaest cooperation.. -Sometimes the recording devices

(mAchines, or people With paper and pencil) .re thought to

be distracting. is possible to try a workshop in the

presende. of such devices so as to determine whether or not,
el

in, fact, they are 'distracting. .Just as we occasionally find

elements distracting which we had not anticipated would be,

so we occasionally are surpirsed to find that, what we assumed

would be bothersome, goes completely unnoticed. It is also

possible to devise substitute devices 6)/-, making the re-.

cording or todetermine away of measuring something quite
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different which .would have eomp.41b4e utility. Measurement
J.

does not have to be cumbdsome or distracting. The example

r
given earlier with reS tpdoct ,to an Imagination worksh9p for

/adLts is a case in poin- Si'%W:kprepare an extensive series

of exercises With a dopeloUs.%attemgt't9 arrange the exert

I cises in a sequence ofIreater complexity and difficulty,
t

then'hoW far we can Move in:toi.,the sequence while maintaining .

total involvementAf the' participants can be taken_ as a
e

'. ..

measure of the elztewit of involvement.,* This can be refined

by establishing not a sequence of individual exercises but
!I"

.

of levels of diTfiul;iy, with a number 9f exercises 'grouped iouped
.,

dt each of the- levelst'couf&thenibe established, that/
,. ,

,f.
the workshop leaderWpuld riot move'bevond any given leyel

,

, until every workshop participant took an active part in at
.

least'one or-1-le exe.Cise at that level. The leader would
,

be free ir remain at.a given level as long as desired, per-
.

has in response to need to build greater security in-the

group or to reinforce the sense of .pleasure participahts

were having'at this leVe1:7-in the belief that such security
4 -

or pleasurewould be cdnducive,to greater progress at later,

more difficult levels. ',1early, bulky .
t' ,

of 8beervers are unnecessary in the attempt to determine

how far down the'sequenCe of e)sercises:or levels the work-
. 1

shop participants went..

ipment and hOrdes

What should happen dB we arri/e at negative answers ''to

any of the key questions even afte applying our creative

talents and utilizing the knoOled e of expert consultants?
04
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A

Suppose we are Unable to articulate the goal with clarity?

Suppose we can find no means of assessing the accomplislrent of

pun goal? What do we do if, having determined the available

means and personnel and methods of measurement, we can come to
4

no selection from among the options which is free of a distor-
.

ting, harmful impact on our program? -I will not hesitate to

assert 'my conviction that an, inability'to articulate the_

goal with clarity, xeflects a fuzziness of thought'and under-

tanding with reg,pect t9 the' goal and it ableu14 be better to'

104

eliminate not only the evaluation but the total workshop :

devised to achieve that goal.' This, of course, does not

N\ preyen:gdditional thought and experimentation along the way

in the search for a clearer perception. As:,for the other-
.

suppositions, there: is no reason for not being as toleran':

with regard to our iAcapacities in this As in other phases'

of our lives. Despite the strength of my de§iFe to do so, L
/

for example, I cannot predict with certainty the behavior of

0.1**:"

other drivers on the highway. 'This, does not 'prevept me'from

driving on the highway although, hopefully, it reminds me' of

c

the needto b4e,cautious Nor does, knowledge of the:unce/i-

tainty, danger, and need for caution in this case Vrevent me

.

from-including a drive on the highway as,part of a trip I

make to a place, a situation, or a person from which, or'whoM,

I have definite knowledge of 'much to be gained. "For known

advantages will take risks. What is unusual or, undesirable,

therefore, in going through Procedures whose merit is riot

known to me'when J' feel these procedures are ne7";essay'to

.1

engaging in other procedures'of established value?

i
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The search for answers to the key questions involved

in identifying potential distortion'factors, therefore, is

not part of a desperate attempt to find justification for

everything that we do; it is, rather, a process for deter-

mining what portions of our activities are open to evalua-

-don.

Comlegity

To state that what we are about is simply to cbmpli-

cated tc be,approached in terms of measurement.Zs...aner

way of saving that nc portions of these activities are Open

to evaluation, ,If what we are cling is incapable of being'.-

evaluated in any way
.

whatsoever,.then we must recognite that

we can provide no justification--to ourselves as well as to

'others--for doing it. Room for doubt as t.o the value, of an

activity must be allowed when. no tangible evidence .can. be

prov.:ded concerning any portion of ,its effectiveness. It is

sometimes difficult for deeply committed people, who are

givinfg of themselves\and making great sacrifices. to maintain

a progam they are sonvinCed to be of tremendous significance,

to recognize that such commitment; sacrifice, and conviction''

does not establish the significance of what is being ddne.

As soon as some perspEkctit're on this matter is,obtained, it

should be recognized as smacking too much of the practice of

the witch doctor or the spinrrs of _the Emperor's ne clothes- -

effectiveness is dependent on faith an(! the proce s alone

will .not always serve to'generate the f'aith: Ad ittedly,



there are judgments made on bases other than the technique
. ,

of behavioral,sceno. And admittedly, judgments made

through the use of behavioral science can be and have.6een

erroneaus. But this neither%Trovides a blanket.condemnatiOn

of thetechniques of behavioral scien'ce nor justification.

for accepting Inv evaluation that scorns'to employ nich

techniques. To use the talents of people, in activities:con-
.

suming time, energy, and materials in order to affect' other.

people whose time and attention is denctnded for the ParpOse-- .

. ,

,to do this without 'concern for evaluation or anyj)elief

that evai.uaribn posstble would seem* to be either unin-

telligent or spcially irresponsible.-

Objectivity- subjectivity'

The way out'of incapkity with regard to objeCTive

measurement and evaluation s, commonly, to fall back on

subjective judgments. Whenever this direction is taken, it,

is worthwhile to inquire as to whether it is the .lure .of an

easy way or the reali'zati'on of An only way. One of our
k

problems here is the oversimplification of a false dichotomy.

Evaluation needmot be all by objective or all by subjec-
A

tive means.\ indeed, a given evaluative effort need not be

entirely obj ctive,or subjective. 'We are actually not

adverse to mixing these.apptibaches -although the mixture

usually takes place without conscious awareness. It is

fairly common, for example, for educators.to evaluate stu-
b

dent effort subjectively and then place these subjectively

.116
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derived data in a very precise mathematical computation

process to determine an oVerallg:.ade. rrequently both

students and teachers feel' more comfortable behaving .j.n this

fashion. Any doubt concerning this wotIld be readily.

dispelled by noting the ,reaction of both students-;and col-

t

"leagues should some teacher (o f creative writt.ng, perhaps)_.
,

annOunce, 4A1-1 my grades are Subjt.ctive sc Pay no

attention to. them at the end of the.coUrse,b'ut just con-
,

-sidef each s..tudent during a moment of reflection to detemine
i . , - ,

_
.

., , ,

.
.

how 1, feel about that; student and t en put down a course. .

grade. Similar mixtures occur' elsewhere ,in society 'a:; ih

,

sophisticated opinion -polls which seek to collect as objec-
k

tively as passible insights into subjective attitudes, or

the sutjectiVely motivated decision .to select only a.por-
r

tion of .objecively gathered data for .a repOrt that may?'

-influence governrtientaa behaviOr. The mixing of these ele-

m 'ents 5o often viewed as dichotomous can be effected,, of

course, with varying degrees of-skill. Perhaps what .it
-

boils down to' is u need to aPproach'objectity in the use
Ay

of subjective judgments or to test subjective judgments

against Some sort of acceptable standard.

HQW can we maximize ,`trig credibility afsubje4tiv
6

64'

measurements and 1 udgmentli?, to asking thiS , we 'should- be as

much concerned with our own understanding.- as with the per-

suasion of others. There are a variety of possibilities,

some of which .should he discussed her simply to vivify the

directionsin which 10 turn. A few examples should be

r1
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sufficient for this purpose. First, people who are to make

subjective judgments can be trained in doing so. It is not

difficult, For one,, to train people to become more observant.
S

We can also seek to deterMine in advance the elements that

are most likely to indicate effectiveness. Such a determi-

nation can be} made by a variety of people so that the

particular attitudes of the person doing the obseryatiori can

be tempered by the perceptions of others concerning wh4t is

worth looking for during observation. Second, as junt

suggested, the judgmentg can involve input from a number of '

people. When subjective judgments are numerous and in agree-

ment, they tend to support each other.and merit more at.tention

or confidnece; In relation to this, as a third factor, there

is the matter of the qualifications of the. observer:; In

evaluating a symphon.c concert, the subjective assessments

made by a skilled musician would be considered to carry %

more weigh than the subjective assessments, of a- jack-hammer.

operator who had never had any musical training. There is

some me to bringing in from the outside recognized exp6rts

in the field to make their subjective evaljaiions. Care

must be taken, of course, that such people are both expert

and honest. This leads to a fourth factor, that of measure-
:.

. .
11:' . . .

mcnt standards. Given a number of cpThilable evaluators,

there would be merit in determining qhether one of'these
.

mo4t cons tly agrees with the pooled ropinion , .thL

grcup - -or with the opinion of the estab) ished authority. A'

fabtor i, that of the presence. or. non..existence of a.
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theoretical base and the degree of sophistication of such a

base. By sophistitition is not meant simply complexity,
. .

although a system which allows for many factors and grada-

tions is, other things being equal, superior to a relatively
'1-

crude system which accept:, only large and obvious diptinc-
.

tions. More f.,:ndameritally, a sophisticated theory refiec'ts

a current and omprehensive knowledge of thefield-=of

other theory and of practice--and an attention to what would

appear ".."c people trained,in the field as all the pertinent

asP.7.,dts.' There -s-hold. cai.so be ng.seemingliy outlandish or
-Ai,.

.

p.F.:tentiv incorzect assumptions. A-critic, tn'other words,

should be able to set 'forth for scrutiny the theoretical

aJsumptions and attitudes which underlie the criticism and
A

careful scrutiny of this material should breed respect fdr

-the critic.

Subjective-measurement and evaluation may ],elad to

erroneous conclusions. Objective measurement a devaluation

may alsoilead to erroneous conclusions._ Th, reat virtue of'
A ,

the objective approabh is that it lends* itself more readily ,

to testing, to an early recognition of'the errors and 'an

identification of the cause of the errOrs--hopefulay-tacili-
.

.

tating, correction and at least diminishing the_ length of

time during which we functionl)n the-ba.sis'of false concep-

tions. But the presence of error or the Rotential for:erTor

shadld not,.in.either.case, cause us to ahan* the attempt..
ft ,

'We are inevitably forcdd to live and to work'by making,--

.
,. sh ___

Nul,cisions based on uncertainties. The task is to limit the ,
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degree of uncertainty., We limit as much as possible. The

extent of the uncertainty, however, never determines the need

to make the decisions.

Cost'

The cost of evaluation must be measured against the

cost of being ineffective. The actual justification for

most activity which is or may well be ineffective - -that is,

which is carried on without evaluation--lies in the fact that

the motivation tp engagein the activity has little or nothing

" .t..q--do with the gals noirllnallv,asc.rj.b.dmto A revolutionary

business technique which makes a big splash amonu-siness

circles, for examplp, may turn out in the,long -run--,of say

ten Or more vears-,to be detrimental to the health of the

company whi-.c<introduced,it. 'This longterm assesgment,

ever,. mayma9 be of no cony ern to the young ,man. who fo'rmulated

and pushed the ique:if his own objective was that of

T

'4

career ,advancement in a highly fluid society. For im, ef-A
fectiveriess might be measUral51e and clear-cut4in the proT.

.

motions received as, he moved from one company to another and

, ,.

found himself at 'the end bf.eight Years iri a highly attrae=
_

I

Live position within a company quite unrelated to the one in

which lie had established his Visibility as a bright young

executive. A host of activities, including educational ones,

are maintained for the satisfaction of some need of thpse

who maintain them rather than for the benefit of those pre=

sumably served by them; in such,cases the measurement of

120
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effective impact on thdse presumably served is essentially -

irrelevant. If a program merits existence, then, it merits

evaluation. The cost must be consistent with resourses

available for the program; .that is, evaluation must

considered an integral part of the Program. When limited

resources are available for the program, there wi aturAlly

be limited resources available for,.the individual `parts of

it,-includinevaluation. At this point, attention should

be drawn to,internal priorities. There are, times when the,

ability to dO-One thing is- dependent on th'eability to do

,..eoliwthingre.14.e..:.ThgreAre...tismes when
..44

4part of a program can
+4, ue

keep going on its own momentum once it is put into motion

and the process of putting it into motion and getting it up

to a certain speed is recognized as having top priority:

*There.are times, in short, when any. single element of a

tdtal program may be deliberately and consciously left un-

attended for a time. This can happen to evaluation also.

But the lack of attention must be conscious, deliberate, cm-,

fortably accepted as a justified expedient, and above all

brief. It is also important to PdCognize that evaluation

deserves, fully as' much as other parts of the program,
0
the

ingenuity, energy, and self-sacrifice that enable important

work to be done in the face of allsort.o obstacles and

deficiencies.

As a final word on evaluation, I would raise a question

as. to what its main - thrust should be--once the barriers tb,

121
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doing it have been - overcome. I raise the question as a pre-

text for supplying an answer I consider of great. importance.

Too much time is devoted to assessing total effectiveness%

Once this is established toour.satisfaion it is wasteful

to maintain attention on this matter or to stop making

evaluations. The main concern- -and the most fruitful and

exciting concern-:should be the evaluation Of contributory

segments. This will enable constant expdrimentation,con-"T

stant development Of better and more effective means of

achieving what we are after. . The.ideal is to get to the
v. ,

"point of replacing good-techniques and methods with.those-
r

wise- -in"which are better. It is a wisein.thinking of constant

experimentationto recognize that not only thd program is

subject'to change'; the people we work with are 'also changing.

All of which means that what-was good or better yesterday

may not .be So tomorrow. Eyaluation, therefore, is a con-

stant process -- truly. an integ.pal part of every program:

4
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COLORADO CARAVAN

Notes for Teachers

"INNUIT" : A Program for Elementary
Schools

"INNUIT"%, or Eski o Life andiLegend, is designed to stimulate the

interest of children, from Kindergarten through sixth grade,, in the life-
.

style of a rare culiture: the Innuit (Eskimo) people of the far north.

A team of six actors, through actions (largely mime) and words,

creates a simplified version of a group of Innult people at play. They

begin by engaging in some of the games played by these people, then go

on to present one or two of their dances: They tell two or three popular

Innuit stories entitled "The Store of the two Sisters who Earned their

Husbands" and "The Story of the Giant and the Man."''They use a story-.

.

telling method of the Innuit people: a narrator (who is usually one of

the characters in the story) introduces and tells parts of the story

white others mime the.actions and engage in short soliloquies and dialogue.

The presentation takes place "in.the round", i.e., in a circular area

of about 20' diameter, with the children sitting on the floor in circles

around this central area. One aisle is needed, about 4' wide. The

environment, may be sdall or large, depending on the number of children-
,

to be accommodated.' No special Sighting or other technical facilities

are used. The children are invited to become involved in the action.

It is best to have'the smallest children in front. The presentation lasts

about -thirty minutes.

The program is self-contained. However, its impact and value can,

we:Suggest, be muc.h increased if it can be !rode apart of some degree'of

continuity 'in the children's experience.

1124
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'What follows, therefore, are some suggestions as to how some continuity

might be proyided.. We have found that the program has made perhaps its

greatest contribution when it has occur-ed in the context of a fairly sub-

stantial "unit of study" on various world cultures, particularly of course .

on the Eskimo people. However, this might we'il not be practicable, and would

not easily apply to the curriculum for the younger children.

Nevertheless, at least some sort of preparation for the program would

be valuable, even if only a brief mention by the teacher to,hec class of

some of the salient'features of where and how the Eskimo people live. For

Jhe,teacher who wishes to provide a more extensive baCkground, sources dO

material follow.

The rest of these notes then offer suggestions for follow-up activities.

We feel that the program can spark off many such activities,' and our list.is

by no means exhaustive. The children themselves should be able to add some

more,,in Ii e with.their special interests. Again, however, any such activities

11might no be practicable, if only becauSe'of lack of time. This will not negate

' the value of the program. BLit, obviously, more will be gained qrom the program

if,jt' is 'used" as much as posslble.

Suggestions for Preparatory
Activities

I. Reading

The Teacher might read excerpts from, and /or provide children with access

to, the following books:
.1. Seasons of the Eskimo - A Vanishing Way Of Life; photography

and text by Fred Bruemmer, New York Graphic Society, Greenwich; Conn. This

is an excellent photographic study, depicting the Eskimo's way of life.

2. Eskimos, by Kaj Birket-Smith, Crown Publishers, Inc., New
York. Few photographs, good informative reading.

.5. Book of the Eskimos, by Peter Freuchen, The World eubiish-
ing Company, Cleelane and New York. Informative,' easy reading, few photo-

graphs. Also by the same author,etc. Arctic Adventure.
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4. Games of the North American Indian, by Stewart Calin,
Dover Publications, Inc:, New York,

5. Eskimo,Poems from Canada and Greenland, by Tom Lowen-
stein, Allison and Busby Limited.

6. Eskimo Folk-Tales from Alaska, by Charles E. Gillham,
The Batchworth Press, London. A book of s,imple stdries, illustrated

by an Eskimo girl. This would be a nice book to read to the students.

7. My Eskimo Friends -L"Nanook of the North ", by Robert
J. Flaherty, Doubleday (Garden:City) and Page & Company (New York).
A few, very interesting photographs by the man who Ifilmed and.produced
the movie "Nanook of the North"; unusual.information.

J. I Breath a New Song. by Ri/. chard Lewis orOohark. Poems
.

for elementary.

2. Films

Screening of films provides excellent stimulation of interest and

informatiom. District audio-visual media ceni*er6 might have relevant films.

The educational media center of -the University of-Colorado has these films:

I. Nanook of the North' B5)360-I

2. Eskimo Artist Kenojtiak 13247260 -I

3. Eskimo Hunters Northwestern B 27295-2.

Further information can be obt9ined from the Audiovisual. Center at the Univer-

sity of Colorado, attn. Ms. Louise Riddle.

3, Photographs, drawings, etc.

Audio-visual. resources centers for school. districts should have mat rial.

Children might have material at home.

4 Re4lia e

Most Jikely source would be from children's homes.

Suggestions for Follow-up
Activities

The Caravan provides follow-up activities (the "workshop") immediately

following the "Innuit" presqntation. lt,is helpful if teachers observe these,
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activities, so tnat they can repeat o extend, later,on, any ?.11.1idh they think

are specially useful. Should the teacher wish to join in doing the exercises

with the children, the Caravan facilitator welcomes this very mbch. Usually

the workshop takes place in each class's own room with desks and chairs moved
Y .: .

su,fJiciently to provide some open spa e : movement. .

The workshop can lastsany time u to about an hour. While we hope'that

much can be achieved in this time, more ,extensive values can be obtained

through further exercises after the Carava has left. What follow are some

suggestions as to what these could be. These exercises pre, for the most

part, specifically related to what has been initiated in the "Innuit"

1
sentation. Foe' a wider range of exercises, together mith a comprehensive

treatment of the educational theory underpinning this work, we suggest such

books as:
*a.

Durland, Frinces'Caldwell, Creative Dramatics for Children,
Kent, Ohio: The Kept'naTe177177-e77.777aTF77775777797.

----McCaslin, Nellie, Children and Drama,-New York: David McKay
Company,.Inc777777777-7-----

Siks, Geraldine Brain, Creative Dramatics, New York: Harper
Row, Publisher's; 1968,-

Im rovis tfon for,the Theater, Evanston,
:,ITlinois: Nort western University ress, 1963.

Tyas, Billi, Child 0ama in Action, New York: Drama Book'

Specialis 1971. Originally published in Canada

by,Gage ducational Publishing, Limited, 1971

Way,;Briani t-velobment throw h Drama, New York: Humanities

Press; 1967 by arrangement with Longman Group, Ltd.,-

England).
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A. Individual, small -group 'and class DRAMA follow-uptsugqestions.

I,. Play any of The games ,illustrated in the Caravan's presentation.
2. 'Life for the Innuit people depends very much on their. being closely

"tuned in" to their environment. Individually, find out hoW well you are
"tuned in" to your environment:'

1
- - a) Listening. Eyes closed, sitting still, lister-C-1-o: the

sounds outside your room; the sounds inside your room (teachers could add a
few); the sound of your'own breathing. In each case-you might picture what

1 is making the sound.
b) Cooklng. How many colors can_you see'in the room, excluding

people's clothing. Look carefully at the ceiling. Then close your eyes, 'and
"see" if you can picture it. Open eyes and,check. Repeat several times.

c) Touching th 'the tips of your Lingers', touch: a part of
your clothing; the floor; ce of furpiturer

"d) Tast'n.. Imagine you are chewing a piece of your favorite .
food; swallowing-a vlou hful of your favorite drink. Try to remember whatyou'
had for your last neat: with as much detail as yOu can, imagine the taste of

, the various things you ate and drank.
e.) Smelling. As with tasting, use imagination or teacher can

suggest a series of stimuli either present or imaginary.
Try each of the above exercises again, but-from the viewpoint of an Eski'mo.
Make up and do different stories concerned with using the senses in ways that
are important to the story. Share stories in pairs

3. Imagine that you are an Eskimo preparing to,leave your igloo to go
hunting. Picture the inside of your home. Close your eyes and i-magine you
can hear sounds from outside the igloo, then inside. Who is in the igloo with
you? What areeyou going to wear to go outside? What equipment are you. going
to take,With you? Fill in any details in your "mind's eye". NoW "put on" each
piece of clothing'. Now "pick up" each piece of equipment you will need. Now
leave the igloo. (This could be extended for as long as deSirable.)

4. Individuals mime any of the activities used in the presentation, or
any other activities which the children or the teacher might suggest.

-5. As an extension of No. 3, pairs mime activities.
6. Building on Nos. 3 and 4, groups of different size mime activities-.
7. Someone describes one of the more complex activities, thus intro-

ducing the element of -narration.. ,

3. Children make up a story, either° by writing or discuss'ion, and, using
such mimed activities as have been tried out, the story is dramatized, using a
narrator (Ihe teacher could be the first narrator).

m). Here are soenactivities which could be ingredients of stories: an
expedition with the cidg sled; hunting: seals, fish, caribou, bear; building an
igloo; skinning ani'oaNTFFeparing food; building an umiak; visits among families.

10. *Class could present their "Innuit" program to a wider audience:
.

8. Writibg c

A number of the suggestions given above could be useful for creative

writing exercises. Other suggestions are:
I. Assuming he can write, imagine you are an Eskimo writing'his diary one

evening.
2. Write a letter which might be written from one Eskimo 4o anbther.
3: Write a paragraph of an Eskimo's words of advice to his son or daughter

who is the Same age as you.

-
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4. As a newspaper reporter, write a story with the headline:
"Disaster Strikes Eskimo Settlement"
"Tulimark Comes to New York" (or your town)
"American Seal Hunters Depriving. Eskimos of.Food"
"The Trading Post: Blessing or Tragedy for the Eskimos ?"

"Rare Eskimo Carving Found"
Write a short poem suggested b/ anything you saw in the Caravan

"Innuitr'program.
6. Write a different-ending for'any ol the stories in the Caravan

presentation.
1. 'Write a descriptions of ESkimo games.
d. Write a story about any of the topics suggested in the Drama section.
). Explain the "moral" underlying the first little story presented about

Qiitug and howhe was defeated. .

IU. Linked with art, make your own strip cartoon about the adventures o4

*
an Eskimo boy or\girl.

C. Painting and Drawing

I. Paint .or draw a pictyre of a scene from any of the stories suggested above.
2. Paint or draw a scene from the Caravan's presentation:,
3. Draw a "whotorjraph" to accompany any of the newspaper stories suggested

under "Writing".

D. Modelling and Making.

Simple representations could be made of such things as an igloo, an

Eskimo fishing, an Eskimo "Village ", or a scene from a story.
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Teacher's Evaluation Sheet

In order to help us assess and imp;rove our programs, could you spare a few
minutes to answer, any or all of these questions? Please return to: Professor

M. Cobin, Department of Theatre and Dance, University of Colorado, Boulder,
Colorado, 80302.

I. How well did the program capture the children's interest?

2. How suited was it to the age of your children?

3. Was it too long? Too short?

4. Would you have wanted more explanation before the program began?
If so, of what nature?

4
5. Do you think the "in-the-round" stagihg was effective?

6. 'Could all your children see everything clearly?

7. Could they hear everything clearly?

8. Which, if any, actors were not clearly audible?

9. Which part(s) of,the program were the most.inferesting to you and/or the
children?

10. Which parts(s) were less interesting?

' II. Can you comment on the values of the workshop? i(r

12. How'well do you think this Caravan presentation succeeded in its goals

of:

aP pi-oviding a stimulating-experience of theatre

b) kindling or expanding interest in Eskimo life

13. Woufd you gladly have the Caravan visit again?

14. What culture or people would you like to see presented? Or, would you

prefer a theatrical experiehce not grounded in the presentation of, another,

culture? If so, what kind of thOatrical,experience?

1 3 0
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Colorado Caravan Production Methods
. ,

by

Char,les Wi (cox

From 1972 to 1976 the Co)orado Caravan presented theatrical performances,

and workshops for schools and other institutions throughout the sfate,of Colo-

rado. The age range for their tours has been kindergarten through adulfs.

This manual is an attempt to digest some of the ideas'5and.method for

'directing and rehearsing a group of Al.ors in'preperation for touring,

productions'of'a Caravan style.

There are no magic formulas or fail proof methods of directing any

theatrical venture. Success depends so much upon the personalities, involved

and the results of stirring them together that each new effort 'e,ati entirely.
,*

.

new adventure with the risks and rewards balanced precariously cin "'many

uncontrollable variables.

"A good production will be entertaining, It must not be

a slight misquote of a maxim about books by C.S. Lewis. All ividuals
$

involved in the prlaration process should hold this goatiit a watch word.

The pleasure of the audience should be the primary concern of the actors

...
iAnd director alike. The audience centered touring production is the focus

of techniques and concepts expressed in the following Ages.
44
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Economy

;

Necessityfwas indeed the mother of invention in the-development of the

style of Cara,,an productions. Six actors traveliny in a station wagon,1 res-

ponsible for three-:four hours of performance material and at least as much
ft

again in the way of worl4hopS, could not be expected to have either time or

energy enough to handle a large amount of costumes, scenery, and properties.

But'if necessity *as the mother then art'was the sire. The first elementary

program produced by the Colorado Caravan.(see The Magic Lantern in Scriptmak,in

was chosen not only to fit the necessary criteria of time, budget, and space

( 40 minute time limit, six characters; no props or scenery/and appealing to

ages K-,A b.ut..it also utilized highly stylized rhythms, 'oca.l techniques, and

precise mo.ement found in classical Chinese and Japanese theatrical forms.

Dialogue and spectacle were minimized and the use of imaginatioA Was maximized.
, 0

This formula was so successful that it became the model for all Caravan pro-

ductions! The elements of economy and simplicity were the abiding motifs

, whether or not the themes were Oriental.

The forty minute time limit is certainly one of,the largest factors

in this economical cOnsidere*ion. The theatrical cliche "Less is More" is

borne out most clearlY4hen a group attempts to pack too much in the way of,

technical tricks into so short-a period. Better to make one or two theatrical
..e>)

points and make them clearly and well than to dazzle the audience by the wonder

f

of it all. Generally chrldren's scripts seem to attempt too much: too many

effects, too many. concepts, too much to see, hear, feel or remember. Often'

a desired.effect,'in theatre can more 'readily and effectively be achieved b'

using a simpler choice than 8 busier one. Students of comic acting often

fairinto the trap of adding more friljs.to their act in order to get the

13,4
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laughs or maintain the - over a run, when what is required in most cases is a

careful selectioh and honing of the, material and effects already at hand.

Thu , the Caravan style is opposed to the notion that children's plays must

ast paced and.a laugh a minute in order to keep the children's attenlioq.

All the,elements controlled by the actor are also .in keeping with the spirit

of.economy; a gesture reduced, to its lowest common denominator, in an

attempt to distill the essence of the moment, rather Athan tc illustrate

every thing. From the first moment the actors come into view the economy

of movement and dialogue, the spareness of the texture of the production,

captures and then frees the audience's imagination.

For all types of audiences the aim of this use of an economic style

, 't(

is to force them, gently but persuasively, to use their imaginations in a

creative or even poetic way. Adult and High School audiences tend to

bring expectations abou't what'a theatrical performance ought to look like.

The sparseness of costume, the lack of scenery and properties presented by

this edononic(style can cause a moment of hesitation in such,audiences and
.

the aclors nust strive mightily to entourage a spirit of, fun and partiCipa=

tion. For everyone the goal is td.s. participate in a production that 'is

not "viewed" but "experienced". Merely holding the attention of 700 Junior

tligh students for forty minutes, while an admirable achievement, ls not

enough. Their imaginations must be stimulated to generate images and ideas

of their own; they must-be asked to bring something of themselves into the

production. Elaboration of the text tends only to give them more to

Careful selection of effects can leave questions'in the audience's mind or

strike chords of memory and experience which will create a ripple effect.

WS experience makes the Orformance the property of the audience for it

lives, a'ftdr the fact, only in each member's specific memory. The special

images he created for hinsell from tilerAtimulation of the event are his.
.11."e5a



Casting

At the heart of the effectiveness of a Caravan style touring theatre

rests the selection of the performing members of the company. Apart from

the criteria usually applied to actor selection (imagination, physical

dexterity, well modulated voice; considerations of type and gender with

regard to production needs), workfngas an actortfacilitator requires some

special abilities. Close contact with audiences makes for an intimate en-

vironment which iS uncomfortable for many proscenium trained actors. 'A

deep and sincere respect for children) and fhe joys and the incredible

-struggles of growth and learning in which young people are engaged, is.

absolutely essential for every actor. In any given compan the relative

importance of actor training as a part of the concept of Developm- tal,

Theatre versus the 'need for highly skilled actors to offer The t pos-

sible developmental.service to-au'diences must considere . A comprom4se"

must be found between these very important needy which will not cause

either goal to be shorted, resulting in excellence of performance by

able actors who have acquired 'new skills whi4p in contact with the

Developmental Theatre program.

There are a number of experienced actors who readily admit the touring

environment does not suit them. The demands of hours of travel and unusual

performance floes do not ilways call forth the Ues't everyone. Any young

actor prone to rely on an established pattern or set o'f gimmicks to carry

him through a longer run will be hard pressed by audiences keenly sensi-

tive to a'performance which has gone to sleep. Groups, of children, for

instance, may not be highly-trai4d, formal critics but they will willingly

.

visit their contempt on anything less than excellence by simply ignoring it

and.going about tneir own. business. Strength of Character'is the only aptitude

the'actor can call upon equal to the challenge'of these 'deserving'audiences.
A

j36.
1
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The traditional audition will not revslal some of thesd more spiritbal

characteristics in an actor. Some sort,of individual interview of a relaxed

and informal nature may be of some help by allowing the dirActor a personal

contact from which he can inluit somethingabout the actor strAangth.of

character and durability..

V
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Rehearsal Schedule

Many student actors and directors lament that they never have enough

time to rehearse. Except where special effort is made to exterld.rehearsal

periods, the four weeks usual for educational theatre productions limited

to a six to twelve performance run are often not enough. This condition

'is an inherent part of the learning environment, which' assumes (in part)

that o variety of theatrical experiences are necessary to broaden the back-
.

ground of the student actor.

The nature of a toukingrepertbry of three or four programs and their

accompanying workshops extended over a period of some one hundred fifty

performances requires a rather different system for preparation. Time

must be.taken to prepare the company for the differences whiCh will be

encountered between tffeaudiences for which each program is desi9ned.

Actors living together in such an intensive environment need-time also to
,

build an ensemble of enduring 'esprit.

With everything th6t...must be aciomplished.in preparing a full tour

of four 40 to 60 minute programs and'acCompanying,workshops, 8 rehegri-al
.

period of four weeks or a total of-Tathours.can still suffice. But the

four weeks must be spent inabsolute concentration oet thejob at hand.

Divided equally by task"this time will allowtwenty plus hours for each .

script: 'for Mb workshops in general, and for a ppriod devoted to physical

discipline and company - building improvisation. ThPs arrangement assumes

that the actors have scripts and costing well in advance of the first

rehearsal and are expected to be script free after the first blocking

r ehearsal.

:The rule o f thumb for most short run productionS'is to try to have

the production peak"just before opening night. This pacing'keeps the

pressure of exp loration from adding to the pressure of opening night and
I 14
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the tension inherent in a short run. The opposite tactic is more effective

for a long toturing engagement. Exploration and experimentation should be a

continuing part of the actor's development and,the development ofthe offer-
.

ings of the tour. Two events will aid in this continued growth. First,

several very early or preview performances should be arranged to establish

clearly the atmosphere of openendedness. Next, a pei-iqd of re-A aluation

and re-rehearsal can be scheduled into the middle of the tour: Thi

allows time free fromOtie pressure of per"formance to seek-answers f

that tend of go unanswered while on the road.

An added'help to the establishing of a. fluld 'performing atmosphere is the

plan

questions

' use of a variety of rehearsal spaCes during the preparation Oriod. This tactic

prepares the group for.the 'touring condition of only rarely working'in the $ame

space for more than one performi-ance, It'also allows the director the opportun-
.

' ity to see his desigh from severalpoints of view so :that bhocking and business

which is not readily adaptable to the touring condition cnnbe modified early

in the'rehearsal process
.

I.

2.

3.

I

SuggestedSchedule - 40 minute production

IndiAlidual discussions with actors about their partd and the
shoas a whole :

One or two read throughs

Blocking

..

I hour each

2-3 hourd' .

4-6 hours

4. Act or scene work

tPlease.save cast time by Calling only individuals
anb'ensembles when all cast members are not involved

t0+.hours

in a scene),

.

5. Previews 1-3 hours
A

6. Follow up ehearsals 2-4 hours

'
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Audience Design

One of,th largest elements oj a successful performance is the audience;

how it perceives and appreciates what is presented to it. The director should -

do everything he can to control all the deSign aspects of the event which might

influend)o the experience for the audience. The-arrangement of the audience

(seating) and the p rformance itself are large.confributors to the total exper-

ience but the' whole is also made up of other such ,variables as the time of day,'

announcements beforehand and who makes them, What is going on visually and

40itoriall,i while the audience is being seated and generally, how attention

is drawn to the performance.

.04

careful progra) of providing each audience with materials for study and

, preparation prior to each performance can be the single most useftll method of

shaping the audience expectations. Thiseffort is especially successful in

. schools, prisons, hospitals and homes where the,audience members have a pre-

diciable regular contact With,each- 'other and staff personnel. Many schools

welcome the opportuniT, to integrate aLperformance/workshop visit into a

study unit'in Language Arts, Geography or some other related fields'

The usual form of having the performance introduced by a,student body

flag ceremony', special announcements concerning bake sale,results and schedule
i

i .t 4..

modifications,,and'finally warnings with regard to proper behavior daring

the.performance can generate a huge amount of inertia on audience-receptivity

acid response which, in many instances, will never be overcome. If institutional

officials insist On such.introdUctions the best course of action is to incorpor-
V A

fate them into 'the design of the show. A way Should be found "to incorporate
.

the standard procedure for a given type of institution into the production

so the experience of 4-he audience will be whole from start to finish. There

ca n be esong, tat,leai.., dance or pantowime improvised quickly by the actors

and based on the elements just expressed in the introduction. 140



Artistically preferable to a formal introduction to the performance
-

is a designed operling that catches the audiences' attentions on its own merit.

The sound of a slowly accelerating tapping of a wood block opens One-Inch Fellow
egt

in\a style remeniscerTfof the Kabuki theatre of Japan. Young people entering

'the playing space prior to a pe*formancj of Eskimo Life are mgt by actors

playing and involving. audience in Eskimo games such as string games, tops,

juggling and bull roarer. As soon as the audience is seated the performers

gradually begin various wrestling games with each other and this leads into the

joke about the man who liked to win At wrestling. Each of these devices goe

long way towards transforming the playing space from a gymnasium in whi the.

young people are used to running and screaming into a new place of wonder and

magi c

-Special attention should also be paid to the final moments'of the perfor-

mance and the audiences' egress from the space to classrooms or workshop areas..

When the usual curtain call seems inappropriate or abrupt, some vocal or physi-

cal acfi,,v)ty in which the audience may participte can signify the'end of the

performance and bring attention from the special reality generated, by the actors

to the immediate reality of the performance space. .Here again announcements

concerning the logistics of reorganizing the audience info workshop groups can
&

be incorporated into the tonea nd mood established by the performance,- with an

eye toward making an artistic whole of the entire experience.

o
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Blocking

While there are many approaches to b locking a few simple, guides might

be of use at this juncture.

A very useful tool for blocking Is a, prompt book with diagrams or picto-

graphs opposite the text showing each change of position as it occurs in the

show. This book can free the actors' and the director's memories while they

are involved in other explorations such as tiling, mood, and emphasis.

The important mo,ement patterns should be decided upon and the audience.

.rA
arrangement, and shape of the playing area shoWd reflect those decisions.. This,

is especially important in determining the number and position of the exits.

For How Two Swallows'Earned His Namesfour exits, are required to allow for the '

four directions in the hoop of the world, but in Eskimo Life only one exit is

needed to represent the typical entrance to an Innuit winter dwelling. ..

Positipning of the exits will provide 6 number of spaces where an actor
/

working in the round can be placed so as not to block out any of the audience

and delivery of important speeches or b6siness. ;With tour exits,for example,

four dominapt positions are available and ad "X" pattern 18r stripq crosses

results, if the exits are oppos ite one another. With-one exit a more circu-

lar pattern suggests itself, moving toward and away from-the singld,dominant

position.
, '

In
.

every theatrical situation the best plan is to have action followed

' by speech followed by action. This patt'grn allows the audience time to digest

each unit of thought and helps keep clarity as an important element in the

communication process. When worikin) in the round this action-Speech-action

arrangment is even more ipportant as an actor will usually have at least a

portion of the audience to his back.

112 .
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Grouping of actors shpuld be arranged to provide emphasis. With the

dominant actor for a given moment in a strong position the other actors can

be to give him a sense of tallness, aloneness or centered-ness', as 1.5

appropriate to the moment. When the movement Ls general and uncentered,

a more outward moving mood may be served as is appropriate.

The director should be careful to-change his viewing position throughout

the rehearsal proceSs but especially during blocking and criticising sessions.

THus he will' avoid a one sided lobk to hisdesign which will be visibly balanced

only from one position in the audience. Most directors have done a good deal'

bf acting and should spend some time watching the show from an actor's on or up

stage point of view to alloW his experience to observe and shape his choices.

t

4;
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Audience Involvement

An important part of the audience's experience, can be the amount and the

.

kind Of involvement in which they participate in the production. The Colorado

Caravan has experimented with audience involvement from one, production (Two

Swallows) with no actual physical contact .or calling forth of audience response

to other ductions (The GenerationGao, Magic and the Supernatural) Where

audience m bers become notoonly scenery and sound effects but even characters.
11

While, all of these explorations were presented as theatrical performances,

those which included audience participation to a lar"ge.degree tended to become

more characteristic of workshops in creative dramatics.

As the performance is designed and rehearsed thei.Workshops which wi1.grow

k 1

out of each show should be kept in mind. In part the production exists only as

a spring board for the workshops and should be modified whenever necessary to

better serve that, function.

The actors in the Colorado Caravan have often been refee'red to in.official

documents -as actor/teachers. Perhaps a more acc4rate description of their job

'as it occurs would be acl.or/facilitator:' In the performance portion of their
. ..

offer-ing they ser%,e
,

as actors in a theatrIcal.piece and the workshop portion
.

,,, they serve as facilitators?, lt,iS important that the two roles are kept,distinct. .

... , . .

In the perfformance excessie use of audience contact and involvement can throw the

pace of the show off, especiapfy if some particular group does not respond in a

/

.

predictable e fashion. This lessens,fhe impact of the production as a tool For
..

.
_

explorations in imagination in the workshop time to follow., On the other hand,
. .

.

.

an actor who is unable to stop performing and to serve asfacilitator in the

workshop Cheatsthe audience by robbing them of We opportunity, to explore theM=

selyeS'and theworldspflronder opened up lo them by a fine perfoFmance.
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Audience Arrangement

Institutions rarel,, are equpped with stage tOcilities that,,approach what

would be considered adequate_for most college trained actors. This is due in

part to the fact ihat University theatres in the country have managed to acquire

eqUipment beyond the.budgefs of public sec- en-dary schools, elementary schools,

, prisons, evens most Broadway productions. Audil-oriuMS in schools, prisons and

parks are generally designed'to seat large numbers of people so fhey can view

a speaker whose audibility is dependent upon the public address system. Per-
e

formers working without amplification face a very difficiilt acoustical problem,

In addition, audiences herded into such auditorilims usually have had quite
,

boring experiences previoUsly in the space'and have no reason to expect anything

but more of the same. Their attention gone the moment they have difficptty,

hearing the performers. At best these auditoriums present an unreasonably dif-

ficult eniiironment for audience and actor alike.

Most institutio ave some sbrt of facility suitable for physical educe-

tiod in the form of mnasium or.sall-etwOose room .(often serving as a lunch

roo 'i). Such gyms and'other similarly shaped rooms have served as the most

comMon performance area available to the Colorado Caravan . We ask for a space

That will not preset an expectation of, bored in the audience, will. al(om for,
...,.

some flexibility in actor/audience relationship and will open up more possibil-

ities for audience contact and involvement than in the,typicai auditorium.

In theory the posSibilities for audience arrangement in the gym rectangle
/ 0.

are infinite. In reality the circle in the rectangle or some variation of

it seems to answer most of the criteria: To arrive at this choice the Colo-
.

rado Caravan has tried a number of possibilities ranging fi-om thrust, to

tennis court, to theatre in.the bagel. None of these provide the ideal sight
/1:

lines-of the Gi-eco-Roman ampitheatre but they all do allow proximity vital

to Caravan style theatre.
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A simple comparison will" help to show why. From these flpor plans one.

can see that in the usual space the distance from the furthest audience

member to the playing area in the round is about one-half that of the

stage set in thrust or proscenium position.

When One-Inch Fellow Was staged in a rectangular space set in the

center of the school, gyms l?,/ definition the space was still ge4rically

fn the round. The.rectang)e'gave natural corners for-actors to make

square turns, a movement that does not look comfortable in circular spaces.

Since a good deal movement patterns were suggested by the Noh theatre

,,of Japan the modification frpm circular to rectangular still allowed the

effect of audience on all sides.

The choice of stage shape and audience arrangement should never be

imposed on a given show. After the major movement patterns are designed

1

and the movement motif developed and the entrance requirements determined,

the geometry of the space should reflect those artistic choices' Operating

on this principle the Colorado Caravan has designed all but one show, in the

round. Two Swallows reflected the Native American idea of the hoop of the
YY

world and aisles were set to thefour directions:w.tskimo Life takes place

in the midst of sub-arctic winter; and in a playing sWe representing an

igloo shape with one aisle entrance.

Placement of aisle dictates certain movement possibilitieS and limit-
/ 1

at ions for theatre in the round whether thd audience is seated on the boor

or on chairs. If aisles are put every quarter the actors can givestage

easily by moving into aisle openingSand remaining motionless. When using

*
one aisle or no aisles the dominant actor must make a bold movement to

,.

ttake stage and separate himself from the rest of the group, Giving stage

in this arrangement often consists of choosing a lower level such askneeling,

1
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sitting, sqOatting or lying down. This is true however many aisles have been

established. Such m9 ement may be inappropriate for certain productiohs such

as Moliere's lma nva id, the adult audience play the Caravan is presently

touring. With four a sles for the many comings and goings and chairs placed at

the openings of the aisles there are enough places available to allow five to

six actors to give stage fairly easily.

Performing in the round makes the seating of audiences in a gymnasium

a fairly simple task since most gyms have basketball. jump circles painted

on them which can be used as a giiide for seating. Sight lines can be improved

for an elementary audience (most frequently the largest ones the group encounters)

by seating the smaller youngsters in front of the taller ones. An illustration

of this plan is available in the Management section, page al . Sending this

diagram to the school prior to the visit by:the performing company helps

facilitate sating on that day and adds to the involvement of the school in

the production in a small way.

In the process of rehearsing anytgiven show to be,performed in the round

the director should make a conscious effort to view thd show from many different

0

physical points of view. This is especially true for a group which must rehearse

in a limited space. If the actors have largely proscenium training and experience

and the director always sits in one place, the action wilt soon be 'directed entirely

in that direction. If this is discovered only when the show is brought into the

Verger space-typical of the usual performance environment, much additional time

will be necessary ito re-orient the movement to the round.

Occasionally no other space than an auditorium is available for performance,

or is large enough to contain the audience. Solme schools have a ban against

students in street clothes on the gym floor. Others feel that High School

student should not be asked to sit on the floor or would be insulted if asked

to do so. Every compromise should be explored before giving in to using the

1.4B
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auditorium. Some alternatives include offering to have the actors seat the

students and making a game of removing shoes and arranging mini-skirted young

ladies carefully; offering to supply labor for cleaning up after the performance

sweeping and mopping the gym floor; replacing tables and chairs in an

alternate space); searching for an alternate space such as bandroom, lunchroom,'

wrestling gym, student lounge, large foyer, hall, library, shop, garage, out

of doors.

There is a danger that such alternative spaces will include,too mdny

unwanted distractions. On one occasion the Caravan talked'a High School

principal into letting the students sit on the gym floor. In that school the

-students had never, ever been allowed to enter the playing area except in

gym Cipthes. The atnosphere generated by the entire student body seated on

the floor in street clothes was so-overwhelming the actors were hard put to

focus energy and concentration for the first third of the performance. Mistakes

will be made and only a first hand evaluation of each individual Situation can

really serve fo provide experienee'for making intelligent choices.

'
the auditorium must be used there usually is some way to modify ttat

use td increase aUdience ,contact. If the stage is large enough some or all of

the students can be seated on it, br the large area between the front seats

and the stage in some auditoriums can become the playing space. Explorations

to change the space with an emphasis on improving the actor/audience relatiopship
4"

will help jar the pat expectation set which the audience brings with it to an

auditorium.
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Music
18

Because of its wonderful portability music is the one theatrical element-.

which should accompany any and every Caravan style productio Popular music

is experiencing a renaissance of folk and non-amplified instruments and is

a rare actor who cannot'sing or play something. Music can set and change-the

mood, sOrve as transition, illustrate, divert attention or just be for fun

or to show off. All this usually takes no more space in the touring vehicle

'than the already talented actor who is a member of the troupe.

Such traditional instruments as banjos, flutes, recorders, guitars,

harmonicas, and dulcimers have all been used to good effect in former touring

Caravans. LeSSer known folic musical sounds have been found in the Kalimba (an

,African thumb piano), the mouth harp, and the concertina. (Percussive instru-

ments are especially portable and,even unmusical actors (if such truly exist)

can be taught to produte striking effects from bells, wood block,- .claves and

tamborine. Special sounds conducivia to an individual show have been achieved

by constructing rerpoduction, instruments indiginous to the peoples being

represented b:y a script. Thus meraches and dance bells were used in Two

Swallows and rawhide stretched over large quilting hoops were built as close
4

copies to lnnuit dance drums for Eskimo Life.

Another source Jor intereS'ting'music making devices is the junk yard.

Wonderful sounds can be gotten from an old brake drum, car springs, pot lids,

tin cans.- Wind chimes from bits of scrap metal, bloWing into short lengths,

of hose and whistles Jade from tubing are only a few of the ideas that can be

explored for sounds of an unusual quality.

3
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Properties

0

The problem of portability has a .1 imil ing effect on the audience and

size of properties thatare suitable for a Caravan stYle touring theatre.

Choosing to use mine wand pantomime to eliminate props altogether is loais-

ti akly*simple and artistically demanding. With.ictors sufficiently, trained

or with adequate training available the use of no props can be the most

exciting possibility. Often young, proscenium bound actors, paradoxically

freed by the 'limitations of mimic technique and a circular audience arrange-
.

ment perform with iTtaginatiemZ11.44ond their previous efforts. In The, hands

of- 'experienced actors mime can be, the most beautiful of- theatrical artistic

forms-.

Should a number of hand, costume or set prOperties be deemed useful

and necessary, rehearsal substitutes should be made available to the actors

as early in rehearsals as possible. This will allow the actors time to explore

each prop's potential. This early handling also gives the director ti.meto

examine each prop with arle'ye to lightening the touring load by eliminating

props wherever possible.

The Colorado Caravan does not carry any technical personnel on the road

and one Way to insure an economic outlook on the part of all hands is to con-

sider dkprop in terms of its accumulated weight over the course of,the tour.

Thus a prop weighing one pound ends up weighing 260 lbs. if the actor using

it is responsible for loading and unloading each time. The total tonnage

involved' in a heavily propped show, considered this way, should go a long

distance towards establishing a conservative attitude.

An example 'from Caravan experience might ,serve for ediphasis..Jhe first .

year the Colorado Caravan:toured with 'a wooden box on casters idrge enough to

contAin Sir John Falstaff in the buckbasket scene from Shakespdare's Merry

Wives of Windsor. At that time the group toured with a 'large number of hand

'prqps for its first offering in the Junior High schools and the abiding function
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of the buckbasket was as storage bin for those props. As the tour matured

and more and more hand props were eliminated, the box was soon taking up

more room than it was worth logistically. Artistidally, tht buckbasket was

effective to illustrate Master Ford's fruS)rafion vented on the.hapless

Falstaff and later on the empty basket. fluy the actor playing Sir John,

hidden' in the-basket, was also hidden from view. When the box was eliminated

and the scene plated with the servants carrying a pole to signify the basket._

and its contents, the actor's Gould inyent manyimaginativedevices. This

whole business becafle even more effective when the staging was revised to

bring the perforna6ce closerato the audience. The close-mimic exchanges

of expression made possible by this proximity created a richness of_shared

experien'ce between audience and performers not available, when Falstaff was .

hidden. The participants were all involved in making joy together; the

actors contributed skill, imagination and dexterity, and the audience brought

. a'happy suspension of disbelief and a willingness to join in the resulting

- fun.
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Costume

1.

21,

'The principle for selecting a design or set of costume designs must also

respond to the need for durability and portabiylity. A nomadic theatre, working

out of a station wago'n or van must be costumed economically enough,to 'that

On

actors will'have room to carry personal gear on a long tour. At the same time

the costumes must look good on stage fifteen minutes after being taken from

their carryihg space.

Within this limitation a wide variety of costuming possibilities are

available. In fact, imaginative designers usually respond extremely well

tonarrowing sets,ofcriteria. On one end of the scale the entire company

could be dressed in a uniform.&)stume for a given production.' The Colorado
O ,6

Caravan has used thit method in several ways: in One-Inch Fellow the actors

were dressed ict simplified hakama and leotards with variations in color for

each player.; the American Kaleidoscope was presented with actors simply

costumed in lines io'suggest early American 'styles (In,this program American

.

history was exp lored through documents.rangirig From Columbus' journal through

William Bradford to the death of Abraham Lincoln with each actor realizing

as many as twenty or more historical personnages); for Magic and the Super-
%

natural each actor was given heavy weight tights and leotards, dyed to his.

own favorite color, and to this basic costume was added permanent press

(commercially made) trousers and straight skirts to be used as costume props

when changing characters.
.

Another possibility the Caravan explored was using rehearsal c othes

which had been selected during the rehearsals and were used and cared for

as costumes during the run. Likewise some productions have been jully

. costumed relying heavily on the stock of costumes from the stippOrting theatre

at the University of Colorado. C6stumes bo'rrowed from such costume's+ocks must

be selected carefully for they usually were not constructed with the problems

of care inherent in 'a touring situation in mind. Currently thia Caravan is
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relying on costumes constructed for it Over the past years as a stock' to be

used at the actor's discretion (and dir'ector's approval) in the show or for

the character of his choice. The theatre's ,stock is used as support for

finding unusual items such as the Ass's, noud in Midsummer Night's Dream.

Other possibilities which have yet to be explored include havinga large

box of goodies to draw from, with each performance being slightly different

frothe preceding one; having the audience design the costumes for the pro-

duction from perishable materials and a scenario sent to'them in advance;

having a company uniform which is used for all koductions so that all h15

characters are. dependent upon the actor's use of voice and body(collectively

and individually). These few notions stlould suggest a host of others.

Shoes need to be carefully considered as the group often-works on

gymnasium floors. Some sachools, prisons, etc. have rules governing the

type of soles allowed on the floors of their facility and also rules against

bare feet. Even those places which do not have rules regarding footwear will

appreciate shoeS that leave no marks from black rubber soles. Occasionally

the group finds a space covered by carpet (usually outdoor style). Here soles

that can be caught on the surface or that generate static electricity should be .

avoided. Jogging shoes or deck shoes make excellent choices`for most situations.

Slippers and dancers' techniques also can be useful, though they wear out quickly

,and are - usually an occasion -for con t bv.the more forward wags in the audience.

xThis sorI of reaction can be used as a prelude to audience involvemeht or should

be avoided by wearin..: ore conventional, shoes as is appropriate to%-the tone of

e

each production.

Modern wash and wear fabrics,are a boon 'for touring theatres due to their

durability, ease of care, wide range of color and style. Synthetics sometimes

do have a lovi.meltip'7 point and where acrobatic work and sliding on the floor

js called for'pernanent pressed cotton may be a better choice.
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Whateve- costume principle is selected two artistic prInciples also apply.

First it is important to consider what, sort of tone the chosen costumes create.

A suggestion of long bod, line can generale a feelingOf the early medieval.tines

for a collection of scenes from the York cycle. Rehearsal clothes can, help impart '

a spftit of- ease and playfulness toward bringing the audience into the perforMance.

Second, choice of cqlor is critical, both to the actor's sense of wellbeing and to

the audience's attraction to and aversion of them.

Costumes should lehd-themselves to workshop possibilities. If more elaborate

outfitting is the choice then an entire workshop on:costume design and execution

might be offered for High school or adult audiences. If the.performance is notable.

for itslack of distinctive costuming effects then,tbis choice will lend tself to

a discussion of the overall economy of style typifying the performance and the
,

relative-merits and usefulness of this Ity)e for productions the audience might

construct.
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Diction

irp

TKe'Colorado Cara\;an often works in cooperation with the language arts

instructors FIT schools. Since developing language skills in students is a

mutual concern to both groupS attention must be paid to good language being a

partof a Carava'n offering. Generally regiohal,dialects also serve'as'a

distraction and.need to be eliminated in favor of a standard American speech, "

except where character or textual requirements dictate otherwise. Pronunci-

ation dictionaries are a source for ?the current s,tandarld, in American usage:

Touring to spaces with a:wide variety of.exteemely difficujt acoustical

'problems de hands tHe spent 1.n rehearsal developing crystaL cjear articulation

and flexible deliver,. rate's, in order to allow for a variety. of echo effects.

There is a tendency for developing actors to stress-unimportant words when

working to develop gym-clear diction. Remember that good dialogue should

sound like good conversation. The words of a speech,can be rated as to

importance: I..nouns

2. verbs and adjectives

\

ft

3. adverbs-

.

...mg,

4. others (relatively:unimportant)
4

Have the'actors, render speeches into telegraph messages at $10.00 a word with

a $100 maximum. This exerirse will help make clearhow few words heed to be

*

stressed int speech to Cbmmunicate it to-the-audience. Most filler-words

have an accented and en unaccented,pronunciation. Generally' the.unaccented

form should be used.,in conversational American English.
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The Ensemble

'As much as one sixth of the total rehearsal time should, be spent on

building &careful working relationship between the actors in a touring

4

'company'. Thisis partiularly true for young developing actors whose'

maturity may be in a stateof flux, even though their flexibility and

durability are their strongest asse Happily, many of the explorations

used for company building are aliko useful as material for workshops and

,pracljce in their operation.

In this time of popul6r psychology all sorts"of tools are becoming

available to the layman which can be used in group dynamics. Transactional

Analysis, Socio and PSychOhdrama and Gestalt are a few of the possibiltiles

available to this new age of How-to-:do-it books. Since a:touring group needs

to develop strong comPa4y consciousness, a framework for continued exploration

and a free wheeling atmosphere for creative problem solvi4 must be established.

Any director with training and skill can use his abiliti.es,,to goodadvan.tage.

:

'When a director feels unsure of his strengths as a lay psychologist', mistrusts

the manuals as a read/ source for help, or does not have good, outside help

available, then he nust turn 16 the discipline of his own craft for tools

which will serve in racist instances. About half of the available time-should

be spent in exercises.. Flexibility, intelligibility'arid endurance are the

assets most useful to actors performing in a wide variety of%spaces which tend

to be accoustically difficult. Physical and vOtal'endurance can be strength-
.

ened by careful but strenuous attention toward building these assets in the

company.: Thkdirector could even select exercises which seem to be most useful

and use them to desigfi.a company warm -up to be used as a physical and vocal

exploration of each performing.space and as sen:siti,zation of the company

members to each other in preparation for each performance: It is likely

that the 'Warmups for each show will're'quire a different set of such exercises

to best prepare actors for it.. In Eskimo Life vocal plosives, especially
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final consonants, need to be limbered up to give the show aflavor of Eskimo

language. Power games whicA take advantage of the isolated individual, such

as, team tag'and Red Rover can prepare the group for the atmosphere of manipu-

lation in Shakespeare's Magic and the Supernatural. It is nearly impossible

1

' to perform without allowing time for these warmups and that time should be

scheduled into the Performance..agenda.

Time is also welt spent in exptoring improvisations. Trust and dependency

improvisations can be most helpful for company building. These can also be

built into character and script exploring'improvisationl feeding into the

development of the production. Improvisation time can etso give the company

a source of common experience from which materials for workshops can be drawn.

.
In all these explorations the director needs to carefully guide the focus

of the work. The goal is the development of the ensemble, but the attention

of the company should be outer directed to give it a creative and giving.'

attitude throughout. At first the company should focus'on the director
.

and his task, then on the material or text being developed for presentation

and finally on the audience. This outer directed thrust of a touring company

can be a strong fundamental in creating and maintaining a happy experience for

c7-751Ors and audience alike.

There comes the touring group where no amount of work will bring cohesiveness.,

In 'thi's case the professional attitude ofthe actors must carry the work forward.'

We have toured one. Caravan for a periodf five months in which one actor would not

speak to any Caravan person except the stage manager.. His idiosOcracy was accepted,

by the group because in performance and in workshop he always gave the best of

himself and that best never felt below the standards the Caravan-calls forth.

It is not the ideal Situation, but it can be lived with as long as the standSrd

of excellence'is maintained.
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The Process of Script flaking

The work of the Colorado Caravan began with a search

for useablescrints. Three plays for three different-age

groups were needed; the plays, were to be both educational and

entertaining. Because the Caravan had originally been con-

ceived to utilize experience and actors from C.U.'s Colorado

Shakespeare Festivalr it was decided to tour Shakespeare to

the Senior Highs and to any adult audiences that requested

the group. The original grant proposal suggested a history

theme for the Junior Highs. The elementary script merely'

needed to he suitable for K-6, lesS than forty minutes but

more than thirty minutes long, use six actors 'and no props,

scenery, or special effects. Surely it would

difficult to find what was needed.

The Shakespeare Scri

he too

.Using Shakespeire for the Senior High and adult audiences

automatically met the double objectives of educational and

entertaining, it was obviAws that the Caravan's six actors

could not tour a full leng%h production, .'even if it could he

supposed 'the schools and towns would want one. The idea of a

synopsis with illustrative scenes was rejected in favor of a

series of scenes from seve.'ai different plays which bdfltered

around a theme. This choice proved to be a happy gne; .a.noll

of thesschooLs indicated d 100% preference for this' foymast

ovor a cutting cy a single nlay.
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Central themes have been varied. Ideas are practically
1

inexhaustible. Themes we haVe used are: Batt14 of the

Sexes, The Ruler and the Ruled, Rogues and Villains, The,

veneration clap, magic and the Supernatural. The search for,

a theme can begin with the actors who will be working, their

skills, and a list of characters and scenes they have always

wanted to play. Posibly a theme has already suggested it-

self.

Once the theme is chosen, select scenes from the plays

that will illustrate or develop that theme. The scenes must

he shaved internally; at the very least extraneous characters

must be eliminated. We have always left the language alone,

being able to work with actors who already can or who can be
4

coerced into Sneaking and acting Shakespeare meaningfully.
-4

common reaction from the students has been, "What transla-
.

tion do You use?" They are imPressed that there is no trans-

lation Other than to sneak properly and' with meaning.

The arrangement of the scenes takes a little care. 'It

.'is Possible to weight a prograill touring to all literature

classesor educationally o..-iented adults with quite'heavv

materials. A tour to all - -school assemblies and family

audiences in ranching and lining communitiessgemends scenes

that are humorous, rioto4d, uproarious, at least at the he-

ginning.' %ince the audience is entertained and interested,

it is possible to move along to more serious materials.°
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Another consideration is how the scenes fit together

and what sort of transitional devices are used. The Magic

,

and the Supernatural script is included as an illustration

ofscphesive pieding, as opposed to ""string-of-beads." The

witches'rom Macbeth clearly bridge each section so that the

Units lead ,smoothly from one to another, giving a comprehen-
.

sive shape and framework for the whole program. The list of

scenes from the 12211122LILTEatla is 11.1so included. TheI/

latter part of the program was a cutting of the Falgtaff

scenes from the Tierr=li.vest2L:1ncIsor.,

The History Scripts,

The junior high sdrint has'beenan area of open experi-'

mentation. We-were to use a history theme (the educational

objective) and make it entertaining. Perhaps if we had not

had this restriction've would have toured Shakespeare or, Marl-,

Twain or any of a-number of things. But eve would have chosen

lightTaterial, 'humorous, 'annealing to the crazy _sense of

.huMar present in this-aged person, Because we .needed to use

serious material, we Moved in a direction which eventually

got,us somewhere,

The-first year we toured.a lively, musical, witty series
. .

o f historical vignettes, dances,' and gongs taken from American

Kalideoscope (see Samuel French>. Responses frot teach, s

were enthusiastic: ,"You were fantastic.,. Why, you held.their

attention the entire time:" The sweatdrinping, bug -eyed

actors, felt.thdre must be another avenue of anproadh. The
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second year we adMitted to ententailment first, cutting to

harebones the melodrama OurAmerican Cousin, and adding a

staged shooting of President Lincoln at the moment he was

shot while watching the play. It was effective. Teachers
4

wanted more- Lincoln; students wanted more melodrama. The

third year we held.a play contest and selected Don WaddieV's

The Louisiana Purchase. The'author admitted that'the

Louisiana Purchase was the dullest historical event he Could

remember learning about ip school;, the play was brOad.lY dOne

with a laugh-in style treatment, iconoclastically.arcilgtiC,'

but accurate in regard to historical e'tentiafs: ..14,h a:.

, .

mixed reception. It was..useful in workshops; the students

very much enjovedNa.cting oui whatever,Segment of history.

they were studying.
,

Throughout these years a picture of Lthe junior' highs

emerged. Junior High is a no man's land; gerro marP's time;-.

a time and place of Betweeh. Childhood is behind but adult

or even teen-hood is far ahead. There no.longer is one.
0

Teacher to guide the stu'denrthrough the year, but.neitper
,

.

are subjects taught in the way'th,eY will be in high school .

and college. Relationship-; with ieers' are .replacing the
.

parental ties. We discovered that the, junior highs. are
6'

caught in "The Fifteen aiPs From Now," ',syndrome. Half Qf
.

them believe they will be loctons and own two .hquses and a
4 4 ,

sailboat, fifteen Years from now. These persoris have an -..
.

d
.

0 ' =lit

ultimate faith that technology will solve,,our problems. Some
,.. v.

,
. 4 ,.

of them embrace a.mechanistic, coirxiterized7,4atI-things-taken-. ..

-4., ,,, , .
. , .

6

i ,
t" ..
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care-of concept. The other half of them sav'that in fifteen

years we won't he here, life won't he here, the world wont

be here, whales won't be here. The" believe that they a're

dying., And they are, quite realistically, dying; they are,

dying as children and their childhood, their. protected, ,

irresponsible world, is passing. This year our script spoke

openly to their pain. It is included here, entitled 1776-2076.

There are no attention problems, but the play feels

like one-half; it supposes that the workshop is part 'of it.
, 0

'n the workshons there are many questions. We try to be

honest and.ndt give promises. It may well be that technology

can save us. What will be'the.price? It. may well he that''in

fifteen years .we will 4114..be dead. What shall we ,do about

that? We believe that this script is in the right direction.

Scripts'for this age should confront the questions and cOn-
. 0

, iflicts being felt in these nbetween persons,, and bring those
.

turmoils into the light.'

The Children's Script

The Caravan Children's Scripts are all old tales which

have been dramatized. Tlie firSt script, The Magic Lanteftl,
.

-,was written in desperation after the reading of literally
.

.

hundreds of children's
0
pin/s. To begin' with most .sources

.. .

*grOdped their plays' into categories for arious ages (K-3,,

4*. < -6), suggesting that some material would riot he entertaining
.

, -

6r intelligible' for certan age groups. ,S?..!con'dly, there was
/

4..

10 an,asumptionthat spectacle, noisev talking.ahimals, snecil .

.
.

.
, A_
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effects, etc. were necessary to entertain or keep attention.

It is true that children are ente'Rained by these things.

But we had six actors and a van and all extra space went to

costumes and suitcases. No room for castles and forests.

We turned to a tale familiar to the director ince

childhood and greatly loved. Surely if it had wor ed for

him and for countless-children before him, it would work for

our audidnces. And it did work, overwhelmingly, magically,

incredibly. It worked because we had turned to an older

. traditibn, the oral-tradition, leaving the visual orientation

of today's word behind. As the old storytellers and bards

knew, the best castleis the castle the listener can make

inside his mind. If the script sunnlies dramatic pictures

and the actors can evoke them, the play happens inside the

imaginations of the children: The universality of this

phenomenon was illustrated to, us by one scene in Thee Magic

Lantern. The actress approaches the audience and remarks:

"I have come to a lake. I can not see across it. I can not

see'around it." A boatman comes and takes the actress across

the lake (the lake being represented by the children them-

selves). They travel on a completely imaginary boat. We

received thousands of pictures In which the lake was-drawn

off the edges of, the page or encompassed the entire sheet.

Rut.not one boat rese'mhled any other and they ranged, from

battle cruisers to fairy leaves.

There were certain elements of the script which, when

-repeated in another script, caused the same effects. When
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these elements were lacking the play often remained enter-

taining and educational, but happened in another dimension,

a more conversational; everyday dimension.

a

The first of the elements was Strangeness or a sense,

of the Exotic. the first play was set in Japan and utilized

movement styles from that country's theatres. From the very

first moment there were a number of things which cut across

the facts of the kids, the gym, the action, the weather.

The music is different, eerie, strange, but not unpleasant.

The characters moved slowly and not at all like people

genrally move. And the speech was in an entirely different

tempo, or rate of delivery, from ordinary conversation. The

children were lifted from their everyday world into the world

of Old Japan which was being recreated in their gym.

This is an unfamiliar pldce and time and therefore

demands the utmost concentration and interest. Everything

said and done is a clue to the children about what is hap-

pening. They must pay strict attention or they will miss

something. No props, no set is used. The actors create

dramatic pictures and the children imagine them, flesh out

the information given. The children do not, often, really

notice that the cup or the lake or whatever is not there because

ifor them, it is there. Their minds have made it and it is

extremely tangible. -It is exciting to do this, and to con-,

centrate. This is an unfamiliar place and time with strange

people in it; but it :is nor frightening because the Children

are providing the materials and they don't Provide things

.107



which truly scare'them. e expei,ience of the play is a

pleasant one.

This element of the Exotic is provided by using a

different, unfamiliar world. The Japanese.world is used In

Magic Lantern and One-Inch Fellow. The world of the Native

American is used in How TwoSwallows Earned His Name, and

the world of the Eskimo is used in Eskimo Life. But the

exotic is not limited 63 definition *E0 foreign,cultures; for

a tale to be exotic it must simply be out of the everyday

world of the listener. The Golden Goose is an exotic tale

because of the little:magic man, because of the peasant world ,

of,the family, )3ecause very few people any longer cut wood in

order to eat. In some parts;of our country a story set in a

city' would be exotic; for many city bred children a story

set on a ranch'could be exotic. Exotic does not mean foreign- -

just unfamiliar and out of, the ordinary.

The second element, borrowed directly from the oral

traditions, is a sparseness of language. This is a literal

sparseness in that there are not very many words, but it is

snarse also in that each word is chosen for the image. One-

Inch Fellow lasts forty minutes bUt there is only about fif-:

teen minutes of dialogue. This dialogue is interspersed with

nantomime, selected and performed in the style suggested by

the Peking Opera, and Kabuki Theatres. The dialogue .for How

Two Swallows Earned His Name can be printed on three pages

and takes barely ten 'speaking minutes. But the pantomime

journey of the boy, the dances, the- ladder of the Spider Woman)



( all take time to "picture" clearly.

Be'dause there are so few of them, each word must convey

meaning., The style is more expressly poem-like, even haiku

like, than digcursive or narrative. In dialogue each line

must be precise and absolutely clear ih meaning. There is

a lack of cotersational, referring pronouns (I'm going over

there with hiW. There seems, therefore, to he a lot of

repetition. Just so. Especially if a maior plot shift is

happening or an important idea is being offered. Even the

dullest child conceptualizes what is happening. Many chil-

dren are able to reenact the Play, including a nearly letter-

perfect memory for the words.

nample: There is no wood on our side of the mountain.
I will go to the other side of the mountain.
I will find wood..

The character goes, and nothing more is said until he gets

there.

BecaUse the language is repetitive the actors are forced

to handle it.with care. It forces a different tempo. The keys

to eac scene must be carefully prepared so that the dramatic

picture the child is making will not he cluttered or confused

by too much information.

Plots are simple; ii is interesting that old tales

tend to ebb and flow rathe- than ri p in tension to resulting.
P

climax. We have maintained that sense, of flow from scene to

scent, saving the most dramatic scen. for the "climaX"; it

.is seldom the concluding scene. After the dragon is killed

16 9



(nne-Inch Fellow) the actors discover themselves and decide

on a course of action; after Your Boy slays the Swallow he

still has his return icAirnev to make;. after the Boatrian, the

1Tirli must still reach their home.

We-do,not avoid violence when it is part of 'and neces-

sary to the tale. It is usually a very real violence and

exnerienced an one. Example: "You will kin your friend the

c;wallovt.1 But no unnecessary violence is added. There is na

violence for the sake of violence or spectacle, either in the

action or in the language. There is no rourthousing or vio-

lent play. .There are no violent, hurtful verbal battles

between characters.

Its important to realize that watching a nlav often

Fives children a new gaMe to play. Knowing they will make

the nlav their own,' it should -be. impossible to approach this

1 . ,

theatre audience with indifference. 'Too often the reaction

to this terribleresponsibilitv 3s to Preach a moral. We

believe that to preach °a moral is ant3thetical to the av

,children play. Children never moralizein' their games; their

games are timeless and open-ended. A moral,implies an end,

a crisis, a moment of catharsis, a denouement. A moral i a

closed system, very unlike the open-endedness of children

and their play. Tt was for thi:s'reason that We *chose to ex-r1

nlore the noss3bilities of open-ended stories which would

;

invite children to take the story and continue it wherever

their fancy took them. They do not run into a solid roadblock,

the finality, of a moral.

7 a
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Thiq is not to sa that children's 'pia,' is amoral. Tt

is certainlv not our Iji.sh to create an amoral chilgren's

theatre. 'Iagic Lantern, Two Swallows, and One-Inch rellow

are stories of love, comnanionshin and filial devotion. Pather

than tell a moral, we hoped to create a model. Because we

kne0 that the children would "play" the play, we invited them

to explore a model over and over, in as man directions as

. their,imaginati4ons can take them. Hopefully they wil] make

the model part of their ever "day reality, for the models the

child uses now will become part of him as an adult. we None

his models encourage him to be strong and considerate, wise

and loving.

In the elementary shows we experimented with audience

nartioination, letting the children he parts of the set or

do sound effects. They were very' receptive to this and al-

,/, understood what was expected and enioyed providing it.-

'!o. have tried audience narticipation with the Senior High and

.adult audi_ence5 and found it is exciting there asc'well. Con-
.

'tact with the audience is more a ;director/ac.ior/audience ex-

n/oration-, -hut shouldbe }rent in mind as a Dial, is made. Use:
. -

the audience whenever Ossible.

As with so maw exneoiments, we found our limitations

to he our strong points. Because we needed to nlav to audi-

ences v.-6 we constructed scriwts that were simile -in plot

with lots of action found that- the younger children were

often able to lead the older ones in understanding andnarti-
\

'cination while the nresenco and conc'entratiOn of the older
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ones inspired the little ones to maintain an attention snan

car beyond their usual. e.found that different ages inter -

nreted accordingly. The dragon i,p.One-Inch yellow is made lib

of actors. What he looks like or does happens nrimarilv in

the heads\of the children. The seeds for this experience

were built into the script; the whole question-of the dragon

is left open-ended. A kindergardener has announced flatl",

"You made the dragon out of Your,bodies," and a sixth grader

Hal told 'us that we' were saving "Ire have met the dragon and

he is us."

Adult Audiences

Adults too enjoy the process of "making believe" but

Place the activity under the label of re).axation. Outside

the private world of the adult the nroces-ses of makebelieving

am largely unacceptable behaiiors. "Don't daydream;" "Pav

attention;" "Don't talk to imaginary peonle" are constant

refrains in the maturation

carefully teach ourfraelves,

rlagination.

This not-healthy
3.

tpdav AllUstrate.' Having once

process. We'are taught, and

not to exercise our powers .of

ap man,' nsvChological theories

n ssessed the ability'to

imagine anything at wall, adul

hosnitals and therapy grouns to

now go.to doctors, clinics,
,

learn how to "role-niaw," to

nsychodramatize" situatio.is; to,

into better mental health.

172
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In the meanj.me television and other relaxation acti-

vities recognize the adult desire to make believe and the

adult incapacity to do it well. Realism pervades the world

of entertainment so that even what isn't-real is handled as

if it were. Adult theatre audiences expect realismof the

same sort, and thereby place a limitatibn on playwright -

director- actor; a production must declare itself obviously

"make - believe."

We hape found-that adults unsophisticated in the ways

of the theatre are receptive, resnonsiverexciting_audiences--

if you can get them to come. We-have found that small towns

and isoited rural areas deserve adult theatre fare and the

best that actorrdirector-plawright ar'q capable of proifiding.

We have found in the remote areas the same Predisposition

to attend light entertainment that nermeates ourculture,dnci

to avoid heavy or educational material.. There is a greater
.

receptivity to serious material if it is honest. .We have

learned that the hearing problems of the elderl.must be

taken into account in the selection andipacing of the material.

The preceding i4) s not much help. It is meant to he

encouraging. It also meant to conclude this discussion

of scripts with a reminder that in this, 'as in all .other
%

aspects Of a,yiltal touring theatre, there must bean enthusi-

asm for experqMntation and a willingness to make mistakes.

. .

:
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The Preparation of a Script

For the purpose of illustrating the availability of

scripts and the ease with which they can'he converted, two

naragraphs of the old tale "The golden noose" are dramatized

below.

"The Holden noose" is an obvious chioce for tjlis type

of theatre beCause it could not he performed with props, sets,

and Scenery without a great deal 'of trouble. What would he

supremely difficult to stage realistically becomes. quite

easy and exciting with the application of the Principal of

sparsit. Therefore, remember that when a character is at

'4 fireplace, the fireplace is imaginary, and that when a

character Dicks ur an axe., that axe is imaginary, and when

he fells a tree; the tree is also imaginary and can fall

where it wants 'to -ion a child or on the principal.

The Story

"there was once a man Who Ilad three sons. The
Youngest:of them was called Simpleton; he was scorned
and despised by the others, and' kept in the back-

-, ground. The eldest on was,going into the fore'st to
'cut wood, and before, he started his mother gave him
a nice sweet cake and a thottle of wine to take with
him, so that he might not suffer from hunger or
thirst; In the wood he met a. little, old, grey Man,
who bade him good,da! and said: 'five me a bit of.,
the cake in yoUr pocket, and let mehave. a drop of
your' wine. I am so hungry and thirsty.'

"But the clever son s'aid:- ' If Igive vou'my
cake and wine; I shan't have enough for myself, Be

off, with vofi.'

"He' left the little, ran standing: there, and' went
on,his way. 3ut he ha.1 not been long at work, cutting
dorm a tree, before"he made a.false sfroke, and dug? the
axe into his owri arm, and he was obliged to, go home

17.1 P.
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to have it tound up.

"low, this was no accident; it was brought
about by the little grey 'Ian."

The Dramatization

There need to he five actors, but not necessarily

male. The father 'could he a mother, Simpleton, could he a

girl, the old man could he an old woman. A father and

three sons enter the playing area which is, merely an empty

snabe among the children. (If Simpleton could become a
0

daughter it would allow a gentle statement on a political

theme. If the latter, it is a Prince who must he made to

laugh.) The Tathet bends to fix a fire while two of the sons
% %

.. . O. \

, stand near thb fireplace.
, .

Father: We are almost out of wood. There is very little
, \ wood, left for our fire.

.. ,, , 9
(lut pf woodmeans out of food, for there will,be
no way, to cook our dinner, 4

We shall have to go to the forest and cut some
wood. I went last time.

Alright, I can take 'a hint. I'll go. ae nicks
up the axe.)

Simplettn: I will go.

Son 1:

on 2:

Simpleton:

Father:

You? You couldn't even find the forest.
.

If you found ne'forest, you wouldn't find anY
wood. 4

That's not true:. The forest is over there, and
the wood is in the trees of the forest.

You may not ,go. Your place is here by :the fire.
Now, Son, donFt yo .,.1 go out without your lunch.
He is a sandwich, a piece of cake and a carton
of milk. Take them with vou so You don't get
hungry.
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Son 1: Well, thanks. I will FY6 to the forest now so T
can get back early.

The Father, ,Son 2, and Simpleton join the childrPn

seated on the floor. on 1 travels, carrying his lunch and

the axe. He finds the forest, finds a tree, indlicatinr to

the children its breadth and thickness, and the sharpness of

the'axe. He is lust about to cut the tree, when the little

man enters.

Little Man: Good-day. How are you?

Son 1: I'm (J'.K. Except that I need to cut down this tree.
"for-our fire: It is a big.tred.. It's. going to
take a long time to cut down. -Ole cuts awev for
a few Minutes while the little, man x;/atches.)

:,LittleMan: I see You have a lunch here. 'Give me a 'bite of
the sandwich and a drink of the milk.

Sim 1: If 'I eve you any I won't ,have enoupt for myself.

lattle Man; 9ut I an hungry and thirsty.

Son 1: What db I care? Go home.and get your owff food.
(The Li tle Man wanders away:to.the edge of the
Playing space, turns and looks at Son 1. Soh 1
cuts his_arm. As the children watch this, the
Little Man sits down and the Father'and Son Two
and Simpleton\get un: Son 1 returns home...)

The scene. is practically repeated for Son 2, and Son 2

'cuts his leg, having to drag himself home. Perhaps he is a

really mean person, so his punishment ia a little more uncomr

fortable. Then.Simpleton asks to go, aftd,is allowed to go .

since no one else can. Simpleton is given a cru, of bread

and a bottle of water for lunch, which is readily shared. with

the Little Man.

!,ittle Man: As You have a good heart' and are willing to share,
I will give you rood luck. Cut down that tree,
and vou will. find something at the roots.

170
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Simpleton: Well, I will cut down the tree for we need it
for firewood. /If there is something at the
bottom of if, that is all for the better.
(Simpleton begins to cut down the tree.)

Aen the tree is almost ready to fall, he signs to the chil-

dren to make a pathway where it can fall without hurting

them. When the pathway is ready, he cuts and the tree falls.

But it falls towards the area where the children have bunched

together to make room. He runs around and holds the tree

while the children mdve. When the tree 1-is finally reactled

the ground, he goes back .to the roots) of it.

Simpleton: Well, there; we got that -job done. Let's look
and see if the Little an left us something.
Ah. . . (he-bends and picks it up, touching
its feathers.) You're a noose, aren't you.
Look at your long neck and your bill and your
wide, webbed feet. But wNo would think you
were a (loose, with feathers of gold. What
happened to your soft old feathers, I wonder..
Or have you always been a Golden noose. Tthink
I will take you home and show you to my Father.

And simpleton should take the Goose to.the Father who

toucheS.it and becomes stuck.- :They should decide to go to

the DOctor to see wh4t,can be done'-about it, and the Doctor

'too becomes stuck. (The Doctor is Son 1) On' the way home

they show several .of the children the problemand the chil-.

aren too becorrye stuck. The children will,understand4this

.

.becaUse it like "Follow the Leader" and when they under-
a

stand,it the will play the game. The group should proceed

to.the King (played by Son 2) and make the princess laugh.

The princess can be.a girl from the audience or an actress

This teChAinue can he applied to almost any children's

story `that has come down to us from another age. We suspect
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that any modern story that can not be dramatized in this way

will not be remembered in future times.
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Examples of Elementary Scri.fs

4 it,

1. °The Manic Lantern by Charles. & Iola Wilcox
tne-Inch Fe low w 1 Charles 8 Lola 'Wilcox

3. 'ff677177n7411-61,78 Earned His Name by Lois, Cole

B. Script Examples

J

I

Eskimo Life 1-A; Colorado Caravan '75;'76
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The Magic Laniarn

by

A Charles and Lola Wilcox

Characters; If doubling is desired, the Father could play
either the Forest Spirit or the Boatman. Wise-

.

Marl- 1 is an' exaggeration of Toshi's character;
Wiseman 2 of Ilitsu's, and ihe parts, double
easily.

Male Female Either

Father '$,Chiyo Forest Spirit
Toshi Yuki Boat an
'!itsu Nar ator-Musiciah
Wiseman 1
Wiseman 2 .

(The Narrator enters in sTrace, L, using slow
Noh style walk, Fnlels behind instruments, if
used--takes full bow to'flbor to audience. He
returns'to kneeling position.)

,

' Narrator: Ours is a Story of old Japan many years ago.
In a village near a tall, forest-covered

' mountain, lived an old weaver of silk cloth.
e.

(The Father enters, moving down center'in slow Noh
walk, ending with bow tied'to coincide with en&
cf narrative comment.)

Na.rrator: Fie had two fine sons to help his silk weaving.
H5s wife had been dead many years, and he had
to raise the bovsby himself.. .

-

-,

.. (There is a long pause. The Father begins Working
at the loom. This activityland all other aai-

4 vibes and properties are pantomimed,' with the
exceptions Cf the fan and the lantern.)

,
4,

dr:4 ,Father:, It is not eaAv to live 'without a wife, or a
mother for the children. Fpr many years'
have .lived in this dottage,'weaving my silk,.
making Cloth on my loom. IhaVe raised my
two sons, Toshi. . .

(Tashi enters up R, comes,onthree steps. The Noh
walk is m'ainIained throughout'except for the boat
scene.) ,,

F.

1,8 6
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Father: And Mitsu.

(Mitsu enters up L, comes on three steps. rather
continues while ho'th kneel, facing center, at the
same time. Toshi begins pulling silk threads and
Mitsu begins sanding e bobbin. All movements are
slow and precise.)

t1L- 2

110...74t.

The Father sends the young men' to the other side of the
mountain to his, friend, the dyer of silk, Who has two daugh-
ters. Toshi and Mitsu begin to travel over the mountain.

Focus changes to two girls, Chiyoand Yuki, who are
gathering wood on the mountain. We learn later that they
are, of course, the daughters of the silk dyer. As the girls
gather wood they hear the Forest Spirit.

4

Xuki: Oh, it is so dark! I cannot sed'anything!

Chivo: It is the Forest Spirit.

(The Spirit crosses stage from L to R, seemingly
unaware of girls' presence. The girls retreat,
calling for help. The boys enter SL, listen to
the Fbrest Spirit and the girls. Boys feel their
way in the darkness, eves wide and staring. Exe-
cute karate-type blows and kicks into thin air.
Then, hearing each other, move almost nose to nose,
without touching. They feel past each other4s
bodies, touch nose to,nose--startle--say each
other's names, feeling each other's faces. All
movements are slow andprecise; there is a sense
of hurry, but no one hurries or rushes. The
Forest Spirit exits.)

Toshi: Mitsu, .go to the right. I will go to the
.left.

dY

'(Toshi hears Mitsu, executes high karate kick, falls
backkaards.) g .

Mitsu: We wish no harm to you, 0 everliving,.sub
lime .Spirit of the Great Forest.

Toshi: These, young women have meant no.harM. They
have come here to gather fallen wood.'

3

Yuki:
\
Forgive us,.0 valiAnt warriors. We do not ,

.
..,

hear the Spirit ahy.longer. 4 't
.

Chiyo: We think that he isgone.
. r a
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The narrator announces that the marriage has taken place;
the actors return to the Father. He greets the,f our of them.
There is a'short domestic scene. The narrator suggests that
a year has gone by. The girls'want to return to visit their

but the Father forbids it. Then he. decides he seems
too harsh. He tells them they may go if they bring him two
impossible presents: wind aild fire carried in paper. He
tells them that if they do not bring these gifts they may
not come back. To his surprise and the sadness of his sons,
the girls unthinkingly agree. All exit except the narrator-
musician:

Narrator: The absence of Y^ityki and Chiyo brought a sad
quiet to the house of the silk weaver. The
days had never seemed so long.

4

The girls remember they must take home their impossible
presents. They go to two wisemen to hear if they know how
to make their presents.

Yuki: Greetirigt, venerable old one.

Wiseman #1: (Very slowly, deliberately, musically) With
the new clothes, remember, the crow-stays
black and the herein white.

Chiyo:, ..In all your years{ father, have you heard of
wind carried in-paper?

'Wiseman #1: After the windstorm, foraging for firewood,
two fierce old women.

Yuki: Have ,you ever seen fire carried in paper?.
, e

:Wiseman #1: As I picked it up to cage it, the firefly lit
my fingertips.

Yuki:

Chiyo:

Yuki:

We thank you, most venerable father, for
your words of wis'do'm.'

What will we dc now?

If we must, we will.visit all the wise men, in
Japan. .

Chiyo: What gbod will it do us, if we cannot under-
stand them?

(Wiseman #1 exits. 'The,girls travel'. 'Wiseman #7
enters with loud exclamations and doing cart
Wheels pr crab walk.)

182,
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Chiyo:

Yuki: 't.

This wi -m .n 'is very strange.

11L-14

C
Old grandfath r! Can you tell us where we
can find fire carried in paper and wind
carried in paper. We cannot go home without
them.

'Wiseman #2: Of course.

(girls meet this response with great .velief.)

To carry, fire in'paper you must take a'long
strip of paper, so (he indicates, running

ikrctol
several feet) and light it at the farthest

a

Ve
end, so, and carry it home. (It burns him.)

Yuki: I must go a long way.

Wiseman #2: Then you must go very fast. \

Chiyp: What'about wind carried-in paper.

(He searches ..in the air.for an,-idea--hands find kite

strings) .
.

, 6

Wiseman #2: A kite ', of course-.

Yuki: Bat that is ,paper carried by wind.
...

'Wiseman It2:' . You co arry a bag with-air caught inside.

(He b ows up a bag.)

...

Chiyo: The air'in ide the bag is asleep. No one
will believe the wind is there. ,

t Yuki: I fear you cannot help us.
.

t

(The Second Wiseman' shruggs and exits in a nes,
'acrobatic way. The girls journey to center.')

They decide to travel'over Japan until they find their

presents. They travel, and come to the lake.

(The girls crass in upstage circle, returning to center.)
. .- .

Yuki: .Lbok at this lake! how clear the water is!

,Chiyo:

.

Yuki:

., . .
4 %,

I cannot see across it, and I cannot see
around it,.

.
.

.

I wonder how
,

we.go on from,here.

1 8 3 '
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Chiyo:

"4

Let us sit down and wash our feet in the
cool waters of the lake.

(Boatman appears at the end of the hanamichi.)

Boatman: How dare you middy the water of my crystal
lake with your travel-filthy feet:

°Chivo: Oh, woe are we. (She°cries.)

ML-5

.Yuki: How dare you make my sister cry!

(The Boatman approaches them, poling his mimed boat
and sliding along floor with,a heel and toe motion
so upper torso appears_to glide.)

The Boatman, of course, knows the secret to the presents.
It is up to the girls (and the audience) to get the secrets

out of him. Eventually this is achieved. Now the girls want
to be carried across the lake as well.

Yuki: Oh, Boatman, there is one more thing. Ferry
us across the lake and our journey home will

9
be a swift one.

Boatman: Across the lake? No

Chiyo: Children! ,Help us one last time Please,
. boatman, help us..

(The Boatman has been leaving. Eft the ohildrens'
urging he returns. He sets the pole in the mud,

'throws marlin spikeand rope ashore. Leaps to
shbre.and ties boat to spike; Returns to boat and
helps girls aboard. They must react to the shifts
of their, weights inethe boat. The Boatman pulls
pole from the mud and tries to push off. ,He fails
and tries from the other side, failing again.
'Plants pole., steps into water and tries to kift
-boat off seeming obstacle: By now the Children
will have pointed out that he has not untied boat.
He unties the boat and tosses spike and rope back
into boat.' Stens into boat, gets pole and pushes
.off.. During this entire sequence all actors stand

A and respond to movement of boat on water. Boat is
poled to end of hanamichi and hack. Boatman helps
girls ashore and poles boat off R. The girls take
afsmall circle of the'stage area to indicate a
journey.)
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ML-6 .

The girls meet the ForestSpirit once again and dis-
cbvpr he is not so bad. Then they travel home where they

er,three very sad and lonely men.

Narrator_ And this is the story' of the fan and the
ntern and'howthe% came to Japan. No one

ha ever had such marvels asthe lantern and
thisfan. But in the old weaver's house
there were two more precious, gifts, the two
daughters who were safe at home.

(All take full deep bow and leave stage-in silencb.)

its

r
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One-Inch Fellow

by

Charles' and Lola Wilcox

Characters:

Male Female Either

Father Mother Musician
Samurai Tsuba, the Fool Keeper Of, the Forest -

(After the audience is seated with the actors around
the rectangular playing space, the musician begins
the slow, wood block sound of the Kabuki Opening,
gradually and smoothly building in tempo. As he
nears the end, Mother and Father rise from the floor,
in the audience, and come to the playing area and
set into Noh walk stance just as wood block finishes.
They move to first position inside cave and take
full Noh bow to floor. Remaining kneeling:)

Mother": We are afraid, my husband and'I. We have carved
our house out of the side of this mountain. The
house looks like it is part of the mountain, and

when we are here we are hidden and safe.

Father: We are safe as 3/ong as we-stay inside. (Rises.)
0,o out. . 4 and the Dragon'Gigaku might catch us
and gobble us, up. But hgre I am, with my bags
and my fishing nets--ready to go out. Is that
not crazy?

Mother:

Father:

Mother:

Father:

(Rises.) If we do not go out, we have nothing
to eat. cl,

If ye do not go, out, the dragon has nothing to
eat either. e

I,

(Turns away from husband) I wish we had a son
who was very strong and tall; a great warrior
and famous for being brave. This Sdn'would
go out and kill the dragon.

(1.,Oud.) Wishes are good for nothing. (Sadly)
We have no son. (Resigned) We have no food, so
We must,go out. (Fearful)'We go out, and perhaps.
the dragoh will eat us. '

. 4.

(He picks up-bags and'fishing nets and moves to door.
All is mime.)
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Mother: If the dragon eats us, we won't need either__._
food or'son. Open the door. ,

0 ,

(He unbars and opens sliding'style door. Puts head
through doora and Sffiffs to four winds.)

Father: f_donft smell any smoke. (Listens) I don't
hear any grumbling, rumbling sounds. I think
this is a lucky day. , - --

(Pantomimkgoini through the door Peking Opera style.)

Mother: Let us go quickly.

(She goes through the door and closes it. Father
gives her a reprimanding look and bars the door.
They travel, Father leading, making a ircuit of
the playing area, jumping over a small stream.
Everything, is accompanied by percussiv nstruments.)

Well, we have made it safely -to, sea_side. -4
will put out the nets. Wife, you walk along and
see if there is a crab washed up on the sand.

Father:

(They do these things. -Mother looks among the chil-
dren, then sees peach seed, in the playing area, and
draws back with audible inhalation.)

Father: Did you find anything? .

Mother: (Picks up peach seed) Husband,.. I have foUnd a
peach-seed.,

Father: It is strange to find'a peaCh-seed at the sea
shore.

Mother: That is what I thought. Furthermore, it moves,

(Father stops business with nets and crosses to
mother.)

,Father: Mves?

Mother: It wiggles. There, see it?
e

Father: (Gets stick) Here. I'll hitit with my stick,
and smash it open.

(
. .

(He starts to d so. Mother protects seed with her
hand.). : _

. ..

Mother: No,' no. Welmight hurt or break whatever is 'in-
,side. Li,ustl tap the seed with the stick; maybe
it will come out. *

li
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(She holds seed out to hiin to take.)

Father: You hold it while I tap it.

Mother: No, you hold it.

Father: No, vou hold it. I will tap it.

Mother: - Let us-put it down on the,sand and we Will both
tap it.

(She sets peach seed on sand. Father snorts at her
victory, then breaks stick in half, to drum rim
shot, inspects relative lengths and gives shorter
okle to Mother. Mother taps seed three times slowly.
Nothing happens. Father gives three short Ha, Ha, Ha's,
He taps seed. Nothing happens. Mother gives three
Ha's. Father starts to strike a heavy blow and gong
sounds. They move quickly away in surprise.)

Father: Well, who could expect it.

Wither: Not What a surprise.

Both: ,
Welcome, little stranger of the peach seed.

Musician:. (Brightly) I am the troy you have wished for--I
am your:son. My name isOnd-Inch:Fellow.

-V

The Mother sees smoke. They put 0 -Inch Fellow in her
pocket and return home, passing over and rough the same
obstacles in the same places that they did oming. They

reach home, get inside, and hardly begin to show the house
to their new Son when th Samurai arrives'.; They tell him
about the dragon and the dragon's treasur

Father: Would you save-us from the dragon?

Samurai: am only passing,by this pl ce (Rises) IHIcannot

stop to chase fantastic worms.

(Samurai goes through door and starts to leave. Stops

I

at sound.oflword treasure.) 1

Mother: It is;t:aifil the dragon also has a treasure hoard
.

.

1
on w ich he sleeps.

.

. .

Samurai: A tr asure hoard? Which mountains Idid your say?

I Come you will show The the way to -this mountain,

and will protect you from the dragon.

18$
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OIF -4

We cannot go, Samurai. We have a son and we
must take care' of him.

Samurai: A son? (looking around)

Father: Yes. We found our son by the sea this morning.

Samurai: Of course you did.

MOther: Our son is so small the journey would be hard
for him.

Father: (Aside to mother) Still--it is our chance to be
rid of the dragon. One-Inch Fellow. .what do
yqu think we should do?

Musician: You asked for a son who would) be a le to fight
the dragon. I am that'so . We c n go with the
Samurai, or we can thout him.

Father:

Mother:

Father:

Better to cave a strong warrior to help us. We

will go with you, Fujiwara.

If One-Inch Fellow is going to fight this dragon,
he needs a sword.

Let me -see. . .1 have the very thing. (PlUcks
needle from mother's sleeve) Here is a sword.

Mother: My needle!

Father: His sword.
O

(Father picks up One-Inch Fellow and presents needle
to him. -Mother helps Father gather up nets and they
step through the door to join the Samurai. Father
carries One -Inch Fellow on flat hand.')

Samurai: You are a fine little fellow. Would you do me
the honor of riding in my sword belt ?,

',.(One-Inch Fellow is transfered to Samurai's hand, then
to sword belt. Door is locked and they begin circuit
of area in opposite directiOn frdin the journey to thp
sea. The Fool rises from audience using acrobatic
clown style moves.) '

Fool: Master! Master!
.

Samurai,:i I am not your master, fool. -Go home..

Fool: No, I want to go ,with you, Samurai.

18 9 1
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-Father: Who an' you?

Fool:

OIF -5

Why "I"--I am me (moves on. one side of rec-
tangle) who is myself (moves to another) who
is the child of my mother (another) and the
apple of my sister's eye (furthest away from
group)

-. Mother: This person-is a-fool.

Fool: (Dancing in center) A fool: A fool! A tool. .

for laughter. I have come to share your
journey.

Theo fool joins the group and they travel on. The
fool leads and plays a difficult game of "Follow, the Leader"
over imaginary bushes and briars and real children. They
come to a great river and cross it. Once across they dis-
cover the Keeper of the Dragon's Forest and convince him to
join them. As they travel onward, they become lost.

(The children are the forest. They enter the forest,
and be,tfome separated, noticing the different things
among the trees. When they are all separate, they
realize they are lost.)

Fool: Hello! Help, help, we are lost! We, we who--I
. am lost. Me. All alone.

'Samurai: Where*are the rest of you? We must go on.

Mother: Father! One -Inch Fellow!

Father:

Keeper:

Musician:
t

Moth4r:. One-Inch Fellow! 4 , A

We are. lost, One-Inch Fellow. What-can you see? .

Can you see anyone froeyour perch up there? One-
Inch Fellow? One-Inch Fellows (Takes hat off, t..
feels aroundno. One-Inch Fellow)

I hSve found -ehe Dragon Gigaku's cave. Trees
of the forest, send me my 4riends. Show them
the way to this clearing. ,

(Charatters ask tree/children to shclw them the'way.
Some may try to steer wrong way. Play it. Keeper
arrives last and shows that One-Inch Fellow is gone
from hat: All look for One.fInch Fellow. Mother :

finds in tree/childi)

Fool: The foolish fool and his foolish friends now face
the 'wrath of a not so foolish dragon Gigaku.

A 9
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Samurai: Hush, fool! Listen: -,,D you hear the dragon?

Fool: Yes. Let's get him: (Runs up to cave mouth)
Come out you slimy worm you Gigaku you.

Samurai. (Run to pu,11_Fool,back) Listen. I don't hear

Keeper him any more. Perhaps we frightened him off,
so many of us all together.

' Mother: We are all too excited. The dragon is hot here,
and he has not been here. We are lucky, be-
cause we would be eaten by now if he were here.

They decide to make camp and see what happens. They
describd the dragon to each other and discovereach has a
dif,ferent picture-and that no one had' ever seen him.

Fool: What do you say he looks like, One-Inch Fellow?

Musician: I say we all should sleep for tomorrow we con-
quer the dragon. We need to be strong and -

rested.' I will sleep herein this tree.

(They transfer One-Inch Fellow from Mother's hand to.
head of a nearby child. After a little, the Samurai
rises and tiptoes to, cave mouth. Mimes a fight with
dragon and is swallowed up. Fool" wakestto find
Samurai gone. Wakes Keeper and they go rushing to
cave mouth, and fall into'the dragon's'mouth. Now
dragon creeps from cave and engulfs Mother and Father,
who become the wings of the dragon.)

Musitian:. What,is that noise? It is.still dark. I cannot
See a thing. Mother? Father? Fujiwara? Tsuba
the.Fool? Keeper of the Forest? They are gone.
I.must fight alone;

Gigaku: (All actors in unison) I hearyou tiny fellow.
I'll sniff you out. I shall squash you with. my
foot. Ouch: (Rim shots> Ouch: No: Ouch:
Owwww14. . .

(One.at ai timeithey tumble down, Samurai last. There
is silence and a long pause.)

Father:
to

Samurai:
r

(Slowly reviving) Oh, what has happened to me?

Where have we been?

We have been in the Dragon Gigaku. I slipped
away to try and fight him by myself. But in the
darkness I could riot see, and he swallowed me up.

0
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They figure out all that has happened,- and th-ank One:4
Inch Fellow for fightihg the dragon. They decide to,all
travel to the Empororto tell him the dragon is dead.

tl

6 4
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How Two Swallows Eanned His Name

, by

I

Lois Cole

Characters:

Male Female Either

Sky Man-the father Morning Star Woman, Musician
the. mother Good Spirits

Grandmother Spider, Young By
, The Swallow

The narrator-musician begins the storl, speaking the
lines and signing them in Plains Indian sign at the same
time. The actors enact what the narrator describes.

Narrator:

*

The Cealize'that.if the rains don't cbme they will'

//In the Beginning, Sky Man and Morning
Star Woman lived in the world above the
world; with their son, Young Boy. Mor-
ning Star Woman and Sky Man were very .

old, but they were very good people, they'
were very happy that 8acha Mahaiyu, the
Great Mystery, had blessed them with a
son.

All'thev had to eat in the World
were the wild potatoes that grew on the
plains. Morning Star', Woman and Young
Boy would dig them froM the ground with
their, digging sticks; and the Morning
Star Woman -would dry them and store them
for the winter.

One spring, thollgh they waited and
waited, the rains did not come. Without
water only a very' few potatoes ,grew: . .

starve, S, y'Man enters'an4 tells of a vision: A Spider
Woman has came and told'him that the Spirits in the world
'below are tllipg to help/. The Spider Woman.offers to take

Young Boy t the World-below-the-world.

.

Spider WomarT\

$
-

Here we ard-.-now ,cpti must dig.this'
'potatoe out of the ground for 'me,.
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Young Boy:

62

Spider Woman:

HTSEHN-2

But this potatoe has a yelioW top
Mother told me it is forbidden to dig
them.

Your mother is very wise. There is a
1 very g od reason that it is forbidden,

but in his case" it -must be-done--

, (Young Boy digs it up)

YoUnk Boy:

Spider Woman:

AIYEE!!1 a hole wider than myselfand
another sky'and another earth far below,

This isthe way to the world below. If
you had ';dug the yellow-topped potatoe
vithout4nowing, you might:have fallen
through,. /t is a very long way to !all.

Plow; I will go first, spinning my 1
web aft, me. You must climb down the
net behirjd me.

..,ck up her net and olfc Sta

;

(Flute or recorder sounds as they climb down--drUm
. when they hit bottom.);.i

/

Thig. is as fax as I:can:go: Yq,u
.

must follow the 4rt path to the snowy.
capped mountain to the North:' Be care- 14 4.

ful YoUng Boy--there are Many' strange ..//

and Wonderful thin gs.in this world,
Rememb6r--if you are kind..to all'thin si
aroundyou, they will return,your Isi (17

ness and,help you find the ,0 Spir t5.
4. , ,

,.,
,

_Gcod-lye, thank you. 4rom noW,
. .

tj'w 14.,c61.1 you mV Grandmother.
Young Boy:'

(Spider Woman q.imbs
Flute sound reverses.),

your Boytrevels and'passes a stream whi0i
him and g adly sharers its'jW,Ater. Then he 9!scover
swallow, makes friends.Withia.t, fixes its Wing.
on together to thc'415,1ace;df!'the Spirits. / ",v

'.'i 0'; /....

j
Swallow:"

. Young Boy:

0
nded
avel

.

,Sk You muStbe quiet nPi:
veisylrnear.. You clan hear the
f 11.:roaring thrugh the any
.: hgl6bol-b0.ow it. It is th

'tVeGi
ood Spirits'.

: Y§1 , I can hear it! NOw I an see: it
(elp,'h stand verfr still) Ol'ia is that?

,*

!"',V.'I

,,.41.9,1-
: l4,

i

We are
reat water-
n into
hope of



FiTSEHN-3

Young Boy(cont.): What is it?

Enter the good Spirits: 3-4 characters, arms :nter-
locked in 'a circle facing out. They are wearing'
black gauze type masks--they wave back and forth in
the circle and slide and shUffle towards the Swallow
and Young Bov-, takiWg-wind-sounds as they-'come.

good Spirits:

lb

We are the spirits of the rivers and
the keepers of the corn.

Your grandmother 'Spider hastold us of
yo.1r troubles.

Listen to what we -say and,obey'uo If

you do not doubt 'us, all your troubles
will be over.

..--i .

First fill your waterarl-"from our pool=:-

set it ,aside.
. -

Now you must kill'Your friend he

swallow

Bury him ,in the earth
.?;

Water the ground,af Is, grave (with
water from the jug)

Sit and wait (Start to fade out)

Yowl Boy: ,
But I promised to protect my ffiend.
Why.should.D hurt my friend? ,How do I
know wilothe keep6rs of-the corn are--f
what is corn? Si-6 and wait--for what?

RemeMber-do not doubt usr-(They pg'ss

away).

Young toy: ,(TO.at iene-e) What shall I "do? _5hould
I hurt my friend, the.awallacrr Should
L'breas my pr i iA order to save my
famil ? c

Good Spirits:

Swallow:

1

Young' Boy:

ti

-Frien , yoi have helped me greatly. Wit,/

I sh uld like to help you and your fami-

ly. I have heard'the'spirits.also and
I c .ose to return your kindneSs:

I am ready now--

Go
an
ke

-bye, my bralie friend: My family
I'shall remember your goodhess and

p your Memory alive-e-daways7
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HTSEHN

(takes a rock and hits him in back of neck- drum -- -bird
4 falls over. Makes the motions of burying him; sits

down next td him and waits.) ,' ,

The Swallow rises from death as growing corn. Young
Boy watchest.amazed, and finally opens an ear (made by one
hand and forearniof the Swallow). The bird speaks, thanking
Two Swallows for setting him free. The Swallow then moves
freely about, and tells Young Boy how to harvest, 'plant and
tend the corn. They part anQ Young Boy returns home.,

Morning Star Woman: Loolc! Our son is back!.,' (Runs to him)

Sky Man: andhis bags axe "full; What have you
;brought us my brave son?

Young B6y: Corn!

Morning.Star Woman Corn? What is Corn?
Sky Man

///

Young Boy: I will show you and tell yod my story
(Young Boy goes through motions of
planting corn and telling is story
while his parents sing WUTIUCI-IIM ,T'AWI)

/.
Motning Star Woman: Look! How 'it groWst. It, is/So

tall and beautiful!,
1

SkyMan: Son, you have saved us.from famine. You
\are no. longer. a boy but a man. From now
on -you will be known as Two Swallows::
one for before ydur friend died to give
Us corn, and one for your friend'.s new
'life. We will,keep,his spirit with outoi

.. 1
family forever.

NarratOr (With hand siign): ''. .

The corn grew and was plentiful. Two
r

;

1 Swallows and his family always had .

.

Y enough to eatl 'They lived a long and.

k
happy life, and they kept their promises'

o, to re ember Grandmother.Spidek, and 'the
good ess of, their friend the Swallow.

, he secret of corn posed from
fatil to family and down throUgh the
enerations, so that alltIndians might
ow the goodness of corn. .0.
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Eskimo Life

by

COLORADO CARAVAN "75-'76

. Script Arrangement:

A. _IntrOduction

B. An Eskimo kfoke

C. Group Dance (animal dance)

D. ad lib--"Tell us a story"

E. The Story of the Two Sisters WhoEarned Their Husbands

F. creation 'Story

G. Solo'Song and Dance (Hunting song)

H. ad.lib--"Tell us,a story"'

I. The Story'of The Giant and the Man

J. Group dance (Horn pipe)

1 .

.

The above script arrangement
.

i wth the barebo es Scripts
.'

,

following are handed to'the Caravan actors. The nocess of
.. '

. , . ....

rehearsal takes these barebones and fleshes' the oust into

4

'the full theatrical experience. The .ideotape prepared on

"Performance" is oifthis,cript: Eskimo Lif .

t

'4.



A. Introduction

I know a place--far to' the north of (Insert school). . .

where the land is locked in/winter for six months of every
year. For three months the, sky is dark. , .the &lin doesn't- ,
shine.

In this place the animals grow heavy layers of fat and
fur"that protect them froth the cold. .There are the Ptarmigan,
the Artic Hare, the Caribtu, the Walrus, Seal and Narwhale. . .

c

In the midst of th
sand cold to hunt, the.I
dance, and play and te
night. In the midst of/

. great joy.

sunless, winter when it is toccdark
Inuit gather in their snow lodges to
wild stories to pass the long, long
wardship the Innuit.a're a people of

B. An Eskimo qoke

This Qiitug wanted to have a ,fighting contest because
he thought he was a real big man. And then when they fought,

Just because he always won, hevould.
'This one's a woman. Being but a woman,

He would say that, but unbeknownst
ld not be putting forth any strength

he won effortlessly.
say to his oppbnent,
he can't do anything.
to him his'opponefit wo
on purpose.

Suddenly he could-not eyen pull Nilig's hand with 'both
hands.. As they fought with the middle f ngers Qiitug was
told, "This o s a little woman. Look at the little woman!"
and he tremb ed with humiliation. Qiitug started fighting
first; then uilig did a thankful deed. 4

.

C. Group Dance (animal-dance)

. -or'

"Tell us a Story'!
:

E. The story of th1 Two Sisterg'Who Earned their Husbands.

Tulimaci:,41AmTulima.I've 'taken land on one of the is-
-N.

-land to the north. It is far from any settle-
MentIof my people. My -two daughters live with
me. Matee.

MY father is a successful hunter. tHe brings
seals home'everyday and we never lack meat.

r
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EL-2

Tulimaq:.

Nauja: We live far from the settlement. No young men
come to visit us.

-4-,

maq: My two daughters Matee and Nauj are very clever.
I

Since any y(wife died they have ke t our camp. They__
scrape the sealskins I bring ho e and sew them
beautifully. From the sealsisins-theylmake our
clothes "and the covering for the Umiak, our hunting

Matee r'

Nauja:

Tulimaq:

Matee:

Nauja:

Tulimaq:

. Matee

Nauja:

Matee:

"Nauja:

Matee:

'boat.

However, I am not a happy mjan for I have no
sons who will brighten my old alle. I will have
. no one to bring home seals and caribou meat.

It doesn't look as if young men kno7 the way to
-our 'island.

,

No Kayaks bring visitors this far fi4om the set-
tlements.tlements.

Every summer when the skins froth the spring catch
have been `finished and- the sun has thawed the ice
in the inlet, I Come here to the mainland to
hunt caribou.

Nauja and I row the uMIS.k.

Our father Tulimaq directs the course and ts
13eaks

angry words if we don't go fast,_enough.

Since my legs are a little weak I have trained my
daughters'to chase the caribou and dive th6m
toward me where I wait with bow and row. They
rusi so fast that fire shoots from the ips of
their hair as they run.

.

.This year we have riven many caribou to-our

s4

fathers, 4

Matee and I have dried much meat in the sun. We
have preserved the fat in the caribou Stomachs
and we have made great cakes of'the bpne marrow:

,

Now we ar loading the umiak to return to our
'island.

How unfortunate it is, dear sister, that our father
has taken land on'an island where there are no
other# people. We could have ,been married how.

Yes, It is very unfortunate. If our father were
rich.you4 men would come to,visit our island.

199,
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Matee: BLit he is not rich and so we are not married.

Tulimaq:

Girls:

Tulimaq:

Matee:

Nauja:.N

Matee:

Nauja:

Matee:

Nauj a:

Matee:'

Nauja:

Mate;

Nauja:

'Matee:

EL- 3

What business is it Of -girls whether or not I am
rich. I am a good hunter and a good father. I

will teach them a lesson. Daughters,- the umiak
is loaded. You must fetch water fOr our journey
home. So ,get fresh water from behind the rocks. .

Yes, father. Here are the scoops (etc.)

I will row the umiak out of sight and they will
think/ I have left them here alone. Then they
will know they have made me angry, and they will
talk no more of being rich.

(ows away song)

Our father has rowed away. He must be angry at us.

I

(cries after her father)

The umiak is too far out. Our shouts cannot
reach A

What can we do:-

Look, here is an ice pan. Let it be our boat.
Come, jump aboard and we'll float home.

(They run in circles, faster and faster.)

We are-making the ice.pan spin like ii'tOp!

There, we, are moving on the sea.

Seagull:

Nauj a:

.

But we are drifting out into the great ?bean and '

not toward our island atN'all.

It does riot matter,

But what will we eat?

D.9 notwprry,Nauia. We will not suffer any hunger.
.

(seagull) '
.

There is a seagull,".' It has a fish in its beak.
will insult it. CSbng"Of insult)

Kitekee, Kitekee.

I have-the fish. He dropped it. But this fish
will not last us long..; .
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Matee: I,ee a walrus swimming in the sea. He will have

. a mouthful of clams. I will insult the walrus.

Walrus: , Uik-Uik-ah-ah

Nauja: Well, there are the clams, just as you said.

(They drift),

Matee: How warm it is getting. We have drifted for many
days. It looks like storm clouds gathering on

the horizons

Nauja:

Matee:.

Nauja:

Matee:

Nauja:

41atee:

Nauj a:

Each day our ice pan is melting-. A storm will
surely drown us.

Be quiet, Nauja. Perhaps it is not'a storm. 'Per-

haps iit is a high country tat we drift toward. .Let

us spin our ice. pan and 4,t will drift closer to'
the shore /7

(so they do)

Now let us jump ashore

Our ice pan has disappeared.
is bobbing ,on, the waves- -

It doei:not matter. The land means that we will
find shins and bones to make an umiak.

First let us ,find something to eatid

little Lam .

(They walk)

Look, Narwhale tusks:,

.rt

May of them, How strangeto,fin0 s6 many tusks
in one pEace.

Matee: If. we build our umiak-big enough to carry these

4 tusks home with us our father wial be very, rich.

Nauja: And young men will come to marry

Matee: Stop. Look there.

AhouseApf stone. Stranger still, a house of

stone.
O

Matee: --Let us creep up and look in tie window.

Nauja: Oh, two men. A

00"
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Matee:
tr4P

They tend their cooki4g lamps badly and, soot is
getting in their food.

(they giggte)
, v4,

)

Can. #1: It sounds as if romeone is I'aug, kng at us.

Can. #2: Hurry. It may b enemies who
.

*Want to attack us.
I

Matee: Let us hide behind these rock

Can. #1: There were two women who ran behind those rocks.

Can. #2: They were very frightened. They were also very'

Cant #1: We will take them in and they can take care of
our stone house.

Can. #2: We can fatten them up. When they are fat, we can
eat them.

(sneak around to the girls; catch ;them)

Can. #1: Do not be frightened. Come and take care of our
4

house. We will hunt and provide food for yoi.

Can: #2: Then youswill loe fat and happy and not skinny and
frightened.

, ° Matee: Thank you: We will)) happy'to tend YoUr.house.

(eat; poke in ribs; house business; eat; poke,in ribs)

Can. #I: Marty as have passed'since you came to live here.
YOu are. clever girls about the house.- °Youe tend'
the ,lampg; you keep our kamiks'dried and mended
so our feet do nbt freeze. ,

Call. #2: But you do not get* fatter.

Can.' #1: We must hunt food that will make you fat.

Can. fa:. A fat seal will make you grow fat too.

(They leave).

Nauja: We do 'not grow fat because we work hard building
our big umiak.

latee:, Each day we run to the ,beach and work ,on it. We
are lucky we'can run like the wind or they wduld
guess that we do more than gatIterfood and wood
whep,we are not in the house.
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Nauja:

Matlee:

Nauja:

Matee:

EL-6

The umiak is ready. I am glad. Every day the
strange men poke me in the ribs with their fingers.

Yes: They do that because they want to feel how
fat we are. These strange men are cann bals.

They plan to eat us:1

But they will not because the umiak is ready. We
have only writed until they went hapting. Let us
go. (They o) We must hurry. They will return
soon.

Napja: I think I he r them now.

Matee: You are right. Let us run. (They run)

,Nauja: I am tired, M tee. They are far behind us. Let
us sit and re t awhile.

Matee: We are close o the umiak and it is filled with

Nauja:

Matee:

Nauja:

narwhale tusks. We have only t9 get in it.

I hear them coming. How can this be?

We will hide in this crack in the rocks. (They
hide) Lick .the edge of the crack on that side
and I will lick the edge of the crack on this
side. (They do so)

Oh, look. Ice forms where we lick, and is covering
the opening.

qMatee: Be still, there they are.

Can. #1:. I thought I saw two "sisters in this place.

Can. #2: You must have b staken. They are not her
You thoug .th y were here because you are s
hungr

Can. We should have eaten them both tke first day we

k, ,a .saw them.

.

Can. #2:" Let us lock elsewhere. They must 'have\run'off,in
that direction. (They go..t

, Matee: Let us Vlow on the rocks and melt the ices.

(They do, go then to the beach and launch the umiak)

NaUja: Look, they are coming..,again.
420
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Matee: Row. I will protec;k 115.

EL-7

Nauja: (straining) The umiak is so heavy wth narwhale
tusks I cannot row it fast.

Can. #1: Shoot t m with yo arrows. (mime arrows; Matee
sw.ngs ebullroa.er)

. A

Can. #2: Look, she strikes our arrows down. Throw your
harpoon. t

Can. She stuck the harpoon down also. We have lost
them. Y'

Matee: We are Safely out of reach., These arrows'and har-
_poon will be good to have during the trip home.'
(gathers them)

"Itauja: 44,,ntee, what will we eat?

Matde: It is tter to be hungry than to be eaten.

(Busineswith walrus and seagull)

came with theiships I sold the tusks and ANIe be-

Tulim64: And that is story of how my daughters brought
many,narwhalOkAsks to our camp. When the whalers

came rich. SootOoth daughters were marrie4 to
great hunters. 144w in my old age I will have
much Steal' and ca4bou mg4t to eat.

A t

F. Creat4on Story
it, 1

In the beginn'ing there w.4one woman and one man aAd
nothing else walked or swam or P.iew in the whole world: Un-
til one day the 'woman dug a gre hole in the ground and
began fishing in it ,One by onehe pulled out all the ani-
mals. . .and the last one she pliAed out of the hole was the
Caribgu. Then/Kaila-, who was theAgod of the sky, told the,),
woman* the Caribou wap the greatestgift of ,all for the Cari-,,

bou would be the-sustinance.of man Then the woman set the
Caribou free and told it to,go acrdAp the larid and to multi-',

ply. And'ile Caribou did as the wo*.n said. And in time the
land was filled With'Caribou. And t e sons of the woman
hunted well, and were fed and Clothe and had good skin tents
to live in'. Now the eons of the wors hunted only the big,
at Caribou, fir they had no wish to. i 1 the small and the
weak and try sick, since:these were nO, ooi to eat, nor were
their skins much good. And aft9sa tie the small and the.
weak came to outnumber the ,fat and tWstrong.., And, when the
sons saw this, they were dismayed and gomplained to the wo-

'lman. And the woman made magic and spo4 to Kai 9,a and said,

2 04
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"Your work is no good, ,for the Caribou grow weak and sick
and if we eat. them we will grow weak and 4t4 also." Kaila?-

heard and said, "My work is good. I will 'tell Amorak, the
spirit of the wolf and he will. tell.his children thd they
will eat the small and the weak and the sick caribou; S2)- the

land will pe left for the fat and the good 'ones." And this,

is what happened. And this is why the wolf and the Caribou
are one, for it is the Caribou that feeds the wolf but it is
the wolf, that keeps the Caribou strong.

G. .Solo Song and Dance (Hunti:rig song)

0

H. 'ab lib:. "Tell us a,Si.otry

"!
7.)(*.

The.:Story
et

f the Giant and the Man
,

Inuppalusk Inullu pr The Giant and the Man

Narator:- This is the story about the ,giant and then Man -'
Inuppalu Irlul.lu. It is like this:, a man- is

go2rig fishing. . . ,

M'an: Because I am hungry. I have been fishing or a
long time.,now,'ut still. haven '-t caught any fish.

The sUri is already setting and I am still fishing.
I am lqoking, turning my head about in all direr-
tions, for anything 4., see a birds, the ptarmigan,

. that is brown in summer and that turns white in
I. winter. I see 'a rabbit, he is also browriin he

summer and turnswhife-in the winter..

I see a man who is coming 4vet the-horizon and

WHO IS 'OVERLY LARGE,: ,That man, is a.g4ant. What -

should do'? I'm going to' be killed. I cannot
turn, white,to hide. I have heard that giants .

are usually alone. I will p.retend.to.be dead.'
Perhaps he will pass me by. You be very quiet'
and breathe softly. I will hold my breath and
pretend to dead.

Giant; I thcught Isaw a fish4rman. ''1-1,ftve you seen a
fisherman?

Man: (motions to audience) Sh!

_Giant: This man appears to be dead, He-has no breath.
He' has no strength. I think he, is dead. I will

take.himhome.

pretepd to be frozen. . .and tx,y. not to breathe: .

He thinks I am frozen dead. I se HOld
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Man:

Giant;

me, held me. Save me from the giant. Maybe if
I grab onto the willows, the Giant will get tired.

Oh, t1-0.s man is so heayy. I" must rest.
He still has no breath and so he is dead. I will
take him home- HALLOO! Big Wife, come se'e what
I have brought me for inner. Big go
quickly ancT gath rmpod so sow can'defrOst this
meet. I a VITI undry'and"very tired.

Big%Wifei7.*Ance you' are too tired to do anything at.all, you
lie down and *gb tc sleep. I am the big wife and
I will go to get some wood, the man being the

,

reason for getting the wood.

Man: The man being the reason for getting the wood?
The man being the reason for g4tting the wood!!
I must get away. The Giant and the,Big Wife think
I am frozen: They want wocd to thaw me.' They
want to,cook me and-eat me. I must get away. Is
he asleep? I see"the giant's big axe. It is be-
side the giant, I think I will chop down the
igloo and trap the Giant inside. will run'
away. I must becareful not to meet Big Wife.

Sig Wife: (Excitedly) I am chasing 'the man. I am gairiing on
hith. .1 see a f'rozen river.

Man: . I have ,an idea.. Chop thi's ice'so that it '
,411.sp1it apart. ! .and the river flows. I wa."it',

trying tp.find out.what.Will happen to Big Wife.

Big t.(huffing and puffing) How did you get. Across this
river?

Man: By drinking it,

Big Wife: So I start drinking. . .

Man: Oh, drink some. more."

Big Wife: I am about to burst.

Man: Finish it now She is trying to finisli it. She
- is drinking extremely fast.. Sbe has drunk all The

river, she simply bursts,,, exploding. Well, that,
is somethi.ne. Fir there was Big Wife, then
the're was Big Wife o f 1 of water she might
buret. Now there is no ig Wife and it is very.
foggy all around.

s. -

. 'Narrator: '.This is how fog came to be everywhere. Soon the
wind blows the f6g away. When the fog is gone

E,L -9

ti

it)
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The 'La.g.a. and the Supernatural

a cutting of Sliakesnearean scenes

by Laurie O'Brien

ti, 'Three witches enter, (A, B, and C)

A: When'shall we thnte meet again

A

B:

3:

Incehunter, lighting., or in rain?.

When. the huriAburdy's done. 1..

When 'the battle's lost =and won'.

That will he ere the s t of 'sun.

Where the pl*e?

'ipon the heath.

I come, C;ravni,alkin!
.

'Paddock calls.

e.

044

Cr. Anon! a

' .Fain is foul, and foul is
Hove through the fog and filthy

;. .

Prosperoi Ye elves of hilrs,.brooks, standing :lakes, tindPgrover,,
And ye that on the sands with printp.ess.foot
Do chase the ebbing Neptune; and do,flv him
Uhen he Comes hack; .you demi-puppets 'that
By moor:Shirie do the eeen sour ringlets-make,

.

Whereof the ewe riot bites; and you. Wiose.pagtimp,
Ts to ma.ke midnight mushrumTA that rejoice
To hear the, soTE:mn curfew;by whose aid
(Weak maSers tl'ough ye be) I have-bedimM'd..-
The noontide:sun, call'd forth, the mutinous winds,
And 'twixt the ireen sea and the azui?rd'vaplt.'
'Set roaring war, to the d -ad rattling thunder
HaveI given fire and rifte ve's,gtout oat:'
With his own bo:t; thelgtong-ba,'d promontory
Have I made share and by:the sp rs pluck'd u14
The pine, and:ceddli.; graves at y command

waY:d their" sleepers, d,eand'iet'em forth
Bv'my s potent art,.

Now it is the time of night
"'hat the gravPs, all gaping i4ide),
Every cane lets !ortnhis aDritd,

21,0



In'the 6hurchway paths to glide;
An we faries, that do run
By the `r ule Hecate' d tear
From the presence of the (Lir.,

rcll(Jwing .Ir'} ness 1.ikP a dream,
Now

-2

(noticing him4 !cv gentle Puck, come hither. 7,1H6111,
, reremblrest

Since once I at upon a promontory
And heard a mermaid, on a dolphin's back,
Uttering s h dulcet and harmonious breath
That tl ude sea grew civil at her song,
And certain stars shot madly from their spheres
To hear the sea-maid's

Puk:

1'

I femember.

That very,time I ,a.w (but -thou couldst not)
. Flying between the cold mcon, and the earth

Cupid, cU,1 amid. A certain aim he 'took._
At a fair Vestal, throned by the West,'
And loos'd his love-shasmartly from-bis,,bow,
As it' should pierce a hundred thousa4d' hearts.
But I might see yourt Cupid's fiery .411aft
Quenched in the chaste beams of the Wt'ry moon
And the imperial' vot'ress passed, on, .,: .

in maiden meditation, fancy-free.:
Yet mirk'd I where the bolt of Cupid fell.
If ,fell upon a little Western flower,* 4
Before milk - white, "now purple' with love's wound,

.

And maident call it love-i-n-idleness.'
Fetch me that flOwtr; th herb 'Ivsholed thee once.
The 21111ce of it, on sle ping eyelids laid,
Will mal-e cr man or w9tan madly dote
TJpon the next iive cVeature that it'seew:,
Fetch me thi: herb, 'and he thou here again
Ere the Levia-EhanAi0 swim a league.

.
.

/.. .

.

. -

."."11 put. a gircyie round about the earth
'..

forty miinutes. (Exit)

.Having andond' this juice,
'I'll wat'c Titania when she is asleeu
And drop the ljquor of it in her eves.

g wThe nex thin -hen she, aking, looksz-upon.
\ (Be ion lion, bear, or wolf, or .111,

Or m $idling Mon;,ev, or cirisbusv ape
She Sholl pursuctjt with the soul of love.

4

entor

Hast tif,u thy' there?' We lcome, wanderer.

2
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Puck:

Ober:

Ayi there iy is.

I pray,thee give it me.
I know a bank where the, wild thyme blows,

Where oxlips and-Ehe nodding violet grows);

Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbilep
With sweet musk-roses, and with eglantine.
There sleeps Titania sometime of the night,'

1.,u11/d in these flowers with dances .and deligh't;

And there the shake throws her enamell'd skin; -_

Weed wide enough to wrap a fairy in;

And with the juice of this I'll streak hen eyes

And make her full of hateful fntasies.

MS1.3,

/ ).*

Scene II-Ent'er Titania

Come, now a t'oundel anda fairy song;
Then, for the third part of minute, hence,- -

Some to kill cankers.in the musk-rose buds,
Some war 'iith rePemice for their leathi'.en wings,'

To make my small.elves coats, and,som_ Yee.Q,back

The plamour8us owl, 'that nightly hoot and wonders

At our clOsint spirits. Sing me now asleep.

Then to your office, and let me.rest)L' .

. '6)

1 Fairy: YOU spotted snakeS with double tongue,
.-,Thorny,hedgehogs; be not seen;

Newts and,\blindworms, do no-wrong,

. Come not-near our Fairy Quqen.%:

(Chorus)
Philomela, wi th melody
$ing,in our sweet jullaby; JIA,

lulla, lulla,'1ulla, lUllabv1 .

Never harm.

es

'Nor spell nor charm
Come'our lovely lady'nigh.
So good night.1 with lullaby .

2 Fairy: Hencei.a0av!' N'D.w all is well.'

One aloof stand sentine!

Enter ()baron

Ober: What *`thou seest when thou do tmake,
Do it for thy,t.:,,ue-lOve take:;

-Love ,and langui4h for his 'sake.
Be ,.it ounce o'r 'cat or hear,,

Pard, or boar withbristleci hair
In thy eye that ,.-17aTI appe6r

When thou wak'st, it is thy'' dear.

Wake when some'vile thing fs-near..

Bottom: Are we'tall met?

2i.2
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wince :

Bottom:'

'Pk

Quince:

Pat, pat; and here's.,:a marvail's convenient place,
for our rehearsal.

This green plot shall be our stage, this hawthorn,
brake

'Our tiring house, and we will do it in action as
we will do it before the Duke:

ome, sit down every Mother's-son, and rehearse
your parts.

Pyramus, you begin. When you have spoken your
speech:, enter into that brake;and,so every
one according to his cue.

What hempen homespuns have we swagd'ring here, :

So near the cradle of the Fairy Queen?
What, a play toward'? I'll be an auditaT;
An actor too perhaps, I see 'cause..

Speak, P,yr'amus'. Thisbv, stand forth.

----Thisby, the (flowers of odious savours

Odorous! -Odorous:

Bottom: ----Odours savours* sweet;
So hath thy brea'th, v dearest Thisby dear'.
But hark, a voice:- Stay thou but here awile.
And by and by I 145_11 to thee appear. (.1,x1t)

"Must I speak now?

Ay, marry, must yo'Lli; for,yo.u,muSt understand he
goes but to see,a ndise that.he heard; and is to
come'again.

Ihis:

sweet,-

a

This: lost radiant Pyramus, most lily- white of hue,
Of colour like the red rose on triumphant brier,
Most brisky juvenal, and eke most lovely Jeer,
As pure as truest horse that vet would never tire,
I'll .meet thee, Pyramtfs al. Ninny's tomb.

Quince: "NinuSf.Tothb.'t an Why, you-must not speak that
vete-, That you answer to Pyramus.
You speak .all y.,Air part 415nce, cues and all.
Pyramus enter'. ..Your' cue is past; it is "'never

tire." ___,
x

-
)

..

': i Si , , 0.4-As -t rue as _t west .horse; thai vet would never
tiro.

::;ter Rct7ri.n ar..!,,Pramus wi,th an ass head)

- Pvr! If I were fai.r, Thisby. were only thine.

2
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Quince: () monstrous! 0 Stl'ange! We are haunted. Pray,
masters!

Fly masters: 'Help!

Puyk: I'll follow you; I'll lead you about a round,
Through bog, through bush, through brake, 'through

brier.
SoMetifile a l;orse I'll be, sometime a hound,
A hog, a headless bear, sometime a fire;
And neigh, and bark, and grunt, And roar, and burn,
Lite horse, hound, hog, bear, fire, at every turn..

(Exit)

6

Bottom: Why'do the" run away? This-is a knavery of ;them
to Make me afraid.

I see their knavery. *This is to make an ass
of "me; to fright me,'if they could. But I will
clot stir from this place, do what 'they can I

will walk up and down here, and will sing, thait
they shall hear I am not afraid. (Sings)

'Tita:

The woosel cock so blac} of hue,
With Ol-ange-thwny

01. The tros'tle with his note so
The wren with little auill--

What angel .wakes me from My flow'ry bed?
I pray thee, gentle mortal, sing again.
Mine ear is much enamoured of thy note;
So is mine eye enthralled to th9 shape;
And thy fair virtue's force (perforce) doth move me,
On the first view, to say, to sweaI love thee,

Bottom:- Me -thinks, mistress, you should have little reason
for that. And Vet, tosay the truth, reason and

'love keep little company together now-a-dav.
The more the pity that some honest neighbours will
not make them friends. Nay I. an gleek, upon
occasion.

Tita: I Thou art a$ wise as thou art beautiful.
.

Bottom: Not- so, neither; but if r had wit enough to get
out of this wool, I have, enough to serve mine own
turn.

.

Out of this woc.,1 do not desire to go.
Thou shalt remain here, whether thou wilt or no.
I am a spirit r)f no common rate,
The summer stilt doth tend upon my state;
And lc love thee. Therefore gp with me.

214
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Tita: give thee to ,attend on thee;
And they shall fetch'thefiliewels from the deep,
And sing while thou on nresged flowers dolt sleep;
And T'will purge. the" mortal grossness so
That thou shalt like an,airy spirit go.
eageblossom! Cobweb! moth! and Mustardseed:
_Be kind and courteous to th's gentleman.
Come wait Limn him; lead hi to my bower. -

The moon, methinks, looks- ith a wat'ry eye;
And when she weeps, weeps ery little flower,
Lamenting some enforced Chastity.

rTie up my.love's tongue, bring him silently.

Pros: Whqt, Ariel! My industrious servant, Aril!

Ariel:, What would my potent,master? Here I am.

Pros:

Ariel:

. ,

-t.to self; introducing,Calinn--)

Thou and thy meaner fsllows yoir last service
Did worthily perform; a I must use you
In,such another trick. bring the. rabble,
O-'er whom I give thee'n w'r, here to this nlace.
Bestow upon the eves o these young people
Some vanitv-of mine art. It is my promise
And they exnect it from me.

Presently?

Pros: Av,'with a twink.

Beforevou can 's'ay 'Come' and '(1o',
And breathe twice and'cry,:.1So, so,'

t' Each one, trinping on his oes.
Will be here, with mop and mow.
Do you" love met, tag.ter? No?

" Dearly, my delicate Ariel. Do not approach
Till thoLi 'dost hear me call.

Pros:

'4(

Aril .What shall I:do? -;9av what' What shall I do?
'4/-

Pros: (19make thyself like a, nYmph o' th' sea. .Be subject
y ,T9 no*sight but thine and mine; invisible'

To every eyeball e "ge. co take this shape.

aTiban:

Thou .poisonous slave, gcit-by.the devil himself
mpon.thv wickedAlami.come forth!

As wicked dew as e!er MY.motherbrush'd
With raven'g'featherfrom unwhol4soMe fen

5
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Cal: Dron ori you both!. A south-west blow on ye
And' blister you all, o'er.

Pros: For this, be sure, t6-night thou shalt have cramps,
Side-stiches that shall pen thy breath un; urchins

Shall, for that vast 'of night that the,/ may work,

All exercise on thee; thou shalt he pinch'd

As thick as honeycomb, each pinch, more svtinging

than bees that made' 'em.

N.'

MS-7

(Turns)

(Enter Stephano and Trinculo)

Stenhano: Tell net me! When the butt is out, we 14313 drink

water; not a drop before. Therefore

Rear up an8 board '-ert* Servant monster, dri*nk to me.

Ste:

Ste:

cal:,

Servant monster? The folly of tOs island!
Thew sa" there's but five upon this isle:

'!(.: are three of them. 1f other two he
brained like us, the state totters.

Drina- servant monster, when I bid thee:

Thy eves are almost set in thy head.

Where should they he set else? !!e were a brave

monster indeed if they were set 3n his tail.

mooncalf, speat ()Ace in thy life, if thou heest a

good mooncalf.

How does thy' honour?,_Letme lick thy shoe.'

I'll not serve hlm; he 5s not valiant.

Trin: Thou 15est`, most ignorant monster; I am in case

to iuItle a constable.
Wilt thou tell, a monstrous lie, being but half- a,

fish and half a monster? 1
a

cal: Lo, how he mocks-me! Wilt thou let Mil, mY lord?

Rite him to death T"pr3thee!

,Ste: Trinculo, keen a good\tongue iri your head.

The Door monste's my sublect, and he shall not

'sug,fer indignity.
s.

enter Ariel -- invisible'

m" nobl- lord.
As T told thee :), efore, T'arHsublect to a tyrant,

A sorcerer, that hy'his,cunning hath
" Cheated me of the is'land.
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.

Ari: Thou liest

'ral: .

r

Thou li:est, thou -jesting monkey thou!
I would my valiant, master would destroy thee'. -

I do not1 lie.

5,te: Trinculo., if you txtouble him any' more in's tale,'
by ,this hand, I will'supplantscime of your.
teeth.

Trin: 441ftlY'r-Lid-nothing.

Ste: Mum then, and no more.. Procetd.

Cal:

Ste':

Cal:

I say by sorcery he got\this isle;
Froth me he got it. If thy greatness will
Revenge it on him - -fir I know thou dar'st
Thou shalt he lord of it, and I'll serve thee"

How now shall this he Compass'd?
Carist-thou bring me,to the party.?

Yea, yea, my lord! I'll.yield him thee asleep,
Ihere thou mayst knock a nail into his head.

.

Ari: Thou lieset;thou'canst not:

Cal. 'What a pled ninny's this Thou scurvy patch!
!'I do beseech thy greatness,give him blows
And take his bottle-from him. When that's gone,
He shall drink fraught but .brine t, for I'll not show

hip .

Where tl-e.quick freshes are.

Ste:

4 Trim-

SO

, Ste:

:Ari: Thou' ligst.

Trinculo, ,run 5,nto,ho.further dSnger.
Interrupt the monster one word further and,

bv this hand, I'll turn my mercy out o' doors
and make a stockfish of thee.

1.711y, 'ghat did I? I did nothing. 'I'll go farther
off. *,

DidstAhou not he lied?,

Ste: Do I so? Take thou that! (strikes Trinculo) .

As you like this, give me the ;lie another time.
, .

J 'Trin: T did not give thee the lie. Out of Your :wits,
and hearing too? A pox o' Your bottle!

This can sack and,drink.ing do. A murrain ATV vour
monster, and the devil take your'fingers!

I
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C41:

Ste:

Cal:

r

Ste:

Trin:

.Ste:

C

ral:

. Ste:

ri:

. St:

Ste
Trin:

Cal:

(Ariel

Ste:

Ha, ha, ha!

forward with your tale
further offs Proceed

Why as I told thee; 'tis a

I' th' afternoon to sleep.

-,-Prithee stand

custom
..There

him,-
Havirig first sejz'd hishooks,,or Oith a log
Batter his skull, or, paunch him with a stake4
Or cut his wesand with thy knife.

,fonster, I will kill this'man. HiA daughter and
I-will he king and nueen, Saye our nracesL
and Trinculo and thyself shah., he vicerovs.

Post thou like the plot, Trinculo?

MS-9

with him
tho4 mayst brain

Fxcellent.

liye.me thy hand. I am sorry I_heat thee; but
while'thou liy'st, keep a good tongue in thv
head.

Within this half hour will he be asleep.
lilt Aron destroY him then?

This will I tell m master.

Ay, on,mine honour.
.

Thou mal-'st me mfIrrv; I am full of pleasure,
Let 'us be jocund. Will voU troll the catch
YOu taught me but whilere?

At thy request monster, I will do reason, any_naa-s-t5b.
Some on Trinculo, let us sing.

Flout'em and scout 'em,
And scout 'em end .Flout 'em.
Tflouphtis free.j

'That's
4

plays).

This is the tune .of our, catch,
Picture of T1ohody.

not the tune. .

Play'd h" the

If thou heeSt a man, show thyself in thy likeness.
:fi,,2If thou heegt a deyil,take't as thou list.
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Trin;

'Ste:

MS-10

0, forgive me my

He-that dies-pays all debts. I defy thee.,*

Mercy upon us:

Cal: Art-thou afeard?

\ Ste:

Cal:

9 Ste:

Cal:

Ste:

No, monster; not I.

:Be not afeard. The isle is full of noises.
*Inds and sweet airs that give delight and hurt not.
Sometimes a'thousand twahpling instruments
Will hum about mineears;\and sometime voices

That .if I then had wak'd after long sleep,
Will make me sleep againl and then, in dreaming,
The clods methought would Oen and show riches
Ready to drop upon me, that, when I waY'd,

,cried to dream again.'

This will prove.a brave. kingdom to me, where I

shall have my music fpr

When Prospero is destroy'd.

That shall be by and by. I remember the story.

Trin., The sound Is going away'. Let's forlow,it, and
after 0 our 'work.

Ste; Lead monster; we'll follow. :I would I could see
this taborer: He lays it on.

Pros: This was well done, my bird.
Thy shape invisible retain thou still
The trumpery in fir' house, go bring it hither
For stale to catch, these thieves.

Ari:
,

.

"I gp,, I' go. (exit)

Pros: A devil, a horn devil,. on whose nature
-Nurture can never stick: on whom my pains,. .

Humanely taken; all, all lost, suite lost'.

And as with age ;his body uglier prowsl
Sothis mind can1.ers. 'I will/plague them all,
Evento roaring. . ,

, .

*

.

(Enter Ariel, loaden with Llistering apparel, etc.)

Come, hang then on this line.

(Prospero and Ariel remain invisible) Calihan, Stephan°,
and Trinculo awakeri

-, 2 9



Call

Ste:

Cal:

Trin:

MS-11

Pray you tread softly, that the blind mole may not
Hear a foot fall. We now are near his call.

Monster, your fairy, which you say is.a harmless
fairy, has done'15ttle better than playd
the .lack with us.

Prithee, my king, be ciuiet. Seest thou here?
-,This is the mouth o' th' cell,. No noise, and enter.
no that good mischief .which may make this island
'Thine own for ever, and I thy Calihan,
For ave "thy foot-licker.

0 King Stephano! 0 peer! 0 worthy
Stephano, look what a wardrobe here is for thee!

Cal: Let it alone, thou fool: it is but trash.

Ste:. Put off that gown, Trinculo. f)v this hand, I'll
-have that gotIn!

Trin:, Do, do: We steal by line and leyel, an't like
your (1race.

Monster, come put some lime upon your fingers,
and away with the rest!

Cal: I will have none on't. We shall lose our time
And all be turn'd to barnacles, or to apes
i-th foreheads villanous low.

FA poise of hunters heard. Enter divers Spirits in shape of
dogs and hounds, hunting them about, Prospero and Ariel
setting them on Caliban, Stephanc, Trinculo, driven out.]

. Pros: Goo, charge my goblint that they grind their 'joints
With dry convu'sions, shorten up their sinews
With areecramps*, and more ninch-spotted made then
Than pard or ca-t. o' mountain. ;r
Let them be hunted soundly. At this hour lie at

mercy all mine enemies.

(turning to them)

A solemn air, and the best comforter
T6 an unsettled fancv.,'cure thy brains
Now useless, bol'd within th" skull! There stand,
For you are spell-stopp'd.

The Charm dissolves apace;
And as the morning steals upon the night,
Melting the darknessl so theii" rising senses
Begin to chase the ignorant fuDes that mantle
Their clearer neson.

2 20



Trin:
[Three awakenl

All torment, trouble, wonder, and amazement
Inhabits here. Some heavenly power guide us
Out of this fearful country!

ExuentAriel:, If we shadows have offended,Think but this, and all is mended-=That you have but plumb'red here.While thede visions did appear.And this weak and idle theme,No' more yielding but a dream.Gentles, do not
reprehend.

Exi.tAct

Thunder enter, two witches A and B
A:

Thrice the brinded cat bath mw'd.

*T3:

Thrice and once the
hedge-pig whin' d.

qarpier cries; 'tis tune, 'tis time.

Round about the cauldron go;In the
potson'd entrails throw.Toadvthat under cold stonenays and nights has thirty-oneSwelt'red venom sleeping got,Boil thou first

th' charmed not.All:
Double, double, toil and

trouble;Fire burn, and
cauldron bubble.A:

Fillet of fenny snake,, in the po;son'd entrails
throw.

Eye of
.newt, aryl toe of frog,Wool of hat, and

tongue of dog,Adderos fork, and
hlindworm's sting,Lizard's let, and
howlet's wing.For a charm of pow4rful troubleLike a hell - broth boil and bubble.All:

trouble, ftuble, toil and
trouble;Tire burn,and cauldron bubble.B:

CC)ol if with a bahoonrs
blood,TrIen the charm is firm' and good.

MS-12
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(to other two)

r: 0, well done! I comment Your pains,
r) And every one shall share 5' th' gains.

And now about the cauldron sing
Like elves and fairies in a ring,
Enchanting all that "ou put in

I

Bar: Who's there?

Fra: Nay, answer me: stand and unfold yourself.

Bar: Long live the king!

Fra: Barmirdo?

Bar: He.

rra:' You 'come most carefully upon your hour.

Bar: 'Tis nol; 'Struck twelve; get :thee to bed, Francisco.

Fra: Eor this relief much thanks, 'tis hitter cold,
And I am sick at heart.

Bar: Have vou had quiet guard?

Fra:
. Not a mouse stirring,

Thar: Well, good night.
If 'You de meet Horatio and Marcellils,'
The rivals of my watch, hid them make haste.

s\./,

Fra:' I think I hear them; Stand ho, who is there?

(Fnter Hamlet, Horatio and Marcellus)

for: Friends-to thik groun.d.

; mar: ,Andiliegemen to the Dane.

Fra: Giv4 you good night.

",ar: 0, 'arewell, honest soldier,
Who hath reliev'd. You?

Fra:

".ar;

' Bar:

Barnardo hath my place; hive you good ght. (exit)

Holla, Barnardo!

Sav, What, is Horatio there?
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'Web.
1

Hor: A ni.ecP of him.

Bar: 'Telcome, Horatio, welcome good "arcellus.,

Hor: That, has this thing annear'el again to-night?

Bar: I havb seen nothing.

'ar: .Horatio says 'ti's but our fantasy,
And will not let belief take' hold of him,
Touching this dreaded sight twice seen of us;
Therefore T have entreated him along,
With Us to watch the minutes of this night,
That if again' this apParition come,
1!e ma" apnrove our eves and speak to it.

Hor: Tusfl, .tush, 'twM mot annear.

Bar:

Hor:

Sit down a while,
And let us oil'ce again assail your ears,
That are so fortified against our story,

= What'wehavetwl nights seen.

Well, sit we down,
And let as hear Barnardo speak of this.

Bar: Last night of all,
When 'Vond same star that's westward front the pole
Had made his course to illume that part of heaven
Where now it burns; marcellus and myself,.
The bell then beating one--'

Enter ghost

"an: Peace, break thee .off, look, where'it comes, my lord.
,

.
.

,

Bar: Tn that same fig6re like the king that's dead.
kk ..../

nor: Look, mv lord, it -comes!

Hamlet: Angels and ministers of ,grace defend- us!
Be :thou a Sliiri of health or goblin damn' d,
Bring with thee airs from heaven or, blasts from hell.
Be -this 'intents 'ticked or charitable,
Thou com'st in tsuch a questionable shape
That I will sneak to thee. T'll"call thee Hamlet,
King, father, royal Wane. 0, answer me'r-
Let re not burs in ignorance, ,but tell
WhV thy' Canonsiztd bones, hearsed in death,
Have burst,their cerements; why the-sepulchre
Wherein've sari ouietiv .inurn'd
Math on'd his non'derous and parble -jaws
To cast .the(; un ayain. 'What may this mean
That thou, dead Oorse, again'in.complete steel,
novisits thus the glimnsed of the moon,

n2ght hideous; and WI foolsof nature
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Hamlet:

)

So horridiv to shake oundismos4tion
'lith thoughts bevond the reachen of °lir sOUls?
Sav, this? wherefore? "Ilat should we do?.-

-.0

(host beckons Hamlet

Hor: Tt.heckons vop to go awa Oth it,
. As7if it some imnartment did.desire .`

Mar:
-

To Vou

Look 1,1:it'h -what courteous' action
- It _waves ,,,ou to .amore removed ground.
nut do-not go w; th

. for: D not, mylord:

--1 Ham: 'flav, what should he the fear?
T-do.not set my life at a pin'se;

%And for My soul, what pan.it-do to'that, '

,

Being a thing immortal as itself? , ..

, It 'eaves me forth again. I'll follow it..

Hor: -"hat if it tempt you toward the flood my lord,
Or to the'dPeadful summit of .the cliff
That beetles o'er his base into the sear,
And there assume ,some other, horribleform
Whin mi-ght deprive Your sovereignty of reason'
And-draw vou into madness? Think of it."

I The Very place nuts toys of desperation,
Wthout more motive, into every t)rain
That looks so nan'7 fedoms to the sea
And ars it roar beneath.

It waves me still.
. no on. I'll follow thee.

Ham:

mar:

Ham:

You .shall not go, my 1.Ord%

'Hold off "our' hands

Hor r- Be rultd. You shall: not go.
.-

.

Ham: 1 MV fate cries out, _ 4 -'

Vied make each petty art. ire in: this body,
As hard" as the Nemean lion's nerve ,...

. (host bebk.onS -

Still am-T call' d. unhand me, gentlemen,
By heavrinj TIll make a ghost of him that lets me'

away: -=- ;p on. I'll follow ;thee.-
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Ham:

MS-16

e

'Thither wilt thou 1A4hd me? Speak! .1'11 go no
further:

nbost: Mark° me.

Pam:

'host:

''l will.

My hour is almost come,
when I to sulph'rouS.and tormenting flames
Must render un myself.

Ham: . Alas, boor ghost!

(Most: Pity me not, but lend thv serious hearing
To what T shall'unfold.

Ham: 'Mat?,
. _

nhost . I am thv father's spirit, ,/,

noom'd for a certain term to walk the night,
AN for the day' confin'd to fast ires`, --

Ti -Ni.-N the four'crimes done in my' days of nature
Are burnt and Purg'd away.
But this eternal balzon must nOt he
To bars of, flesh and blood. List, gist, 0; list:
If thou didst ever thv deai- f

r
ther love---

Ham: 0 nod!

'host: Revenge his foili and Most unnatural murther.

te

Ham: Murther?

nhos murth'er most foul, as in the be .t it is;
Put this most foul, strange, and nnral.

Ham: Hast me tojnow't, that I, with 1. rings as swift'
--I'Mmeditation or tlie.-Ahoughts of love,
may 'sweept to ,mv revA'npe.

t'z

(Most: I f'nd thee'anti&
No , Hamlet, hear:
'41' given out hal, sleeping An my orchard,

- A .derpent stung me. So the whole ear of nerimark
IA By a forged p,rocess,,of my death.
Rankly abus'd. But know,thOt noble Youth,
The serpent that did sting thy 'father's life

,How,wears his crown.
r.

Ham: 0' my Prophetic soul!
my uncle?

ghost: A", that incestuos, that adultdrate beast,

e



(Most:

9S-17

--won to his shameful lust
The will of my-most seining virtuous. queen.
0 Hamlet; that a4alling-off was there,,,

But soft! methinks I scent the morning air. ,

Brief let me he. Sleeping, within my orchard,-
lAMy ctoth alWays of the afternoo,_

Upon my secure hour thv uncle stole,
With.luice pfcursed hehona in'a
And in the 'porches of my ears did pour

lenerclus distilment; whose effeCt
Holds such an enmity with blood of man -

That swift as quicksil've'r it Courses' throUgli
The natural gates and al le =is of ody
And with a sudden vigour it doth posset
And curd, like eager droppings Into. milk,.
The thin and wholesoffie blood. So did mine;
Thus was I, sleebingi by a brother's hand.
Of 1-tfe, of crown, oNnUeen, at once dispatch'd
And Tf thou hest nature' in thee, beear,it.not.
Let not the roval bed of DerNark he
A couch for luxury and 'damned incest.
Fare thee well at once.
The glows,:orm- shows. the matin to he near
And gins"to pale his uneffectUal-fire.
Adieu, adieu, adieu! Remember Me. (exit)

Ham:' 0 all you hot of%heaver0., Hold, hold, mY 1-eart!
/ Remember thee?

Yea, from the, table of mv memory
'11 wipe away all.triAkial fond records,

:a 1. saws of hooks, All foritis; allspregsures'Past
at youth and observation copied there,

Od thy commanamept all alone shall, live
Within the book andavolume of my' brain,
unmixtd with baser matter. Yes, by heaven!

How to my word:
Tt 'Adieu,adieu! -Remember the.'
I hame.sworn't.

Pros: Spirits, which by mine art
I havP, from their confinescall'd to enact
9v present fancies.

- There's something else to do. Hush and be'mUte,
Or else_ our spell is marr'd.

e

'Enter Clarence and Keeper,

Keener: Why looks Your grace so heavily to -day?
, .

'Clarence: 0, 'I have nagged a piserble-riight, .

,

So full of fearfUl dreaths, of ugly sgights,
That, dr: T am a Christian faithful' Man,
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Clarence: I would not -spend another such a night,
Though 'twere to buy a world,of hanpv dal
Sa full of4ismal terror was the ti

IMP

Mf.=18

a

Keener: What was your dream, my lord? T grali you tell me.

Clarence: Methoughts that I had broken from the Tower
And was embarked,to cross to Burgandv,-

. And in my company my brother Gloucester,
Who from my cabin tempted me to walk ,

Upon 'the hatches: thence we looked toward England
And cited up a thousand heavy times,
During the 1:/ars of York and Lancaster,
That had befall'n us. As we paced along
Upon the giddy footing of'the hatches, .

Methought that Gloucester stumbled, and 3n falling_
St1Wk me "(that thought to stay him) overboard
Into the tumbling biljows.of the main.
0 Lord! methOught what pain it waslo drown!
What dreadful noise of waters in mine ears:
What sights of:ugly death within mine eves!,
Methoughts I was a thousand" fearful: wracks;
A thousand, men that fishes gnawed upon;
Wedges.of gold, great-anchors,'heaps of pearl,

, Inestimable stones, unvalued jewels,
All icatt'red in- the' bottom of the sea:
Some say in dead merits skulls, ,and in thd holes
Where'eves did once inhabit, there were crept
{as- 'twere in scorn of ,eyes) reflecting gems,
That wooed the slimy bottom of he deep
And moCked the dead bones that ay scatt1red bv.

,

Keeper:
I

Clarence:

Keeper:.

Had vou such leisure in, the time of death
To gaze upon these secrets of,the deep?

MethoughtI had; and often. did I strive
To yield the ghost; but still:the envious flood
Stopped in my soul, and Tould not let it forth
To find the empty, vast, and wandering air, .

But smothered it within my panting bulk.,
Who almost burst_tb belch it in` the sea.

Awaked you not'in thisssore agony?
v",)

Clarence No, no, my dream was lengthened after life.
0, then, began the tempest to my soul!
I passed (methought) the melancholy flood,
Vith that sour ferryman which poets write of,
Onto the kingdom of perpetual night
The first that there did greet my stranger soul
Was my great fathe -in-law, renowned Warwick,,
Who snake aloud, 'What scourge for perjury
Can this dark monarchy afford false Clarence?'
And so he vanished. Then came wandering by
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Clarence: A shadow likesin angel, with bright hair
Dabbled in blbod, and he shrieked out aloud,
'ClaPence ss comefalse , fleeting, periured

Clarence,
That stabbed me in the field by Tewksbury:
Seize on him Furies 9 take him untbs. torment! '

With that (methought ) a legiop of foul fiends
Env ironed me, and howled in:Mine ears
Such hideous crie,s , that with tble very noise
I, trembling, waked, 'and !'br'',4 reason after
Could not be lieVe but that 1 Was in hell,
Such a terrible iMpress ion made-my dream.

T o marvel, lord, thoggh it 'affrighted you;.
I am afraid methinks) to hear vote tell it.

Ah, keeper, keepers% I ,1-1Ve dOrie 'these thing
(That now Rive evidence against my soul)
For Edwars. sake, and see how he requites me!
0 God! if my deep pray ' ri cannot appease thee,
But,thou ..wilt be ,avenged' on my misdeeds 9

Yet execute thy wrath in me :alone':
0, spare mv guiltless wife and my t)oor' chil
Keeper, I. prithee sit by, me awhile.
My soul is heayy; would sleep.

Keever: "

',C1prence :

Keener:

All:

C: (To

I lord. ,God give your :grace good rests

The 17ierd-..i.isterS,,,. hand in band,

Posters' Of th.tsea'Hand,-land
Thus do go a'bOlt $, abut,
%Thrice to thine,? Ana thrice to mine
And thrice again t6 .

Peace _pha rm 's,v.iOtind :"'. ,
audience)

You d o;look n a mov sort
As if you were d isrq Be cheerful,
Our revels now are encfe'd'i,:.These Our aCtors
AS fore /you , were all':'szirits: and
Are 'melted into air, into thinair;
And,' 1,ke the liae/ess fabric'' of this vi;5ion';-

'The clouthcapvd goi,geous'palaCes
The (31emn, temples the great globe' itself, .;;.<.

.

iYea, /a/lwbch inherit,
Awl, like, tha,s .inilbstant:ial pageant' faded,
"LeaVe not 'a 'raCk'behind, ',We-are: such stuff
As 'dreams are made ,on,. and our little life
Is rounded with, a steep.
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Juriior High'8cript

-
.

*-by,Charles and Lola Wilcox

Chava0e're: woman named Elsa
tar) (W.)

boy named Adam man named Adam

When the play op.ens, B is sitting in (his, her) space, with
piper and pencil, portable writing desk-, tape recorder. A,
'tuns onstage, mimes running through woods, climbing over
.rocks, etc. He (she) hears the voices of his ,(her) family
running through his .mind and responds to.theseZ5voicep while
running.

younger brother's voice: screams,. whine.

Mother: What's going on?

Father: Damn it, are you picking on your little brother
again, A? (Elli or Adam)

Mother: Can't you children get alone We're supposed to
, beon vacation.

Father:- what are'you doing!

brother: (A) won't let me help 'put up the tent.

'Father: Leave the stakes alone! (A), what are you doing
with the tent stakes?

.

.
, .

A: (spoken while running) You told me to put LIP the
tent.

,

.Faher: That's not the.right way. You have to start over-
herewith the long pole, How many times do I have
to tell you. . . .

brother: A said (She, he) had a better way to do it.

Father: This is no time for games. I want to get camp,
set up so we can enjoy ourselves. Here, gimme
that pole.

A: Gimme a chance, Dad.

Mother: If you can't be of any use with the tent, A, you

.r can come and help me.
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brother:

Please, move,

(screams) (A) pushed ine!

(';

Father: What .did you dothat'for?
,

Mother: 'I just can't stand it: What's.'14iong with YoU
anyway?

Father: Get out of lieree, Go get some firewood. Anything,
but legve. -

.

-A: O.K., (repeats, gradually getting louder
but also getting out of breath) -

Father, mother, brother:,
A, A, A Come back, wait. (etc. gradually fading
away)

-
A fallg, clunks head: Twists ankle, takes a discovery minute,
tries to walkl'is dizzy, can't 'walk very well. ;

Help. . .help, help:

(B looks up, has a mo ment to :listen. Heads towards the voice.
. B stands and doesn't hear anything. A is turning

inward on (his, her) helttlessness.)

B: Hello!. Is someone there? Hello?

A: Cstarts to call out, then stCpsl'embareassed but
as B turns to go) Yes (in haste) Over here:

B: Hello, youngster. Are you all right?

A: No'(disgusted). I think I've spraned my ankle.
, Anyway it hurts too much to walkooi. it. I was

runrling ttwough the woods and fet114 Like a- .

dumb-head,' (4,

B:

A:

B: ,

Let me look at it.

14(5it'll be all. right.

I have a small cabin just- over there. You could,
corrie with me, and rest a little and'see'if your

iankle mproVes. (B acts on the speech while
giving it, helping A up and into the cabin area.

6A stumble& and B really takes a firm hold.)

At my age I feel a little unsteady myself some-
times. We can help each other. (A gratefully
accepts this compromise)
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A:

B:

My parents aren't very far from here. We're
camped in Beaver Creek Campground.

. ,

Beaver -Creek Campground is better than four miles
from here. You've come further than you think.

A:' (Looking'aroun4, changing the subject) Do you live
,here? What are you doing?

B: Well, I'm retired. And I decided to write a
novel about this place.

A:

d' B:

7

This cabin?

This cabin, yes, and the man and woman who built
it, and all the men and women who lived in this
bit of wilderness ,before that, back to the be-
ginning.

A: I wish I had a place like this to go--to get away

-B:

from people.

Yes,'thaX's what they all wanted. That's why
they came here.

WWho?
9

B: The people who lived here before us. Take my <

father. (Picks up diary). He came here from
Missouri to set up as a rancher. This is iv
mother's dia,ry. She tells about how, htrd it was
at:firs't. My father came out here, fodnd the
land, built the cabin,.thEn sent for her.

Wife: He met me at the station, just as we-planned% He
looked so handsome in his boots and kerchief. I
know I 'looked like something the cat drug in after
coming 600 miles from Missouri. But he said I
looked. . .

Husband: ' She loOked'so.pretty, just like I remembered. I

.thought. maybe she'd think I looked like a foreigner,
don't reckqn she ever saw me in anything but a city
suit before, that day.

I asked him where we were going, how far it was to
the ranch. It seemed so strange to talk' about "a
ranch." 2000`acres we pwn here on Beaver Creek.
That's ds'much land as lies' under the whole town
where we come from in Missouri.

Husband: 2000 a cres seemed to big to her.' .But I eX,plained.
we needed even more because.cattle take so much.
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Husband:

Wife:

0

4E-4

Someday this will just be the summer pasture; the
main ranch will be down n the valley. .I've got
my eye on the place we n d already. 15)000 acres.

I hope we move to this valley ranch soon. Not
that I don't like this cabin He says we won't
be able to get to town in t winter. This little'
cabin away here in the pi' is beautiful now- -
but I'm afraid of wha e says the winter's like.
All I told him was that if he planned on having .

sons to help him then I would need some space big,
enough indoors4as well as out to raise them'pro-
per.

A: Were yow the only kid they had?

B: Oh, no. 'I aas in the middle.

A: Did you have any brothers? I do.

B: Oh, lots. Four. Two older, two younger. I ,.

-hated them all from the-time I was eight until I
was twenty. Hardly a week went by.without ebme-
body getting a black eye. My mOther used to say,
"-I wish I'd had a dozen of you-. I'd drown you
all.."

A: . Really? (pause) What happened when you got, to
be twenty?

B: I left home. Then we got along fine. Matter
.

of
territory, you know. .2000 acres wasn't enough
for Dad; 15,000 acres wasn't enough tor-a Aole
family. That's what it is all about -who belongS.

t td what and show much can you have. (picks'up,the
diary) I was'iust two when wemoved from this
cabin to the N./alley ranch. They!414.i/edhere
seven years. Mom was so glad.to move:

.

. ,
.

Wife: We're going: I'canyar4y belidve;it, after ail f.

this.' Seven wintervIive sperii-here,.thl,ee ..chil-
dreh-I've had here, and I thought none.of them,,
would live.throi.igh t.4e aWfu1 cold.

.. f- ,

Husband You'Pe 1,01 glad we'boUght,the Joie ffaggerty
place;- areni:tic, hoT.stey?

. ..

. .

Wife;' ?1y:.(1o,cl, es! Just -hunk, i'll'have 'water out of
;_p. pump instead of-the creek.4:. And real'bedrboms,
,separate :from the rest of the h0se. And a sit:-

.w. ,ting room. ' And 'friends to comeOnd sit_ in it.
. .

Hubband: Sounds a might crowded to me. But I know you put
- #

^'
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7'

,

Husband: up with a lot, moving out here .#1tonowhere.

Wife:

NTH-

You know, now we're going to have Christmas
parties. All the valleY folk will come. .And

we'll go to weddings and funerals and christenings.
And church. And barn dances. First time. you

. .courted me we went to a dance.

Husband: I can still dance .(does a4few steps) There, see.
I'll be able to fit rightzi'M to.vakley .life. But'
I'm going to ,miss this plrage like my own arm.

Wife: There'd no reason why this cabin.has to be left
to the wind and the weather. Well' keep it up
so we can come.here whien we need to.

Husband: I need a place to go to be by. myself.sometimes.
Nokikes,"no neighbors, no cattle, no hay hands,
ne This couldbe that place.

Wife: That way each' of us has a little of what he
needs.

'Husband: Well, that'd be all right. Can I have this
dance, m'am? ,

A: Did you ever come to this cabin with-him?
would have.

B:

A :

Sometimes I came with hith when'there. was something
to fix--a windowbroken during the winter or a
fence 'around the .garden to keep out- the cows -. La-
ter, mhenI needed to, I-came here; by Ayself. All
us kids "did. We heeded space in our .togetherness.

I hate living-with my femily. They alwaysput me
down. They think I can't do :anything right. We
'fight all the time. Mostly* parents ,take, my
, brother's sideof it because I'm older and '1.'m
supposed to know better.

. ,

B: That'll change. Your 'brother will get bigger and
theh he'll' have to know better too.,Q The best thing
is to giveteach other a little room. Sonieffolks 1
.never learn that: they think al the space'around.
th6m; and all the territory too - ngs to them
apd that they can do what they li with it. Take
the story of Jediah Barnes and Ax 1 Peterson. Axel
'Peterson was the man who staked tie original gold,
claim on Beaver creek-back in 18'0. Or so he said.

Jud.Baenes said the same

Jud:, I seen astiake back yonder with the initialt
.1
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Jud:

'Axel:

Jud:

'L Axe 1:

Jud :

Axel:

Jud:

wo

JH-6.

on it, Axel. Wouldn't be yours, would it?

If it looked like this one here, it was,

I guess you know I Prospected this valley last
year and the year before.

Yeah. But this year you worked up around the Ute
Needles. That's a gdod five miles from -this
drainage.'

Shoot, the coals ain't dead in my campfire yet.
Some noaccount claim jumper horns right in.

It's you that's hoFnin' in. We'd never seen hide
nor:thair of ya if ya hadn't:heard about my luc)<..
Now I'M goin"ta drive this here last stake and
'take this here last bunch of samples to town and
record my claim. When 'T, come back l;'d be obliged
if you and your horse's hind end 'ed take your.,
selves outa Beaver Creek. '

It ain't your claim, Axel Peterson. You got no-
right to it. I was here first and I peen to be
here after you've left the Territory.' Which you're
going to do as quick as you can get your gear
together and move it Out.

Axel: You're a little short on one end to. be ordering
people,around.

Jud: 'Dynamite cpmes in little packages.

Axel: Well, we'll just-Iry that:

(they fight: a Grotowski kght; move slowly to exhaustion
and real time tempo)

B: At the edd of two hours, according to the way they
told it, nobody haili.won and neither man could stand,
up. So they helped each other back to town.

A: , W)iat happened to the claim?

B: It didn't matter who cowndd 1.t b 'ecause the entire
find amounted to $40 worth of goldbearing
and Axel took that with him to the Assey,office
to record the claim. He spent the rest ofthe
season digging test holes all over Beaver Creek
trying to find the vein ufhere that quartz came

- from. Never did, and gave up gold mining. Star-
ted the general store, selling picks and shovels
to everybody else. Store still stands.

I'
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What happened to Jud?
\ -

B: He tried to jump a claiM in the Wyoming Black Hills
and was found head down at the bottom of a dry
wash.

A: Some, people are never satisfied with what they've
got.

I

A:

That was one of Axel Peterson's test holes you
fell into. (they laugh) Hy book goeS back fur -
ther to the time of the explorers and the trapper's.

Perhaps I'll go back as far as the Spanish
and the.Indians. There have been a lot ofl- dif-

.

ferent people who came this way.

I don't think about all'that--all those people:
Not as real people who actually lived here, who
ate and slept and walked around here.

B: Ah, but it',s called Beaver Creek for a reason. A
trapper named it. There Fe places a 1 over this
territory named by the French, "Spani and Indian
people who lived here in the 17 and 1:00's. Here's
some French onds: Platte River, De B que Te
CacheLa Poudre. Spanish names are 11
Grande, MeSa verde; Colorado. Indian names are
everywhere; Sanquache, Manitou, Umeompagre, Awkaree
are only a few; It was when the Americans came
that the fur trade days ended. There's a story
about an American fur agent, Zachary,Hughes, and
a French Trapper, Jacques.Baptiste, and his Ute

4wife, Good Heart..

Zach: Well, Jacques - Baptiste, that was a fine venison
stew. Your-woman knows how to please the palate.

Trapper: Hs---Hughes. If we only had a little, tobacco
I could offer yiau a smoke'to finish the -meal.

,

Zach: I been savin' some. (stokes pipe) You* seem to be
a proSperou* enough trapper, ,Jacquda: What would
-you say isa fair price for.a prime beaver pelt
'next spring?

Baptiste: H s the Ameri,cana. better price to offer thbn the
B tish?

. '

Zach: My resources are unlimited4 Jacques. I'm prepared
to pay top price and better no matter what the'
cual;i..tv of the pelt:

. .

Baptiste: Like all your c trymen,.you talk big. Larger
than your wallet, maybe? If what you say is true,
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Baptiste:

Zach:

Baptiste:

Zach:

Baptiste:

Zach:

Baptiste:

Zach:

B:

A:

J3:

.JH-8

prove it at the yearly Rendevous. Words cannot
buy nelts,mon ami.

Baptiste, you seem a reasonable fellow and I'll
be straight with you. The American Fur Company
Wishes to keep the.Spanish and British interests.
from monopolizing the beaver trade in these moun-,
tains. To do that we will have to lose money for
a few years'. A clever in like yourself could
stand to make a lot of, money in no time a'tall.

The Americans are new to this game. I tamed this
place Beaver Creek; if I am careful .there will
still be beaver here when I am ready'to hang up
my traps and return to France. But this competi-
tion you speak of will wipe out all the beaver,
from this, and, from every other. place.

The beaver trade will not last another ten years
anyway. Prices for pelts have to .go down. We'll
just hurry up the process a 1±ttle. You should
think of giving your Ute woman a Christian wedding
ceremony and'settling down here. You could-guide
for settlers coming out west from our crowded
eastern states.

,.

Such a thing is too far away. France is my home.
I will return with much 'money from the beaver and
leave this place for the next.man after me.' '

That man will be an American.

And perhaps he-has.not waited for me- to leave, eh?.
Perhaps he is here already, sits with me at my
camprire, talking of furs, and. of settlers.

Per hapg. '(silence),

'I ran across some old letters from the fur trap-
ping days. % .a third hand story'about an Ameri-
canjbr Company agent who 1,7s lost two seasons in

` the mountains. He. was found drifting down the
river by Company scquts, starved, delirious and
raving.

He, was) Zachary?

For the purtposes of my novel he is. I believe
that ,many such meetings between Indian, French,
and gritlsbtrappers toeknlece as the American
Fur C.ompany expanded. hey knew the world was
changing, that the Americans were trylfig,to take
over'the whole continent if they could. They kl3ew
itfiwouldiMean the, ancicYf their way of life. They'

iY
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' B; foUght to keep_ that from happening in any and
every, way'they-knew how. .

JH-9

Baptiste' Be sure, Zachary Hughes,' you must_wait here a bit. ,
I will see that your horse is well fed.

I'll tend to my horse,. Baptiste, never mind. _I

always take care of my' horses and gear, myself. .

No problems that way.

Zach:

Baptiste:

Zach:

No,..rio. The perfect'hoSt must be all things to
his guest. I'll, only be a moment.

(smokes) Hello? (to wife -- nothing) Speak'English?
nothig) Parlais vous, francaise? (nothing) Well,
I don't speak Ute. signs "good food" (he inter-
prets out,loud both sets of signs)

Wife:' signs "you Must got,

Zack: (laughs.out loud) signs--"no. I sleep your' lodge."

Wife: ' signs--"yousleep, no wake."

Zach: You don't m an to tell me dearold Baptiste would
murder me in my sleep. (pause) signs--"? (would)
your map kil me"

it.,

signs--"Yes. You go ii:airiaoss little water.
Runmorth. No take horse. ''My man'wait, hide,
*shoot you. Take pack, go."

I think yon mean-it. Well, I ouldn't be the-
first agent to disappe4r. in. th se mountains.
signs7-aahank. you, Good,He5rt'.."

/ .

A: -They werefighting over the land too.i Even if
.they said,;thdy were fighting over ful4g.,

do.

B:

A:

I

B:.

Yes.

Everybody thought 'what they wanted kora the *land
was the right thing. Baptiste. wante 4, make a
bunch of money from beaver furs; Zachary wanted '

the mountains to belong to Americans; the miners
just wanted the gold; the rancher wanted acres
and acres for a cattle Vanch. Nobody thought
about what the Ian4 wanted or was. Or what the
land might want to he. Is that a silly thing to
say? '

No. NojnoW. Lately peoplejhave-bAun to think
about land ana trees and anxmals having rights of
their own. The- thought.seems a little strange to

ik
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B:

A:

A:

B;

4 A:

B:

A:

B;

6

most of us yet, but we're changing. We_are. Very,
used to feeling we can do what, we 1.7.1ht, take.what
we please. It takes a while to/change feelings
thatare very old, very convenient.

MoSt people just don't think about it. They live
in the city and donit think about the,fact'that
11 'concrete and steel. =

-There are lots of people who try to find a little
of the outdoors. 'Yodr parents, for instance, when
they come to Beaver Creek camping.

But 1 have friends who never leave the city.
They've never seena deer or'forests or really
blue skies. And they don't care that they've
never seAn thosek things--they don't even thin
about i;t.

fihave a grandson like your friends.
I

.1/110 donut 'You bring him here?

Well, I will ask himagain. Now, sThce you'vd
d shown me hoNa important.it is. J

1
A.. 46

(Rime piece reflecting black futpre by 2 actors)

It's really important.' Iptre getting used to it;r-,
we ,believe that ain has to be poisonous, food fall
of chemicals, people forced to livein tiny boxes.
We believe that's the way; it has to' be and tt t.
it's ,oing.to get worse.

Is that eeally what you see for the next person in
Beaver Valley, A? Is that what you think it will
be like .for you?

. .

'A: I believe I'll -live. in a place like a cave. I'll
stay inside and never want to gout because the
outside is so awful. I won't see other people,'
except on screens because th@y won't go out
either. The animals will be gone.. Maybe. eery-
thing else too.

r .-
..,

(mime piece reflecting light future by 2 actors)

B: . .That is one picture Of Beaver Valley in 2076.
But there,are others. We won't necessarily have ,

to lae.in tombs for the (dead and dying. It iS
possible that our houses will be warmed by the
sun, cooled by the wind, open to green parks 'acid

covered by a vast, clear sky above. .

f -....

1k
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A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

'Nobody believes in that kind of future.
/7

To the contrary, many people believe in it. I

have a friend who is designing towns with- paths
for people walking that are never-crossed by the
tracks thjit take the fast, peoRle moving machines
between the widespread places. '

You really think we'll live in a place like that?
All of us? Ordinary pepple too? .

.

I think it is possible. I' think right now it is
six of one possibility and a half a'dozen of the
other.

o

Half a chance for either future.'

I have come 'Sp belie*e that what Beaver Creek
looks like .1n 2076depends on what- you and I do
now. It is-possibae that the dying we feel is
only the dying of our kind of world. What you
and I do now is what will shape the new world.

A: -What are you doing?

B:

A:

B:

Seattle:

I'm workingon this novel so people will-think
about the land and how to use it and what its
rights are. And I'm going to i'nvite,my grandson
from the cit to come here and Stay with me.,

And do voutIthink that sort'of'trling will make' a.
difference?

4.:

,Yes. We'ax:e changing worlds. We have to pay at-
tention to whet in the old world will die and what
will live on in tie new one. Maybe this will help
me say' what I mean.

This is a speech made by Seattle, Chief of the
Suguamish tribe, when he surrendered his lands to
the white man. It was in 1855 and he knew the
world of the Indian Was dead.

We are two distinct races with separate origins
and-separate deAinies. To us the ashes of out
ancestors are s'acre'd and their resting place is
hallowed ground, You wander far from the graves
of your ancestors and seemingly without regret. .

But why-should I mourn at the untimely fate of my
people? Tribe follows tribe, and nation follows
'nation, and regret is useless. . .

But when the last Redman shall have become a
myth among the White men. . .wheh your Childreri's
children think themselves alone'in the field, the
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. Seattle: store, upon the highway, or in the silence of the
pathless woods, they will not'be alone.- in all
the earth, there is no place dedicated to soli-

. trad. At night when the streets of your cities,
are silent and you think them deserted', they will
throng with th0 returning hosts that once filled
them and sV.11 love this beautiful land. Tht
White man will newer be alone. Let him-be just'
and deal kindly with my people, for the dead are
not powerless. Dead'--I say? There is no death.
Only a change -of worlds.

There are Your And a brother or two
from t

A:

13:

B:

A:

4,
B:

4,
11-

A:

P:

A:

-B:

A: Good -bye-.

f lit.

I don't want them'to come just ye,. I'm not
ready.

`$)
4 Nobody is every ready, really, It won' be long

and soon yo'll have,space and time enough to be
yourself. Maybe even sootier than you'd like. .

,,,-

.- _L

'

.\
sy . r

stand"
,

.

tYeah, Su t dan'I'it? .(as a joke)

1

Of course.you can.

Oh, O.K., I guess,

(pause) How's your ankle?

Are ydu here.? ShallI Call to them?

Not yet. I. wanted to say Thanks first.

Yes. Thankt, to y'ou too. (thWshake hands)

Good lucle'on Four novel.

Good luck on our dreaA. ,Pobd-bye.

(B leaves)
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